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“QUITE A SNARL”

Everywhere Praised —
Everywhere Admired
The refreghing originality and dashing
appearance of this Buick 4-cylinder
Sport Roadster has won the heart, of
men and women everywhere. They
marvel that such ■ wealth of brilliant
style and sparkling beauty can ba
offered at it, extremely low price.

Its low, racy, rich body, tailored khaki
top—its embossed leather upholstery—
its beveled plate glass side wings, and
shining nickeled fittings—and innumer
able other refinements, are among ths
reasons why it has found such favor
among those who wish a distinctive and
out-of-the-ordinary roadster.

Fours
3
5
3
5
5

Sixes

Paas. Roadster
Paas. Touring
Pasj. Coupe Pass. Sedan Pass. Touring
Seaan • - -

$865
885
1175
1395

2 Pas*. Roadster $1175
5 Pass. Touring 1195

1325
1025

5 Pass. Touring
Sedan • - .

1935

5 Pass. Sedan -

1985

Coupe - J1895
7 Paw. Touring 1435
7 Pesi. Sedan - 2195
Sport Road.ter 1625
Sport Touring . 1671
4 Paw.

Prices f. o. b. Buick Factories: government tax
to be added. Ask about the G. M. A. C. Purchase
Plan, which provides for Deferred Payments.

PARK STREET
TEL. 238

ROCKLAND MOTOR MART

WE HAVE ALL MODELS ON OUR SHOW ROOM FLOOR FOR

DEMONSTRATION

When better automobiles are built, Buick will build them

HERE THEY ARE
THE MECHANICAL GEAR SHIFT
(NOT ELECTRICAL)

SENSATION OF THIS YEAR’S NEW YORK

AND CHICAGO

AUTOMOBILE SHOWS

STANDARD

ON

EQUIPMENT

NEW APPERSON
"SIXES” and "EIGHTS”
SEE

AT

THEM

THE

BOSTON

AUTOMOBILE

SHOW

AT THE APPERSON EXHIBIT—SPACES 24 & 25—MAIN HALL

MARCH 10 to 17
A.

C.

JONES,

DEALER

5 Talbot Ave.
SEND

■r ' 1 I
North
National$
Bank \

Rockland
FOR

CATALOGUES

_____ w\At fEe sTffn
WNor'h National Bank

SMALL ACCOUNTS
Frequently prospective customers hesitate
to open commercial accounts, because they
deem a small account may not be acceptable
to the Bank.

Tho success of this Bank, and the growth
of its customers' accounts, wc believe to be
largely based upon the care and attention
wc have given to small accounts started here.
We invite you to open a Checking Account
at this Bank.

LIMITED U. S. DEPOSITORY
Tu-S

MAiN STREET, FOOT OF LIMEROCK

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

The Owl's Head-South Thom
aston Fracas Causes News
paper Comment.
The Bangor Commercial of Satur
day had the following editorial com
ment on the attempt of certain Owl's
Head residents to nullify the action of
two years ago.

YOUR INCOME TAX RETURNS
You may find some question you wish to ask.

Bring it to us.
We shall be pleased to have you consult us
I
freely.

4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts
T-S

24-30

Hie Rockland National Bank
Rockland, Maine

Third Installment]
•<i
After five or six hours of compara- open water, and not having the means
t.vely easv going there was a percepti of crossing, he set up a little Bole of
his dwn.
ble change. The way became rougher,
Six or seven hours had passed when
there was more twisting and turning tr Capt. Shumaker told us we must be
avoid low hills and ridges of ice, and nearing the Pole.
Every eye was
away to the north the horizon was strained to discern the object which we
had come thousands of miles »to see.
pinked on', with hundreds of cupolas,
Not one of us, excepting the old man,
towers, and minarets, which flashed in
had any idea what awaited us at the
the sunlight like some fabled city of
old. The time was divided into watch journey's end, but our faith in our
skipper was so strong that we were
es of six hours each, which meant six
hours' work and six hours' rest. By willing to follow him to the end of the
’his means we managed to cover con world and beyond, if he said the word
When a faint illumination was seen in
siderable ground in a day in spite of |
the handicap of constantly increasing the distance no great amount of excite
ment was manifested, although the old
difficulties.
At the end of the second day’s travel man declared it to be the object hsought. The*aurora had shone witli
we found ourselves in a plaee to which
the lava beds would look like a skating unwonted brilliancy during the ride,
rink. Af tr 3evoral hours of tumbling, but this light which we saw ahead war,
•.visting and zigzagging, more or less wholly different it was a low steady
like dancing the Virginia reel, we lifcht and we felt very much as Colum
entered a sort of gully with a floor of bus’ crew must have felt when it dis
comparatively smooth ice. and as the covered the campfire of the Indians.

g
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trend was northtrly it looked as if good
. « • •
As we neared the acme of our hopes
The South Thomaston squabble Is luck was coming our way. As we pro the wind began to die away, and the
ceeded
along
this
ravine
the
sides
be

again before the legislature and is con
last quarter was run by the momentum
tinuing to make trouble for the Solons. came higher and more precipitous, | we had previously gained. As our
gradually
converging
at
the
top.
com

It will be remembered that at the last
occupies •pREstflENrs
ing nearer and t carer, until at the end speed slackened we had a good chance
session it was voted to separate the
to view the object for which many lives
CWlfr or rue wpsw a/rltown, the part removed to form the of a mile we found ourselves in an ice and millions in treasure had been sac
cavern 40 or 50 feel high, and from 10
town of Owl's Head. Part of the peo
On ail elevation perhaps 20
to 20 wide. The floor was as smooth as rificed
WEO W'W-ple felt that they were discriminated
•l miiror and quickly strapping on our feet above the smooth ice a shaft arose
against and that their section did not
skates and curious to know what lay about 150 feet high by 20 in diameter.
receive a fair proportion of the expen
at the end of the road we struck a ten resem.1 ling solidified rock salt, and
ditures of the town.
mile gait and seen made up some of crowned with a mushrotm like top
The legislature concluded that if the
from which depended icicles varying in
our lost time.
residents could not live in harmony
A couple of hours at this rate and we length from four to ten feet. This top
there should be a divorce and conse
were getting tired and hungry, when to was surrounded by a double row of
quently divided the town. The re
our joy we saw a spot of brighter light northi rn lights of many shades which
monstrants to this action claimed that
ahead and knew the end of the tunnel made the icicles gleam with all the
hy the division South Thomaston lost was near. Soon emerging from our prisma tic colors.
the big proportion of taxable property covered road we came to a halt and
We quickly diserkbarke 1 and luirried
and was left with the larger share of look stock of our surroundings. Be
the top of the mound but imagine
the expense. They started to obtain
hind us was the mouth of the tunnel in ur surprise to behold a human being
the necessary number of names for a an almost sheer wall of ice rising many almly awaiting our approach as if vis
HEAT) 0E TORMBlfW
State referendum but fell a little feet above our heads, and running east itors to the Pple were quite a common
short.
and west as far as the eye could see. It occurrence. This being was unlike any
-Apparently the division has not was circular and looked like the rim of Eskimo we had ever seen, inasmuch as
worked out to the satisfaction of the a vast volcano. To the north the he was tall and of commanding pres
people of the section for there are two smooth ice stretched away mile upon ence. He was clothed from head to
bills before the legislature in connec mile, like a great sheet ot plate glass foot in the skin of the reindeer, and ex*
BROWN REMEMBERS ’EM
ON MILK LUNCHES
tion with the division. One is a meas- without any horizon merging at last eept for a pair of steady black eyes
"ure for a reunion but this is opposed into the blue of the sky.
about all we could see where his face
Further Identification
Of Persons
by Owl’s Head the new town. The
ught. to be was a stubby heard, in Vital Factor In School Life
Shown in the Old Clark Island
other is a request from a considerable
which the frost particles gleamed like
Judging from the appearance of the dew on summer grass. He advanced
Will Be Discussed By State Picture.
number of the residents of the new
town, who live at Ingraham's Hili and co it would be safe to say that no snow’ nd extending his hand to Captain
Camden, March 10.
Inspector Barbour.
Ash Point asking that they may he set ha fallen in this region since the begin Shumaker, hade him welcome in a
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
off from (iwl’s Head, claiming that ning <■) time. The old man gave his voice which sounded like a bullfrog in
I was much interested In studying
At the Assembly hall of the High
they did not wish division, that they rstomary chuckle and said ‘twas just a barrel, arid offered him the keys to
have been discriminated against by the what he cal’iated. As this was to be the city, so to speak. The jargon tie School Thursday evening at 7.30 Eie picture of the workmen of Clark
the new town, and joined to South our la< t camp before making a dash for used was Greek to all except the second o’clock a mass meeting of the citizens Island ill Ihe last Issue of your paper.
he pr.’e, as well as the first upon our nate who had traveled from Llliput to
Thomaston.
of Rockland will be held to hear For Fifty years is a long time #to look back,
The matter presents quite a snarl return more elaborate preparations Schenectady, and had a smattering of
but every face in that picture is fa
and following the usual lines of town ban ts-ual were made for the enjoy every known tongue including, chop rest A. Barbour, State milk inspector, miliar to me. although I cannot re
division movements is developing con ment of a goon rest. The tent was suey. Acting as interpreter he in- speak on the subject of “Milk, and the
member all the names. But I have set
siderable bitterness. Among the most ’itched just in.-ide the cavern. The brmed us we were in the august pres- Value of Milk Lunches in the Schools."
down all that I do remember at pres
sled
was
unloaded,
our
tarpaulins
w
’
ere
nce
of
Imaiyor,
tfie
custodian
of
the
difficult matters that come before the
This is one of the vital parts of school ent. Beginning nt the left, first row: 1.
spread
cn
the
floor,
blankets
were
laid
legislature are those relating to town
Bole, as his Father and Grandfather
Jerry Lynch and his dog; 2, John
divisions and as a general thing the down over them and soo i the noise of lr d been before him, The Captain as life today—the proper nutrition of
Murphy; 5, Capt. Brownrigg; 6, Frank
school
children.
In
the
past
it
has
not
sizzling
bacon
and
smell
of
coffee
made
wisest attitude to be followed by the
sured him he had not come with any
Ross; 7, Kory Morrison; second row:
intention of annexing any part of his been necessary in Rockland to have
legislature is to refer the question to a it have quite a homey appearance
The next morning the old man took Empire, telling him that the United these school lunches. This was prac 1, Bhil Ulmer; 2, Bill Marnock; 6, Bob
vote of the people interested.
Ashworth, superintendent;
7, Jim
This attitude is now taken by the ’large of the culinary department. A States had a very warm teeling for the tically an all-American community,
Mathews, quarry
boss;
12,
Ad.
committee on towns which in its re light topper kettle was set on an alco North'and and would probably open with good homes hilt with the advent
Smalley, third row, 3, Frank Kane; 6.
port made Thursday proposes that a lol stove and a number of frozen chick- negotiations With a view to diplomatic of the foreigner earning a minimum Dan Morlson; 7, Ed. Caven; 10, Mr.
referendum shall be had in both towns ns were brought forth, which he pre dations as soon ashe.Capt.Khumaker, wage, with a large family, it has be
Maxwell; fourth row: 2, another Max
and if a majority vote is cast for a re ceded to make into chicken broth made his report. njeantima he begged come the problem of every community
well boy; 3, Frank Smalley; 6, Bill
union such shall take place. The com This was put into thermos bottles of pernrssion to look around a bit before in the United States to see that the
Frank Norwood; 7, Ezra Jackson; it,
mittee also advances the belief that which we had quite a number. The startirg for home. Imaiyor told him children of the foreigner should receive
Sylvanus
(Doc)
Hemingway;
10,
one town is enough for the people of capain while at work kept an eye on ic make himself at home, and asked if proper nutrition which their people are
"Shorty” Ludwig: fifth row: 2, Mose
the section. It would have avoided ‘he barometer and told as he cal’iated any of us had the makin's on us. When in many cases uhalile to give them.
Mr. Barbour is one of the best speak Glidden; 3, Will Verrill; 5, Arthur
considerable trouble and argument if there would be a change of wind in a handed tobacco and paper he deftly
the last legislature had left the de couple of hours. True to his prognos rolled a cigarette, and putting the rest ers in the State on the subject and . Buck; 7. William F. Brown; 8, M. M.
tication the wind came from the south of the tobacco in his pocket he bor- every person interested in the health of Brown.
cision to the voters of the town.
It is remarkable that no names such
a strcr.g. true breeze and preparation owed a light and proceeded to enjoy our community should attend this
was lustily made for a start into the tnat smoke in a manner which I never meeting to hear him. Members of the as Hollenzollen or Romanoffski were in
Chamber of Commerce are particularly that bunch. While I lay in the house,
hitherto unknown region of the Bole.
had seen equalled.
nursing a broken leg, I may he able to
The food for our return trip was
1 had hitherto supposed that a Turk requested to be present.
The plan for furnishing milk to the think up the names of the others
cached, the thermos bottles and blan or an r.rab was positively the last word
M. M. Brown.
kets wtre packed in a box in the middle in the art of smoking, but they would pupils Is on the basis of half-pint bot later.
the sled, and we were ready for a huve to hand it to old Imaiyor if I tles Io be furnished by the milkman. A
Tlie Lawrence Corporation received
start. Not quite ready, as it proved, know anything about it. He put the little experiment has been carried on
a radio message Saturday that tho
for
some
time
at
one
of
the
schools
in
or
Capt.
Shumaker
opened
his
myste

cigarette
to
his
lips
and
inhaling
a
A BIG STOCK
rious roll, which consisted of an um lungfull he kept it down almost a min our city, and it 'has been found very schooner Tolema, Capt. A. B. Norton,
brella-iike sail, about 12 feet across ute then blowing it out of one nostri’ practical to furnish these milk lunches was being towed into Bermuda, with
AND ALL SIZES IN
The ends of two of the lower ribs were he drew his lips as if reluctant to let go to the children. The price which has broken rudder, by the steamship Nar
fastened to light runners, with guid. oi it. I watched him fascinated, and been paid to date has been 12 cents cissus. The vessel has a cargo of kilnropes, or reins running back to the many times I have tried tj imitate him a quart for this milk. The financing of dried lumber from Georgetown for Newmain sled. The old man. took charge only to get my eyes and nose full of tliis experiment being done by individ York.
uals under the supervision of the Barof the guide ropes and we were off smoke.
ent-Teachers’ Association.
We glided along with increasing ve
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Mr. Barbour is planning to be in
locity, and when we got the fui
While the captain and others were
strength of the wind we were striking making an examination of the sur town two or three days and will be
Whatever your occupation may be and how
a clip of 60 miles an hour. We had a roundings I succeeded liy way of signs prepared to inspect cattle for tlie ever
crowded your hours with affairs, do not
log improvised of a tomnto can and 50 in trading a print of XXXX whiskey dairymen of this vicinity. Any dairy fail -to secure at leaat a few minutes every day
feet of strong line which we threw over and an old jewshaVp for a chip from man in or about Rockland desiring for refreshment of your Inner life with a bit
—Charles Eliot Norton.
the stern, which to the best of our the pole. Old Imaiyor drank about ha'f herds inspected, should get in touch of poetry.
BUT
judgment struck the ice about once in of the liquor, and mumbling something with the office of the Superintendent
THE PHANTOM SHIP
a thousand feet. In ten minutes we that sounded like “damn good," he se of Schools on or before Thursday,
It looks to us as though we were
In .Mather’s Magnalia Christi,
hauled
in
the
log
and
counting
the
March
15.
creted
the
bottle
in
his
furs
and
sat
Of
the
old
colonial time.
going to be up against the same
.May be found in prose the legend
dents lound wc were making, to be ex down and began to play on the jewsproposition that we were on
That Is here set down In rhyme.
act, 62% miles an hour. At this rate harp. Rejoining my shipmates we
4. You don't have to risk a cent to lie
overshoes.
barring accidents we would reach the walked a few times around the Bole relieved of catarrh. Get a Ilyomei
A shij sailed from New Haven.
Am; the keen and frosty airs.
Bole in a few hours.
and then drew away a short distance outfit from any druggist, and if it does
That filled her sails at parting.
Meantime the captain had bee. and listened while the old man ex not satisfy, he will refund the purchase
IF
Were heavy with good men’s prayers.
coaching us what to do if wc struck plained in a few simple words the phe price.—adv.
open
water,
which
he
said
he
cal
’
iated
“
O
L<rd! if It he thy pleasure”—
nomena
which
had
puzzled
men
of
Everybody gets an idea that they
Thus prayed the old divine—
iay between us and the Bole. At the science for centuries.
R. U. Collins is prepared to assist in
“To bury our friends 411 the ocean,
want a pair of Rubber Boots,
rate of speed we were going tbecold ai
In our flight over the ice we had
Take them, for they are thine 1”
there won’t be enough to go
woyid have scorched our lungs had it realized the Aurora Borealis had light making income tax returns. 375 Main
Hut Master Laiikberton muttered,
not been for our gas masks, which the ed the Heavens so brightly that we Street.—20-tf
around. Already the wholesale
And under his breath said he.
captain insisted we should wear. Mhuv scarcely missed the sunshine hut had
market is cleaned out.
“This ship is so crank and walty
times since have I rode in automobile noticed no unusual feature until Cap'.
I fear our grave siie will be !”
and air ships but never have I expert Shumaker called our attention to the
And (lie ships that came from England.
SO
enced anything like the smooth gliding fact that we had actually reached the
When the winter months were gone
motion of that memorable trip into the birthplace of the Northern Lights
Hroughi no tidings of this vessel
If you are thinking of getting a
Nor <rt Master Lamberton.
unknown.
Lucking directly above the Bole we saw
maintains high standards of
• •
pair, don’t put it off too long.
that the lights radiated from a common
This put the people to praying
The sun had set for the last time for center in red. green, yellow, copper, and
Tlia. tlie Lord would let them hear
*
practice at all times. That’s
What lr his great wisdom
six loi.g months and a sort of ghostly all the intermediate shades, and went
He had done with friends so dear.
twilight prevailed that made objects a streaming across the sky In fantastic why he’s the man you want
mile away more or less indistinct. W
figures only seen within the Arctic Cir
And a; last their prayers were answered:—
OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT
to do your work.
It was in the month of June,
nad been traveling about three hour, cle.
An liciar licit ore the sunset
when we discerned a long dark streak
The old man said it was no surprise
Of a windy afternoon,
ahead which the captain declared w.i
to him for it was Just what he cal’iated
Wlie” steadily steering landward,
•water. This we rapidly approached, to find when lie got here. He told us
A ship was seen below,
and
at
the
word:
"Now
then,
”
we
ex
he had bet a good load of timothy hay
>78 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Ann they knew it was Lamberton, Mas'er,
tended our arms sidewise, with thumbs with Sam Sidensparker that the North
Who sailed so long ago.
slightly lifted, and inhaling the air tj ern Lights and North Bole were diOn
sin «Time, with a cloud of canvas,
the full extent of our lungs, and as -ectly connected and it was mostly to
ltight against the wind'that blew.
V^r, u youo
sisted by a sight ridge made by th prove his theory that had brought him
Until tlie eye could distinguish
water slopping over the edge of the Ice, to the far North.
The faces of the crow.
lie went on to say that when the
To have your films promptly we rose like birds, and passing ove
Then fell Iter straining topmasts.
that half mile of water we landed oi crust of the earth cooled off it was
Hanging tangled in the shrouds.
Anything electrical—wiring ot
the other side with scarcely a jar, and much thinner at the top than anywhere
Ami her sails were loosened and lifted.
merchandise—an Electragist can tie
developed and printed
Ard blown away like clouds.
fully 10 feet to spare. The old ma
else, owing to the fas't that it hard
depended upon. His work is higti
chuckled and said It was “just what he ened so much quicker, and when the
Ami
the masts, with all their rigging,
grade always When you want real
send or bring them to
cal’iated."
Fel. slowly, one by one.
pressure of internal gases became
electrical
service
rail
oil
And
the hulk dilated* and vanished.
The wind ebntinued strong, and the greater than the crust could hear B.
As a sea-mist In the sun 1
miles slipped away behind like a long naturally burst forth In the thinnest
•string of beads. The hot broth.
.and therefore the weakest spot and
which we partook liberally, served to pushed up a column of hot lava, much
keep us warm and in good spirits. As
fast as the bottles were emptied they
were thrown away to lighten the load,
and just between you and me I believe

WE NOW HAVE

RUBBER
ROOTS

An Electragist

Boston Shoe Store

IN PREPARING

[By W. L. Clark of Rockport.

CARVER’S

BOOK STORE

Every-Other-Day
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would go twice as SJ’«• In all depart
UNION WANTS BRIDGE
WEEK
ments as they do in this day of high
ost
of
labor
and
material.
Moreover
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
our state and county tax will be in Town Voted $1000 Toward It
parlial Report Made On Kennebec Bridge Means Favor
Were Pledged To Havener For Chief Engineer In Their creased this year by at least three
Rockland. Maine. March 11, 1923
Yesterday, and $2500 For
mills, making it necessary to follow a
Personally apjteared Frank S. Lyaflie. who on
able Report On the Bath Site—Divided Report On
oath declares that he is pressman in the office
Sunday Caucus, But Pettee Won—Mayor Brown line of strict e.nnomy in the interest
Combinational Chemical.
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
of the taxpayer, and at tlic same time
the issue of The Courier-Gazette of March 1*1.
Fisheries Commission.
Warns Againt Recklessness.
take cure of the city’s most pressing
1923, there was printed a total of 6,033 copies
An appropriation of $1,000 toward a
Before me,
FRANK B MILLER,
needs. Many things will be left un
Notary Public.
done- extensive repairs, new apparatus bridg' rear the fair grounds was in
cr equipment entailing big expense is cluded yesterday among the sums vot
Two resolves relating to taxation Woolwich propositions. One of these
out of the question if conservative man ed by the Union town meeting. As
a measure introduced by Senator
appear among the Important
NUGGETS FROM THE INAUGURAL
agement is maintained.
Carleton of Sagadahoc providing for
measures
to
be
taken
up
at
commit
sistance
from
Cm
State
and
tb"
North
BIBLE THOUGHT
Furthermore let me add that among
tile erection of a bridge between Bath
our city's most urgent needs is a higher Knox Society is hoped tor. Another ee .hearings during this week, tlie nd Woolwich by the state and the
Our
object
as
citizens
and
officials
is
to
improve
every
oppor

—FOR TODAYdevclcpment of civic pride and better a ppropi ialion out of tile usual was $5,- lltli of tlie Slst Lcgis-laturc. Tlie other an act to incorporate tho Mainetunity to make Rockland a bigger, busier city.
'
Bible Thoughts Tr.eromrd, will rrove a
o-opi iution among merchants and 000 fi v snow bills. One voter wanted Hr t resolve amends Section 8 of Kennebec Bridge.
priceless heritage in after years.
Keeping in mind that dream of a new High School building
business interests: our general welfare
which
must
become
a
reality
sometime
if
we
are
to
hold
our
place
L*w
■■'ll 1 It iTTTQmiv
and inoustrial life demand it. Rock to make it $10,000 but be may have L'hapter 9 of the Constitution us
The divided report of the commit
among the progressive cities of Maine.
land's future depends upon the spirit ?f been men more pessimistic than the intended by Article 30 of the Con- tee oil tlie Jlarwise resolve prohibit
SAFE FROM ALL, EVIL:—The Lord
In normal times I would consider it good business to do at least
co-operation: get together, stick to average.
itution. providing for a tax uixm in- ing state aid to sectarian and denomi
shall preserve thee from all evil: he
a little permanent road construction yearly, but whether it is wise
other, and work together in promoting
Other appropriations wire: Comm
on.e derived from intangible property, national institutions after March 31,
shall preserve thy soul.—Psalm 121:7.
or prudent to do this under present conditions is a matter for care
the moral, physical and business life and !’ gh Schools, $4,000; repairs on
he oilier propose^ an amendment to 1930 came from the House Friday and
ful consideration.
of our city.
scln o' houses. $400: incidental expe nses
was specially assigned for next Wed
the
Constitution permitting the class nesday.
Having accepted office we should
There is need cf parking space not too far distant from the
cf schools, $450: text hooks, $450: sup
Elsewhere in this issue appears edi
faithful to the obligation imposed by- port of i»o,ir, $400: road; and bridges, ification ol' property for the puriiose of
business section where cars can be left with tolerable safety, reliev
• • • •
torial comment from the Bangor Com
giving dose attention to our duties and yd,000: Memorial Day. $50: iniscclla taxation and the assessment of diffe-ring the congested condition of Main street.
k
It is understood that a divided re
mercial relative to the division of
legulai attendance at the meetings. I.eous. $500; town officers. $1500; inter
,
Many things will be left undone; extensive repairs, neW ap
port will be presented by the commit
We must also remember that personal est. $300; street lights, $500: State aid nt classes at different rates.
South Thomaston, and the attempt of
paratus or equipment entailing big expense is out of the question
tee on Sea and Shore Fisheries next
These together witli the report of week mi tlie bill introduced in th«
ambition or personal interests siiouid road. $333: combination chemical en
certain citizens of the new town of
if conservative management is maintained.
i.ot stand in the way of duty, and I gine. $2300; road machine, $150.
the committee appointed by tlie 81st Hom— by Lauuton of South Portland
Rockland's future depends upon the spirit of co-operation.
Owl's Head to get sot hack into the
i.avo leason to believe that we will ar
Tile following town officers we
s-ghdatlire to consider the 1932 report abolishing tlie sea and shore fisheries
present town. “Apparently the divis
rive at fair decisions and unprejudiced ele-teil. practically without contest:
of tlie Board of State Assessors, will commis. ion and supplanting'it with a
Moderator—W. A. Ayer,
ion has not worked out to the satis
Rockland Democrats shattered a time Councilmen Saville. Bicknell and Mun action in the settlement of every ques
heard by the committee on taxa single eommissioner.
Clerk—II. E. Messer.
tion.
tion at 2 o'eloek Wednesday afternoon.
faction of the people of the -section,” honored custom last night by failing to ro as a committee on credentials.
Definite information as to tlie lineup
• • » •
Selectmen, Assessors anil Overseers
Thcq came the joint convention in
At 2 p. m. Thursday the committee of the committee is of course lacking,
says the Commercial. This view of the support one of the candidates they had which the oath of office was adminis
At the conclusion of the joint con of Poor—II. I.. Grinnell, M. R. Miller n Education will take up an act to inasmuch as the report lias not yet
situation should not be allowed to pass nominated in Sunday afternoon s cau tered to the aldermen and councilmen tention William J. Sullivan was ele-ted and W Cobb Ferry.
mend Section 56 of Chapter 188 of been .submitted to either branch of the
Treasurer—H, E. Messer.
president of tlu? Common Council, a po
without explanation. The citizens who cus. The victim was Albert R. Hav by City Clerk Keene.
it- Public Laws of 1917. relating ti legislature, but il is hinted that eight
Si
'u
e|
Committer
—
W.
C.
Thurston.
Acting
Chairman
Hanscom
appointed
sition
which
fie
had
tilled
with
most
ex

the time of electing superintendents members will report ought not to pass
are now seeking the privilege of again ener. who had been nominated for chief
Road Commissioners—Earl M. But oi schools in towns- comprising school
Aldermen McIntosh and Ulmer and cellent satisfaction ffiefcre serving in
and two ought to pass.
paying taxes in South Thomaston re engineer by a vote of 9 to 7. the de Counc Iman Gonia as a committee to
the Ecard of Aldermen. Mr. Clement ler. M R. Miller and W. Cobb Ferry.
tniyns; an act to declare tlie Univer
The minority it is understood con
side in a remote section of Owl's Head feated candidate being the present in escort Mayor-elect Edwin L. Brown to was re-elected clerk of the Council.
Tax Collector—il. E. Messer.
sity cf Maine a State institution; an sists of Representatives Lainson and
the
Council
Chamber.
They
found
Mr
cumbent
William
S.
Pettee.
Mr.
Pettee's
proper, and were bitterly opposed to
act to provide for the rending of the Jordan cf Cape Elizabeth, while tho
ible in public schools of the State; majority is made up of Senators
the division bill two years ago. Their supporters found plenty to sympa Brown in the mayor's office gradually
recovering from the shock he had sus
and two other acts.
Stevens of York, Emery of Washing
OF
RAMBLING
sentiment has not altered, but it does thize with their woes, and when yester tallied when presented by a Western
Resolves ill favor of the Slate Park ton and Sargent of Hancock, and Rep
not anywhere appear that they have day arrived they were quite prepared Union messenger boy with an unique
tinmitsion and for ihesmaintenaiii'i resentatives Raker of Steuben, Gaingained recruits from among those who to cast their pledges to the winds, an l bouquet contributed by "ftrook Demo
mil improvement of tin- State Park age of Suulli lii'istol. Littlefield of Ken
we
had
»
art-ely
cigarette
pape
(Continued
from
Page
tine)
crats." Later in the day came another
favored the division two years ago. As take a new chance in the open meeting.
enough lor tlie return trip we gave him it Auguata. will be heard before the nebunk. Roman of Vinalhaven and
bouquet, radiant with spring colors a»<l
The Courier-Gazette understands the It is impossible to say just how many with the compliments of the "Slander continued to flow through the center a Sears & Roebuck catalogue and a cup;, committee on Public Buildings and Goldlhwiiite < f Biddeford. It is report
ed Hint Representative Lamcon will
forcing the hot lava over the top, form of the Congressional Record, with grounds, Wednesday afternoon.
matter both towns will now vote on the Democrats went back on their word, or t rs.”
Four acts relating to public utilities make a slrentious effort to have the
The oath of office was administered ing tlv mushroom Shape that crowned which he appeared highly pleased
question of reunion with South Thom how many Republicans voted for Pctwill be considered before the commit minority report adopted.
•e, but when the vote was counted Mr.' to the mayor by Frank A. Tirrell. Jr., the Pole. He said the air a couple of The l ist we saw of him lie had (Irani,
• • » •
aston. and both must favor it by a ma te
■ who stands ready to swear in any good thousand feet above the top of this the last of the whiskey and was try int tee on public utilities Thursday after
noon.
among
them:
Three
veto
messages
in a day was
to
play
the
devils
dream
on
the
Jews
jority vote. If South Thomaston Pettee- had been re-elected 14 to 13.
| Democrat or swear at any good Repub big chimney became ozonized and the
Au act conferring power upon tlie Gov. Baxters' record during the Friday
Th only othr conLst last uight was lican.
hydrogen gas escaping through the harp mid intently studying the bath
should vote in favor of having the two
Public Utilities Commission lo pre session of the Legislature. Two were
The Inauguration Day chaplain was tube which we call the Foie mixed with ing costumes in the catalogue.
towns reunited, and Owl's Head should a strictly partisan one, the Democrats
We made better time on our return scribe the standard for coal in this received In tlie Hous.- of Representa
Rev W. S. Rouds of the Congregational tlie t zone and became oxy-hydrogen
presenting
George
E.
Gilchrest
for
revote against it, the movement will fail,
tives mid both vetoes were sustained.
thurcb. who prayed that the communi gas prtducing intense heat and ignited journey, with a cracking good breez State.
An act aulht rising the appointmen The first veto, that of a resolve appro
and Owl’s Head will retain its in election as city marshal, and the Re ty life map- be blessed; that the higher very qyiekiy, hence the northern and ail down bill we cut the time short
of a fuel administrator and definini priating $590 to defray the expenses of
dividuality. The referendum is based publicans presenting the name of Lu- ideals of democracy may be fulfilled, and lights. The captain madi it so plain arriving at the cavern a couple
the board of registration in medicine,
eius II. C. Wiggin, a former Demo ■ , tl,at the members of the new City Gov- that we couldn't fail to understand it. hours sooner than wc expected to. We his powers and duties.
on the assumption that Legislature will
An act to require the bonding and was upheld by a vote of 107 to 4, those
cratlc marshal, now altlgned with the eri.mtnt may not lightly regard the re and it is a wonder we didn't think lound everything as we had left it, an
adopt the “ought to pass’’ report made Republican party. The vote was 171 sponsibilities which -have been given of it before. He explained that the after a good meal and a few hours nsuring of public motur vehicles, and favoring the pas age of tlie bill over
nine other measured will be heard by the governor's veto being Representa
■recently by the committee on towns, to 10 ir. favor of Marshal Gilchrest.
frost of centuries had congealed oil bite sleep we put on our skates and start
them by the suffrage of the people.
In the long list appears one new city
M$yoi Rrown then read the following outside of the tube, forming a thick for the Bark. Luck ■seemed to attend the legal affairs i-.iinmitt.ee on Tuea tives. Ludgate, McDonald, Sanders and
the vote on which may be taken today.
day afternoon, and at the same time Wing.
official—Marshall M. Daggett, who was inaugural address:
coating which through some action of us. for when we had nearly reache
• « •.
the end of the ravine and were heartily the committee on temixrance will
The veto of the amendment of the
dccted assessor for three years. Mr.
the elements had become petritied ice.
"Now.” said he, "let's have a little dreading the Iyad lands -which wc ex hear the proponents and the opponents public laws relating to the automobile
Now that everything is Egyptian, Daggett has just completed an unex Ladies and Gentlemen of the City
f a long list of acts relating to pro neutral zone in Maine and New Hamp
talk with the old reindeer who guards pected to cross, we dis-overed an open
Courcil: —
even to overshoes, it will never do to pired term as mayor, and has given his
party a long period of faithful sup
I fee! very much honored to have the this laalm of ice, then we'll be on out- ing on our starboard hand, which. u|»n hlbitiqn. Tlie committee on judiciary shire and permitting New Hampshire
show unfamiliarity with names, espe
port. He defeated Simon II. Hail in privilege of addressing you on this oc way lor I am anxious to reach the bark investigation, proved to be a contintia will take up 22 acts the same after trucks to operate in the Maine jiortion
cially King Tut's, The correct pro the Democratic caucus.
lion ef the gulley which we had been noon.
of this zone on the payment of u. nomi
casion and am sure that our official re before winter sets in in real earnest."
nunciation of Tut-ankh-amen is tutThe new members of the school board lations during the ensuing municipal
The committee on labor and -judi nal registration fee tf $2, was «usOld Imalyor arose at our approach traveling and took us within sight of
ankh-a’men—u as in rule, first a as in arc ex-Mayor Frank C. Flint and T. E year will be mutually pleasant and con and seemed willing to answer our the Bark. Our shipmates met us with eiary will meet at 2 o'eloek Thurs tained 97 to 17.
Mclnr.is. who succeed R. V. Stevenson genial. Meeting here as servants of questions. Asked how h managed to shouts of joy. but the old man didn' day afternoon to give hearing to an
The Senate received a veto message
arm, n as in ink, second a as in arm.
act to amend Sections 1 and 3 of Chap from the governor in which he returned
and Cornelius Doherty.
the people I have confidence in your live so far from civilization he told us wait for any welcoming eeremonie
e as in pen, and means “the living im
Officials elected unanimously were: high sestse of duty and know full well bis diet consisted wholly of ice creani He hustled us and the dunnage aboard ter 350 of the Public Laws of 1915, re without liis approval the resolve pro
age of Amen”—Amen being the chief of City treasurer, Dwight M. Virgin; tax that you will render conscientious and frosted cake. He had a small herd end before we reached the bark h lative to the hours of employment of viding for the purchase of reports of
of reindeer in a valley between two ice yelled to the mate to heave short. W women and minors.
the commemoration of a century of
the Egyptian gods, the sun god divinity. collector. Oliver B. Lovejoy; auditor, service to your city.
John O. Stevens; solicitor, Frank A
It will not be my purpose to outline hills which he pointed to about half a tumbled on deck in a hurry and cat h
An act relative to the hours of em peace between the United States and
mile
distant,
he
said
his
deers
fur!
ing
some
of
the
captain's
anxiety
to
get
Tirrell, Jr.; road commissioner, Leslie at length plans or to make specific
ployment of men. women and minors. Canada, of the Maine State Bar Asso
Camden tried the Australian ballot A. Ross: city physician. Dr. F. O. Bart lecommendations relative to the differ nished milk enough for his purposes and I underway we turned to with a will
An act to amend Sections 1 and 3 ciation.
Upon motion ot Senator
he
had
a
method
of
extracting
sugar
We
soon
had
the
starboard
anchor
to
yesterday, and liked it so well that the lett: city electrician. Elmer Pinkham: ent departments, but with your indul
of Chapter 350 of the Public Laws of Hinckley of Cumberland, the consider
1915, relative to the hours of employ ation of this veto was tabled until next
system will be used again next year, trustees of Public Library, Rev. Fr. gence I shall offer briefly and in a gen from milk so the fluctuation in prices phe hawse pipes, the sails loosed in
James A. Flynn, William T. Cobb and eral way a few suggestions of public c sugar bothered him not at ail. 1 got hurry, the courses were set, the port ment of women and minors.
Thursday.
and additional town officials will be
Mr. Jones to ask what his herd fed on. I anchor broken out. and with a spanking
Willis I. Ayer; overseer of poor, Miss interest.
•
• « • *
An act to amend Section 1 of Chap
elected in that manner. Places which Dorothy Snow; city undertakers, John
Problems are sure to arise from and h. answered that they ate the ferns good breeze we swung off for the mouth ter 350 of the Laws of 1915, relative
In tlie House Saturday the commit
of
the
harbor,
and
soon
the
old
hooker
use ti e secret ballot seldom clamor for o Stevens. Mrs. Emily Stevens, H. B. time to time; unusual and important and grasses made by the frost on the
to hours of labor of minors.
tee on Mercantile Affairs and Insurance
use the secret ballot seldom clamor for Cowes and Mrs. Minnie Crozier: har bor questions may rente before us, and we window panes. They had 'been brought was rolling her way toward the South
Reixirts from the committees on reported ought not to pass oil the act
master. E. W. Freeman; inspector of must meet all measures with calm up that way and didn’t know any dif and civilization.
Public Utilities and on Ways and relative to the form of standard insur
milk. Dr. C. F. French: park commis business judgment, seeking the best ferent. but any day now he expected to
Bridges on two of the Kennebec Bridge ance p- licy. allowing the right of trial
Hats off to the ground hog. The six sioner. Frank H. Ingraham; engineer counsel and advice, and even the voice see some farmer blowing in in his Ford
measures were received in the Senate by jury in insurance cases; ought not
Many years have passed since that
weeks are not up until next Friday, but ol steamers. W. F. Manson; building of the people when the matter seems with real hay in his hair, and whiskers,
Saturday. The act introduced by Sen- to puss on an act to amend the reto be of sufficient importance to war and thus destroy the faith of his herd memorable voyage but that chip from at ;t- Wadsworth of Kennebec provid viijfcd statutes providing that not more
we are ready to concede right row that inspector, W. S. Pettee.
the Pole blings each incident vividly
Aiermen
Hanscom
and
McIntosh
and
which
seemed
to
be
a
cross
between
rant
such
action.
ing for the. incorporation of the Ken than one of persons submitted by
the critter knew what he was about.
Councilman Marsh acted as tellers, but
Our first object as citizens and offi certain religious creed and a medical before my mind’s eye and sometimes nebec River Bridge Company to build either insurer or insured as referee,
when I look at that piece of petrified
it came very near to being a solo job cials is to improve every opportunity to doctrine of the presept day.
ice I think I would be willing to trade tlie bridge between Dresden and Rich shall be an attorney at law; ought not
CHARLES DYER NORTON
for Charles, who was detailed to cast the make Rockland a bigger, busier city;
it for a pint of the same brand. M mond was given an unfavorable report to pass on an act providing that the
unanimous vote and announce the re a city of many attractive advantages to
shipmates
have one by one gone to and the committee also reported ought third referee selected by the two ref
sult.
Councilman
Sullivan
dropped
in
home
people,
home
seekers
and
new
in

Mr. Jones asked his age. and he saiJ
Charles Dyer Norton, banker, and
that
port
whence
no sailor ever re not to pass on the resolve proposing a erees chosen by the parties in an in
a
new
nickel
whenever
the
machine
dustries.
lie had forgotten, but he was sure he
formerly Assistant Secretary of the
turns
anil
so
I
feel
at liberty to giv measure to investigate the whole situ surance damage case, shall lie a resi
seemed
likely
to
run
down.
Among
the
important
requirements
had thrown his first vote before Frank
Treasury under President Taft, died at
ation. determine the relative merits of dent of this State, and ought to pass
Alderman Hanscom presented an or of an ideal city I will mention that lin came. Many believed that Sir John to the public the story of that trip to
his home in New York City on March
Hie Richmond-Dresden and the Bath- on an act changing the time when the
der for an incandescent light on Fern great American institution, the public had reached the Pole, but this was the the Ncrth Foie.
6th.
Our skipper, good old Capt. John Woolwich sites and report to the next annual statement of conditions of in
street and Taibot avenue. It passed school. Schools are the foundation first authentic proof of the fact. And
Mr. Norton, who was in his 53d year,
Legislature.
surance companies shall bo filed and
the upper board, but in Common Coun blocks of our natioi^il life; the agencies right here Capt. Shumaker swore us all was the last to enter port, and I hopdied after an attack of influenza and
The reports were accepted and |the providing a penalty for neglect to file
cil was referred to the lighting com for the upbuilding of a generation to secrecy. He said we were not the his mudhooks are in good holding
complications following. He was a na
mittee upon motion of Councilman which someday will control the nation; original discoverers, and if we told our ground for all time. It was only re issue now lies between the two Bath- such a statement.
tive of Oshkosh, Wis. He was presi
Lawry.
the greatest factor in the growth and story we would only be ridiculed for our tently I received information of hi?
dent of tlie First Securities Company,
development
of this country. Our boys pains. He told us he had proven his untimi ly end. In a far Western state
•
•
•
•
a subsidiary of the First National Bank,
the laws of 1913, relative to hours of labor
and
girls
must
stand the test of effi theory and won the load of timothy, he was accidentally swallowed by
LEGISLATIVE NOTICES of
minors.
30-31
a vice president and director of the
The following joint standing commit ciency and the city of Rockland cannot
threshing machine and shuffled off -sc.
and
that
was
what
he
came
for.
H. ST1THAM and W T. GARDINER, bees
First National Bank and a member of tees were announced:
quick he didn't have time to make
spare any reasonable expense in main
But
after
the
rest
of
the
crew
had
many other financial institutions.
Accounts and Claims — Alderman taining the high standard of its edu gone to the Sailors’ Snug Harbor. If the will.
JUDICIARY
The remains were identified
CLAIMS
Mr. Norton was one of North Hav MacWhinnie; Councilmen Bisbee and
Committee on Judiciary will give a pub
last survivor thought it would be of through a walrus tooth he had carried licThe
cational system.
hearing in i:s rooms at the State House, in
Tho Comnnttee on Claims will give a public
en's most noted summer residents, own Savi.lc
Our superintendent and the school anv benefit to science to tell tlie story for years as a charm against aeeiden Augusta, on
Leu
ring
in
its
rooms
at the State House, in Au
ing practically all of the village of
Business — Alderman
Hanscom, committee have worked in tlie interest of this voyage he had his permission to To the efficacy of this talisman I can
WEDNESDAY, March II, at 2 I’. M . on the gusta on
Pulpit Harbor at North Haven, includ Councilmen Munro, Lawry and Brew
fully
testify,
for
of
all
the
years
of
our
follow ing:
WEDNESDAY. March 14. 2 P. M.
of our schools and much has been ac do so.
ing the estate of the late II. W. Bev ster.
An Act to amendsectlQns 20, 30, 31,38.
Resolve, to reimburse the town of Thomaston
complished in the way of modern meth
To this we al! agreed and shook at quaintance I am almost certain that 41,H-218
43. 47. 30, 33, 72. 73. 74 and 82 of chap for money expended in re-buiding South Warren
erage, considered to be one of the most
By-laws and Police—Alderman Ers ods and equipment. There is yet much hands all around, and then asked was the first time he ever met with
ter 211 of the Public Laws < f 1921, entitled bridge, so-called, on trunk line **D.”
Valuable estates of North Haven.
kine, Councilmen Ulmer and McIntosh to do. however, and the inadequacy of Imalyor if there, was anything we could fatal accident.
Resolve appropriating money for the town of
“An Act relative to motor vehicles, and the law
He had expended a large sum of
City Property—Almerman McIntosh, some oi our school buildings is a prob do for him before we left. He said the
This is my story, ami I fear tha nf the road, and to reviae and amend chapter .South Thomaston for free high school.
‘* of tlie revised statutes and acts amendatory
Resolve reimbursing E W. Pike, Assignee of
money at Pulpit Harbor and bad only Councilmen Sullivan, Gonia and Young. lem that confronts us. and something hardest things for him to get wascellu- there are some persons narrow minded 2thereof
and additional thereto.”
E G Weston. Inc., for damage done an outdoor
Drains and Sewers—Alderman McIn thould be done to relieve, temporarily at loid collars and cigarette papers, and enough to doubt my veracity. To a
begun to do the work that he had in
b-163 An Act- ;o provide for the supervision, platform scale by a truck of the highway de
legufhtion . n»l conduct of the transportation '«f partment.
mind for the place. He not only want tosh. Councilmen Marsh and Shaw.
least, present unsatisfactory condi if we could help him in that line he such I can only reiterate iny form
Resolve appropriating money to reimburse the
Finance—Aldermen Achorn and Ul tions, keeping in mind that dream of a would return the favor when we came statement. If you could find the lo [arsons over the public highways of the State
ed to develop Pulpit Harbor, but was
of Maine by automobiles, jitnev busses and au»o town of Whitefield for payments for sheep and
deeply interested in the betterment of mer. Councilmen Flanders, Sullivan and new building which must become a that way again. Some of us had put of the Rambling Sjisnn you would fin stages by the Public Utilities Commission.
turkeys killed by dogs and wild animals.
H-2in
\n Act io amend diapter 211, Publtc
30-31
the whole town. He was very much Bicknell.
reality sometime if we are io hold our an extra collar or two in <our pack everything jotted down just as I hav Laws
of 1921. relating to motor vehicles
U A NEWCOMB. Sec
Highway — Alderman
McIntosh, place among the progressive cities of thinking we might be called upon to stated it. or I could prove it by old Bi
interested in the new church that is
An Act to amend section 81 of chapter 2, and
being built at the village at the Thor Councilmen Marsh and Shaw.
section 17 of chapter 117 of the revised stat
Maine.
atten4 some social funetlpn around the Jones if be were alive.
WAYS AND BRIDGES
utes in relation to tin State auditor.
Lighting—Alderman Chase. Counciloughfare. and was very anvious to see
ITIie End)
Good roads are an asset to any com Foie. These we gave him freely but
S-187. A i Act cstiiblisliing the Maine School
The Committee on Ways and Bridges will give
a large playground arranged for the men Fleming and Huntley.
munity; a source of favorable advertis
for the Blind.
a
public
hearing
in its rooms at th State House,
Ordinances — Alderman
Hanscom, ing and enhanced property values. Our
young people of that place.
8-186. An Act for the l»cUer protection of iu Augusta, on
hanks iu particular transactions
He has expended a large sum of Councilmen Brewster and Weymouth. large mileage of streets consume the
WEDNESDAY. March 11 at 2 P M
H-236. An Act to amend section 33 of chap
Pensions—Aldermen Hanscom, Ers greater part of the appropriation for re
Resolve: In favor of Ute Town of Knox.
tho Baptist church, and the last time
ter fill of the revised statutes relating to com
OWEN K STORY. Sec
that the writer talked with him was kine and MacWhinnie.
missioners admitting to hail persons committed
pairs. precluding the possibility of
30-31
for not finding sureties.
Printing—Alderman Chase, Council- building, much improved road without
CHEERFUL!
COZY!
CLEAN!
by appointment made by him at his
H-238.
An
Act
to
amend
section
12
of
chap

beautiful home at Pulpit Harbor to men Burpee and Bisbee.
State aid or individual donations. 1
ter 117 of the revised statutes relating to mile
THE
Public Landing—Alderman Achorn, am a believer, however, in the econom
EDUCATION
age of nienihers of the Legislature.
talk over the future work of the North
H-237. An Act to amend section 18 of chap
NEW
Tit • f’onnnittee on Education will give a pub
Haven Baptist church, lie has been Councilmen Holbrook, Simmons and ic and other advantages of improved
ter
31
of
the
revised
statutes
as
amended
by
lic hearing in its rooms at tho State House, in
taken away in his prime and as Kipling Young
MATINEE 2:00—10c, 17c. EVENING 6:15, 8:45—10c, 22c
roads and in normal times consider it
chapter 23 of the Public Laws of 1919. relating Augusta, on
Purchasing Committee—The Mayor, gcod business to do at least a little
to proxies.
30-31
says. “The land to which he has gone
SPECIAL PRICES ON THURSDAY—FEATURE DAY
THI UHDAY, March 13, 1923. at .2 P. M . on
W. T. liAJtlMNER. Bee.
is the land of golden opportunity and City Treasurer and Alderman Achorn. permanent construction yearly, but
tlie foil*wing:
Fire—Alderman Erskine; Council- whether'!! is wise or prudent to do this
House No. 261.
limitless service."
No. 48 Alt Act to i.ineiul section 36 of
men Payson, Small and Blackington.
LABOR AND JUDICIARY
i rder present conditions is a question
"Where only the Master shill praise us.
chapter 188 of the public laws of 1917 relating
And only Die Master shall 'Manic;
The Vonunittee on La-bor and Judiciary will !c the time of electing superintendcnls of
for careful consideration. Heavy trucks
mm
And no otic shall work for money, and no one
give a public hearing in its rooms al the State sclkools in towns comprising school unions.
HURSDAY
shall work for lame ;
The inaugural exercises in the morn and automobiles have added greatly to
Howe in August,i on
No. 4:» An Act to amend chapter 217 of the
But each for the joy ot working, and each in ing were attended by the usual sprink repair expense in the past few years.
THURSDAY. March 13. at 2 P. M . on the public laws (tf 1919 relating to appropriations
his separate star.
The increasing number of automo
fcliowing:
tor normal schools and Madawaska Training
ling
of
citizens.
This
feature
does
not
Shall draw the tiling as he sees it, for the God
8-IX. An Act to amend sections 1 and 3 of School.
of Things as they arc."
particularly appeal to the average citi biles on our streets, especially during
chapter 330 of the public laws of 1913, rela Senate No. 203
In
his
arcat
laug
„
the
summer
months,
renders
the
park

zen. who much prefers the evening per
tive to tlie hours of employment of women and
No 3(1. An Act to amend section 4, chapter
minors
173 of public laws of 1921 relating to the state
formance when he can see who is elect ing question a vital one which demands
H-201. An Act relative ,o the hours of em- school fund
our
attention.
There
is
need
of
park

ed city marshal, chief engineer or
„C HAVEN m
ph vmeiit of men, women and minors.
No. .31. An Act 1o declare tl|c Uuiversity of
The restaurant at the brook now whatever office he is especially inter ing space not too far distant from the
11-234 An Act to amend section 1 and 3 of M tine a state institution.
known as the “Brookside Lunch," after ested in. Besides, he can read the in business section where cars can be left
chapter 330 of the public laws of 1913. relative
No. 32. An Act to provide for tlie reading
l'4 die hours of employment of women and of tlie Bible in Ute public schools of tJic State.
being newly painted and new electric augural adress in The Courier-Gazette with tolerable safety, relieving the con
minors
JOHN F. WOOD, Ecu
lights. Is ,.ow open for business. All next merning, and take his own time to gested condition of Main street and
An Act to amend section 1 of Chapter 330 of
31-It
.- te fare, comedy,
giving us a convenience which other
home cooking. All cordially invited. digest it.
1Cc
ile a minute
cities
of
the
size
and
importance
of
Prices reasonable. Chase <fc Tarr, mali
A
rn
Mayor Daggett was on hand early,
ngers, 470 Main St., Rockland, Me.
appearing nowise distressed to think Rockland enjoy. A mirking place with
Ba,cony.
r’
23-tf
that the glory of office was so soon to police protection is not a bad idea, en
abling
tourists
and
shoppers
to
leave
J'ostfe : •/
slip trom his shoulders. Another in
terested spectator was Hon. Obadiah their cars containing bundles and
FEATURES
Gardner, who, it is reported, will soon wraps without fear of loss. Making it
relinquish the important office which pleasant and convenient for motorists
will help otir merchants and add to the
he has held for 12 years.
A F,rSt Na?'DAY
The Board of Aldermen was called io city’s popularity as a trading center.
The stockholders in this corporation
order by City Clerk E. R. Keene, and
Is not the only good
Alderman Ralph W. Ilancoro was se 1-avo manifested their confidence in outthrill
lected as temporary chairman. The ability to conduct their affairs satis
tea you can buy in
committee on credentials, comprising factorily. but they must no-t expect too
much of us under present unsettled con
Aldermen
Charles
H.
McIntosh
and
Maine—But all Rajah
Painting and Repairng
George A. Achorn found all of the ditions. Any merchant will tell us that
members present with the exception ol it costs more to conduct a business now
tea is especially good
ASSESSORIES
W. Raymond Erskine, who is conrtnod than ever before, and what is true of
a
private
concern
is
equa-lly
true
of
a
Retinae, in- COMEDY
quali-tea.
to his home by sickness. Tfce vigilant
17°- Even
third-termer was eventually made per municipality. The public must bear in
Distributors for
mind
that
appropriations
of
years
past
in
9>
70c,
22c.
manent chairman ot the Board, and
Say RAJAH tu your dealer
thereby becomes acting mayor in tho
R.
U.
Collins
is
prepared
to
assist
in
CONANT,
PATRICK & CO., Props
ovent that ills Honor, Mayor Brown
cannot resist the blandishments of St. making income tax returns. 375 Main
-•
I
’
brtland, Mdiile" “
Street.—20-tf
1 he Modern Car
Petersburg, and the Florida Art Colony.
2922
The Common Council was callod to
Those small ads in The Courierwith 25,000 mile guarantee order by last year’s clerk, Reginald S. Gazette are read by every body. That
Clement. William J. 'Sullivan was is why they are so popular and
31»lt
made temporary president, and named effective.
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Every-Other-Day

Polo extraordinary at the Arcade to
night.

talft of the town

An idea of the interest and loyalty of
the city to the girls’ basketball team
< ould be gained by the steady thrum
of Tic X’ourier-Gazette telephones Safirday afternoon, and the sincere ex
pressions of regret that followed in
variably the unhappy story of the
game’s outcome.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
March 13-14—(Polo). Rockland vs. Portland,
nt th? Arcade.
Mur 14-Ba»ke?bnll, Rockland vs Camden
High School, Spear hall.
Mar
tM— tParem-Teacher Meeting, High
Schoo' Assembly hall at 7 30.
March 15—Annual dance of the Telephone
dlls In Temple Hall.
March 15—Charity Club entertained by Mrs
David Talbot and Miss Maud Pratt at former’s
heme.
March 16 (7 15,—Regular meeting of Woman's
Educational Club, Methodist vestry Address by
A M G. Soule of Augusta Chief of Division of
Slate Food Inspection.
.March 16—Country Club, dance.
March 16—Rockland Lodge of Perfection and
Rockland Council, Princes of Jerusalem, meet
in Temple hall.
March 17—St. Patrick's Day
March 19—Bock port town meeting
March 20—Annual roll call of Miriam Re,
bekah Lodge
March 21—Monthly meeting of Baptist Men’s
League.
March 21—Spring begins.
March 21-22- Stale conference, D. A R,
Waterville
March 22—Knox County Librarians’ Associa
tion meets at Rocklaud Public Library, 2 30
p m.
March 23—Metbehesec Club meets with Mis.
Hester Phase.
March 25—Palm Sunday.
March 26—Thomaston town meeting.
March 26-30-Farmers’ Week, University of
Maine
March 30—Cpuntry Club, ladies’ and gentle
men's supper at 6.30 followed by auction.
March ;»0—Good Friday.
Mar 31—Basketball, Rockland High vs. Port
ia r.u High (girls) m Rockland
April 1—Easter Sunday.
»
April 13—Country, f hib dance
April 18—Maine Methodist Conference, Ban
gor. Bisbop Hughes presiding.
April 19—patriots’ Day.
April 20—Gen. Knox Chapter of Rose Croix
meets In Temple hall.
April 26—Country Club, ladies' luncheon at
It'30, followed by auction
Moy Hr—Country Club dance
May 25—Country Club, ladles’ and gentle
men’s supper at 6.50, followed by auction.

The most successful clinic in the se- i
-ics conducted by the Penobscot Bay I
Dental Club was he'd Saturday after
noon at the Bickford dental offices. |
Twelve patients were operated on sue- i
i essfully, furnished mostly by Miss
Maud Reilly, district nurse. The den- J
lists participating were Drs. J. A. :
Ito han, E. B. Howard P. R. Damon, !
I! E. Flanders, F. S. Powers and It. !
W. Bickford. George B. Stone of Port- I
iand was the anesthetist. The commit- '
tee fer'.s greatly Indebted to Mrs. Lucy I
Peck Spear, Miss Lena Thorndike, Miss
Rose Hogan and Miss Reilly for their '
• ’Tcctlve work toward the success of
the clinic.

FOR SALE
at OWL’S HEAD, ME.

Afternoon and Evening

Suppe?, 5:30

CASTLE COMFORT COTTAGE

AND GARAGE
The finest piece of Summer Pro
perty
on
the
Maine
Coast.
Throughly overhauled and painted
last season—not a rotten piece of
lumber in it.
Included with the buildings is
the strip of land extending to the
shores, insuring an unobstructed
view ot ocean and islands.
Owing to long, severe ilness, I
will sell at a bargain. Drop me a
card and I will forward postcard
picture of cottage.

J.

W.

HATCH

197 BROADWAY, ROCKLAND, ME.

GLORIA SWANSON
ANTONIO MORENO, EDITH CHAPMAN,
WALTER LONG
In an Eye Filling Romance in a Spanish-American
Setting

“MY

AMERICAN

NEWS
Admission—Balcony, 17c.

WIFE”
REVIEW
Floor, 28c.

WEDNESDAY
A Breezy Western Romance Filled With "Pep" and "Go”

JOHNNY HINES
In His First Reel Comedy

35c
31-34

•

“SURE

FIRE

DAN MASON, COMEDY
Matinee, 10c, 17c.

ATTENTION
Members of the Class

FLINT”

NEWS AND VIEWS
Evening, 17c, 22c

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
William Fox’s Great Super-Feature with the Greatest
Storm Scene Ever Filmed

“THE TOWN THAT FORGOT GOD”

1922 R. H. S.
Class Meeting, Wednesday

A Picture That Has Taken the Country By Storm
Matinee, 17c, 28c. Evening, 28c, 35c

4 THURSDAY,
MARION DAVIES

COMING WEDNESDAY

Evening, 7.15
SPEAR HALL, SPEAR BLOCK
EVERYONE COME

30-31

MARSTON'S MUSIC
Dancing 8:30 to 12.

Tickets for sale by telephone girls
31-32
and boys

THE BEST SPRING MEDICINE
For Men. Women and Children ii what you
uieo. Two Million Peoeh' have used “Analrptle.” Maine's Marvelous Medicine for a
wide range cf Diseases. Thousands have
written es letters of praise. A Taie Trial
wit! convince You of its Merit. Price only
25 cents a package. Sold around the World
Ly cur Agent-. and (near home) Druggists
RICHARDS CO OPERATIVE CO.,
INC.
ROCKPORT, MAINE
TS-31-tf

SLEEVE PROTECTORS

"The old-time insurance agent pre
sents an interesting study," said E. C.
Moran yesterday. "An insurance com
pany used to think it necessary to se
cure the jovial, happy-go-lucky, court
jester, town ’funny man,’ slap-yourback. ‘hail fellow well met’ type of
agent, and he didn’t need to know
very much about insurance. Those
days are gone forever, much to the ad
vantage of the insuring public and the
profession of insurance. The intri
cacies and complexities of modern
business have correspondingly made
more exacting the profession of Insur
ance. and demand of the insurance
agent specialized training, intensive
study, and above all, that real pro
fessional knowledge which the public
rightfully demands, and to which it is
entitled. We are giving this modern
concept of professional insurance ser
vice in the seven counties in Maine
for which wc are general agents.”

New spring suits, coats and dresses
are being received at the Davis Gat ment Store, corner of Main and Elm
streets, almost every day. thus keeping
the stock fresh.—adv.

WEDNESD’Y, MARCH 21

Thursday, March 15

A Relaxed Foot
Gives a Relaxed
Facial Expression

At the regular meeting of Golden Rod •
Chapter, O. E. S.. Friday night the de
grees were conferred upon Miss Mil
dred Baehelder and Miss Etta Beaton.
This was preceded by one of the Star’s
.' uppers, during which music was fur- 1
■tisited by Mrs. Evelyn Gonia Peaslec.
An interesting program was furnished, *
consisting of recitation by Mrs. Mary !
Gardiner, musical number by Mrs. Eva i
Wisner, and illustrated leading by Mrs.
Clara Curtis.

Congregational Church

DANCE
TEMPLE HALL

| “When Knightthood Was In Flower,”
i with beautiful Marion Davies, will be
i seen in Kx-kland in the very near fu' ture. It is'said Vo be the most beauti
ful and costly photoplay ever produced
and Rcekland is to be one of the first
,<-f the smaller cities to see it. due to
' the efforts of Manager Tern pi in to
provide his patrons with the newest
and best at all times. The showing is
for two «lays—Wednesday and Thurs
day, March 21 and 22. This attraction
is promised to be the outstanding feai ture of the season.-

The Portland league team plus Big
Jean plays in this city tonight, and
local fans will have an opportunity to
sre th<> gieateSl galaxy of polo players
that ever rolled onto the Arcade suf
fice. “Red” Williams and Tony Welch
will iigain be on the rush line, while
"She looks as if her feet hurt."
the defense represented by Jean, Brow
How often you notice an otherwise and Pence, was probably not excelled
attractive face marred by a tense by any team in the American Asgorlapained look.
jtion this winter. Big Jean played on
A woman can’t be at her best or look I the Salem leant t util it disbanded, and
her best when she is bothered by shoes' was perhaps the most sensational de
that bind the foot or do not give the | fensive player on the American circuit.
arch of the foot enough freedom to flex Rockland may not win tonight but the
as it should.
crowd will see the greatest polo ever
The Cantilever Shoe permits the foot ffered in Eastern Maine. In order to
to maintain a relaxed position whether see it to advantage get your seat now.
the wearer is walking, standing or sit
ting. It is so constructed as to give
The concert that was to have been
WEATHER THIS WEEK
every part of the fool ample room for given in the Methodist vestry by Class
exercise of the muscles and free circu 29, and the young ladies of Pleasant
Washington, March 11.—Weather lation, yet it fits snugly and feels com Valley Grange, and postponed on ac
outlook lor the week beginning Mon fortable.
count of the severe storm, will be
day in North Atlantic States. Con
The arch of the Cantilever Shoe be given tomorrow evening March 14 at
siderable eloudincM. probably rain in ing flexible, like the arch of the human 7.30 o’clock unless another severe
South and rain or snow in North por foot. the. foot receives ptnper and storm appears. If it does the concert
tion at beginning and again about flexible support, with no restraining will be Thursday evening at the above
Wednesday or Thursday.
stiffness when walking.
named hour.
Cantilever Shoes are good looking.
Winslow-Holbrook Post is laying They have the modish rounded toe
Two young ladies started on a hike
plans lor a big smoker.
and the medium heel preferred by most last Thursday afternoon to sec nature
women of today. They give such com in all her wildness and beauty, after
Broken insulation, which' Inspector fort satisfaction throughout every hour the severe storm of Wednesday. Pro
Pinkham had not located at last ac of the day that there is no feeling of ceeding to Cedar street and then tak
counts. Is responsible for the frequent
weariness at night to dull an evening’s ing the Highland trail, they came ttpoti
ringing of the fire alarm when there is enjoyment.
one of the old abandoned quarries,
a high wind.
Why not buy a pair tomorrow and which they proceeded to investigate.
earn the meaning of real foot comfort? As one of the ladies had never lie",'
Local Odd Fellows will regret to
around the quarries before in winter, it
Widths AAAA to E.
learn of the death of William E. Plum
was quite a new experience for her and
mer of Portland, who was grand treas
Sold in Rockland only by us.
especially in its snow-clad garb. While
urer of the Maine Grand Lodge for
in the quarry they heard a peculia
L. E. BLACKINGTON
30 years.
Boots, Shoes, Clothing, Furnishings noise, which might have proceeded
from s]KM)ks or hohgobblins for all they
The Congregational ladies are all
knew, as nothing could be seen, but
busy getting ready for their Easter
The University of Maine girls' has upon investigation they found a small
sale, which occurs Wednesday after ketball team, captained by Daphne colony of doves which had .taken up
noon and evening. March 21. Supper Winslow of Rockland, met with its their abode in a sheltered nook and
at 5.30.
first defeat of the season Saturday were very much at home. After >eav
when beaten by Gorham Normal School ing the quarry they strolled, cr "ather
Weather sharps were greatly inter U to 11. Miss Winslow made two of plunged along from place to place in
ested in the phenomenal redness of the the goals from the floor.
the deep snow, until the evening shad
sky yesterday morning and made dire
ows began to fall, when they returned
prophecies of “Red in the morning,
Pleasant Valley Grange is looking home, tired but refreshed after their
sailors tnke warning."
forward to some excellent meetings afternoon in the open.
now that winter colds have about had
Mrs. R. H. Angell. Miss Madeline
their run and the snow cannot pre
Friday afternoon the Rockland Com
Teel and Miss Beatrice Wallace went
vent the ear making its trips very munity and School Improvement Assoto Tenants Harbor Sunday on skis
much longer. At its last meeting the iation met in the Post Office building,
and snow shoes.
They had planned first and second degrees were con at which time the constitution and by
to return the same day. but found the ferred upon eight candidates. The laws were approved and other business
task a little too strenuous, so spent third and fourth will be conferred to transacted. The members of the asso
the night under a hospitable roof.
night. and a fine program is under elation are as follows: President. A. C,
way.
Tlie "Three Graces" are look Mi-Loon; vice president, J. M. Rich
Much local interest attaches Itself to
ing carefully after their lines of the ardson; treasurer. H. C. Chatto; secre
the Wednesday night basketball be
work, and a real old-time meeting is tary. A. W. Gregory: and directors, O
tween Rockland High and Camden looked for.
E. Davies, H. C. Hull, V. Chisholm, H.
’Ugh boys. Rockland easily defeated
I’. Blodgett, G. A Igiwrence, E. W. Mc
Camden last Friday, but two stars.
The Courier-Gazette received two Donald. W. II. Rittler, F. A. Tirrell. Jr..
Dodge and Ogier, were not with the
post cards yesterday from Lieut. T.vler O II. Blethen. F. S. Rhodes, Willis
t'ltndm quintet.
If Camden High
W. Spear, who is with the U. S. S. Ayer. R. V. Stevenson. It. U. Collins.
School tnkes this game the rubber will
Wright on the Southern training E S. Veazie. Ex-Mayor M. M. Daggett
be placed in the Arcade for Knox Coun
grounds.
The card dated Feb. 17. i rd Mayor E. L. Brown were voted
ty championship.
read: "On West Coast now. fighting a honorary members. A finance commit
tee of three members was appointed,
"Jimmy" Young, principal of Union battle against the Pacific fleet. They consisting of G. 11. Blethe - F. S. Rhodes
represent the Japs, and are ging to
High Sehqql, was in the city Saturday.
and H P. Blodgett. This committee
: nuiling through tho blizzard and con destroy the Canal unless we tire bet will not only look after the funds but
ter
than
they."
Evidently
nothing
seri

fident that II is going to be a wonder
will be responsible for all property of
ful baseball season in Knox county. ous happened to Tyler, for his post the association as well. Treasurer
card
dated
Feb.
28.
says:
"Does
seem
Tite Knox and Lincoln Secondary
Chatto reported that there was a bal
League, which The Courier-Gazette a pity for you people to be so cold ance of $1206.17 on hand after paying
when
I
can't
even
find
a
cool
place
'advocated, - baa become ait actuality,
for th property on Broadway which
and the teams which will he repre anywhere." The latter card was post will be developed into an Athletic Field
marked
Ila
11
via.
sented in it are Warren. Rockport,
tor the schools of Rockland and turned
Union, St. George. Waldoboro and
over to he city when the job is com
Bristol—thank-you-marms permitting.
pleted.

EASTER SALE

TELEPHONE GIRLS’

MARCH 21-22

In the Supreme Photoplay

“When Knighthood Was In Flower”

KEEP KLEEN KUFFS" and
“SLIP-ON SLEEVELETS"
Made to order for Men and Women
Write for free hm-klei to

THE UTILITY SLEEVE CO.. Manufacturers
ROCKLAND
MAINE
For Kale by J. F. GREGORY SONS CO.
The World Wide Guild of the First
Baptist church will meet in the church
parlors at 7.30 o’clock Wednesday even
ing.

Basil Stinson has left the employ of
the Vinalhaven & Rockland Steamboat
Co. to join the staff of tire Prudential
Insurance Co.

Rock was fed to the lime kilns
Sunday for the first time since last
Wednesday, the fast being due to the
stormy weather.
Ralph Staples slipped on the ice.
stepping from a lime company drag at
the quarries, the other day, and a
cracked rib resulted.

The W. C. T. U. will meet at the
home of Mrs. Ralph Chaples. Brewster
street Friday at 2.30; Mrs. Hope
Brewster leader.

('©, 1923. by McClure Newspaper Syndicated

Page Three
BRENNAN KNOCKED OUT

FROST IN BELFAST

Luis Angel Firpo, the Argentine gi
ant. picked out by Tex Itieard. as the
rising star, knocked out Bill Brennan
lit the 12th round of a rugged and sen
sational battle iu Madison Situate Gar
den last night.

Citizens Won
Yesterday's
Election—Democratic Bid
deford; Republican Brewer.

It was Saturday. In the garden be
The Thurston Oil Co. which recently
hind the house an old man was slowly
pulling up dead stalks and piling them bought the business of the Thomas Oi!
in little heaps along the rows, and Co., lias been incorporated with a cap
ital stock of $10,1)00, and these officers:
across the railing of the porch gaudy
E. R. Thurston, president, Charles T.
quilts and blankets were sunning Smalley vice president and clerk, it. E.
themselves.
Thurston treasurer.
Down the front steps came a youth,
slender with the lankness of recent
growth.
He sauntered toward a battered,
mud-sputtered little red car that was
standing in the front yard under a
tree. Adjusting spark anil gas levers,
lie cranked It, then got in and went
rambling, rattling off down the road. Suggestions Made by Depart
As he continued on his way an Idea
ment of Agriculture.
came to him, anti he hurried, now driv
ing with a purpose.
Five or six miles farther along he To 65 Pounds of Fresh, Lean Meat
left the road, and finally stopped In
Add 35 Pounds of Fat—Spices
front of a rather big white house and
Should Be Mixed and Added
cast a quick glancp over the surround
Before Meat Is Ground.
ings. An Idea came to him, and he
put a gentle linger on the button that (Prepared by tho United States Department
of Agriculture.)
blows the horn. After a moment he
Good pork sausage Is always In de
was rewarded by the sight of Elsie
mand. The following recipes for mak
Armstrong standing In the doorway.
ing it are recommended by the United
“H’lo, Harry!’’ she called.
States Department of Agriculture:
“H’lo! Want to take a ride?”
Take G5 pounds of fresh, lean meat
“Uh-huh. Wait till I get iny hat
and 35 pounds of fat.
Add to this
and tell mamma.”
194 pounds salt, 2 ounces fine sage.
He had never before asked Elsie for 1 ounce ground nutmeg, and 4 ounces
a ride, nor any other girl for that mat black pepper. The spices should be
ter.
mixed together and added to the
Elsie came down the path swinging meat before it goes through the
her hat In her hand and, unaided by grinder.
Cut tlie ment into small
her friend, jumped lightly Into the pieced and put through tlie grimier,
open car. As she sat there beside hire using tlie small plate.
After It is
she was very near—nearer than she well ground, mix thoroughly, to be
had ever been, and somehow he felt sure tliat it is uniformly seasoned.
strangely thrilled. He looked with No water should be added if tlie
wonder at her little short nose all sausage is to be stored away In bulk.
covered with freckles, and decided for If it is to be stuffed in casings, a Utile
the first time that It was really a water may be necessary to soften tlie
beautiful nose: and there was some meat, so that It will slip easily Into
thing about her curly hair as it blew tlie casings.
around her face that made him think
Smoked Sausage.
of the poetry that he studied In Eng
The following ingredients are used
llsh at high school.
'Got your lessons for Monday?” he !n making smoked or country sausage:

The committee which will have
charge of the Veteran Firemen's bene
fit l>all comprises Charles M. Lawry,
Albion S. Niles. Herbert L. Oxton and
Harold A. Thomas. The Association
regrets the fact that the Tiger Engine
Co. of Warren has been forced to dis
band, the town having failed to appro
priate any money to pay the members.

A real moving picture with a grip
ping story will be the attraction for
young people at the First Baptist
church Friday evening. Parents and
young people of other churches are in
vited.
Past Masters will work the Master
Masor degree tomorrow in Aurora
Lodge All present and past masters
of the 9th Masonic district are invited,
anil all sojourning Masons are welcome
Banquet at 6.30.
The funeral services of the late Mrs
Martin K. Britto. who died Saturday
will be held from the Littlefield Memo
rial Church at 2 o’clock this afternoon
owing to the illness of her granddaugh
ter. Mrs. Pearl Studley.

Rockland Lodge of Perfection, and
Rockland Council of Princes will meet
Friday, conferring the grade of Master
Eledt of Nine at 2.45 p. m.. and con
ferring the grade of Grand Elect Mason
at 3.45. Banquet at 6.30. At 8 p. m
the grade of Knight of the East or
Sword will be conferred. An election
for secretary will be held at this meet
ing.
Hollis Galley, a former Rockland boy
was lest from the fishing schooner
Loehi ivar about 50 miles off Portland
in Saturday's storm. He is survived by
a wife, one child and his mother, formerv Mrs. May Galley of this city. The
family now resides in Portland. Young
Galley was adrift four days and four
nights and picked up for dead on near
ly the same spot last year.

History may repeat itself occasion
ally but this will not be the case
Thursday night when the Army and
Navy clash again in basketball at
Legion hall. At least this is the vow
of the members of the nautical team
which limped into port much the worse
for wear after the last brush with the
Army. A high official says to be
sure and have a dime in company with
you if you want to witness this game,

News has been received cf the death
of Laforest Fuller, which occurred Frl
day night at his home in Dorchester
Mass. Mr. Fuller was a native of War
ren and was married to Lottie Ames
of this city, who survives him. The
funeral was held from hi-s home, the
body being placed in th" receiving tomb
at Forest Hills! and later will be in
terred in tlie Ames family lot in Achorn
cemetery.
His age was about
years.
A Daytona, Fla. despatch has the
following to say about a young man
who was stationed in this city during
the World War. on duty connected with
the Nava! Training Station: "Porter
II. Adams, vice president of the Na
tional Aeronautical Association for 'the
first district, comprising the New Eng
land States and member of the Boston
Chamber of Commerce committee on
aviation, is in this city for a few day
on a tour of Florida, during the course
of which he is obtaining information on
the operation and regulation of air
plane landing fields in this State. In
the course of his stay here he will
make an inspection of the beach which
for a number of years has been famous
as an automobile speedway, on which all
standing records for distances of from
one to ten miles have been made, and
which is now designated on Govern
ment Air Service maps as a landing
field for Army planes.”
“Pait” Flanagan is holding a food
sale at Fuller-Cobb-Davis’ Saturday
for tho benefit of the Catholic Church
Fair.
31.32
R. U. Collins is prepared to assist in
making income tax returns. 375 Main
Street.—20-tf
And Is Lucky.
nealth hint writer asks: “How do
you eut your meals?" Well, usually
one at a time.—Reading News-Times.

RECIPE FOR MAKING
PURE PORK SAUSAGE

Orlardo E. Frost, heading a Citizens’
Mcket, was victorious in Belfast’s elec
tion yesterday by 400 majority over
Mayor Wescott, who was nominated on
the People's ticket. The issue was a
new schoolhouse, which Mayor Wes
cott had oppose.1 with the present con
dition of the city’s funds. The entire
Citizens’ ticket was successful.
Edward A. Drapeau, Democrat, was
elected mayor of Biddeford yesterday
by a majority of 1301, the Republicans
inaking only a perfunctoiy fi^ht. The
Democrats carried six ot the seven
wards, a gain of one.
John B. Stuart Republiear
wa
l leeted mayor of Brewer.
The
wt
no opposition.

There will be a public whist in O
A. R. hall Friday evening. Anyone de
siring tickets may ha\e same at
Gonia’s store.—adv.
married

R’dlon Crouse—At the B.ii list Parsonage,
Rockland. March 11. by Rev B P Brown
Frank A. RkHon o? Fryeburg. and Hazel Mr
Crouse of Thomaston.

DIED
Hall—Castine, March 10. Capt Charles !'
Hall of Rockland, aged 76 years, j months, pi
days.
kinpson -Brewer, F.17. Elonia A. wife •
Frank Lampson, formerly of Appleion. aged 76
ears, 11 months, 1 day.
Fuller Dorchester, Mass . March », Lafores:
W Fuller, formerly of Warren, agwl 57 years
Clark Augusta, March 7, Lydia A. (Mei
<*h.int). widow of Charles A. Clark, aged (S’
years, burial in Rockland
Campbell- Somerville, March .3, M ir.v, wife nt
Annin I). Campbell, aged 74 years 5 months

days

Rcg< rs—Sailors' Snug Hart>or, R:aien Lslann
’> . Capt Batnuel H. Rogers pj Rocklan •
aged 55 years. 11 months.
Britto—Rockland, March 10, Sarah A . widow
of Martin S. Britto, aged 74 years. II mon'.lis,
27 days
MenIt’-eld- Rockland, March 11, Benjamin
Merrifield, aged 81 years. 6 months, in days
Prayer . t the home, Maverick si reel. 10 30, Wed
i.esday : funeral service at. 130 in the chuii 'i
;.t West Rockport.
.Moody Lincolnville, March 12, Ellnore B
Moody, aged 83 years
Williamson -Union, March 8, Alfred William
■ n. aged 55 years. 5 months, 12 days Buriil
In Spruce Head.

\

CARD OF THANKS
We w.s'.i to express our heartfelt thinks to oil'*
friends and neighbors for their kindness and
for the beautiful flowers in our recent bereave

innt

Mr. and Mrs Geo Wright, Harry Wright Mrs.
Charles Ellis.

lean
4 ounces red pepasked after a while.
85
pounds
per.
pork.
"All hut nty hlst’ry and math. Got
1 ounce sweet mar
15 pounds beef,
yours?”
joram.
to 2 pounds salt.
1 ounce mace.
4 ounces black pep
"Mighty near.”
per.
The conversation lagged again. He
Cut tlie meat into small pieces anil
had so much to say, yet couldn’t say
a word, so they traveled along in s! sprinkle seasoning over it, then run
It through the grinder, using the small
lence past another farm or two.
“Git, look, Harry, at the edge of the plate. Put it away in a cool place
meadow over there," she exclaimed for 24 to 36 hours, then add a little
water, and stuff into hog casings and
suddenly.
smoke in a very cool smoke until a
“What?”
dark mahogany color Is obtained.
“Dogwood. Tlie first I’ve seen. Let’s
stop and get some to take home.
A few chickens in thal vacant
Corn Meal Mush With Pork.
He drove to the side of the road
yard will provide you with pm
1 pound lean pork. 1 teaspoonful salt,
then stopped the car and they jumped
part meat and part
teaspoonful pow- money—and an abundance of fresh
out.
bone.
dered sage.
eggs and chickens for your family.
Water.
“Let's run,” he suggested, catching 1 cup corn meal.
her hand.
Cook the pork in water until the Tlie start costs little—not over a few
“It's pretty here, Isn’t It?” said the meat can be removed easily from the dollars. They do not requite much
girl after a pause.
bone.
Remove the iueqt, cool the care—only a few minutes each day—
“Uh-huh."
broth, and remove the fat. Reduce the and it’s gieat fun watcliing them grow
More silence, blissful, comprehen broth to ubout u quart, or add wutor
and gathering the eggs.
slve silence,
enough to bring it up to this amount,
“Well, I guess we'd better get our and cook the corn meal In it. Add the
Write lo, free W1RTHMORE l>OULmeat finely chopped and the season
TRY BOOK explaining how to hatch;
blossoms,” from Elsie after a while.
raise and properly feed chicks and mature
They jumped to their feet and start ings. Back In granite bread tins. Cut
4>ullets that will weigh, lay and pay.
•
Beef may be
ed toward the nearest dogwood tree Into slices and fry.
Harry broke the branches and handed used in the same way, the United
St. Albans, Vt.
them to her until her arms were full Stales Department of Agriculture sug St. Albans Grain Co.
gests.
"That enough?” he asked at last.
"Uh-huh. Aren’t they pretty 1"
"Uh-huh."
i?jardia'afg.rHjgj
jrja.rarrirdJRjetel: ~dj efare/aii raiziar? rjizraj^
They started back toward the cat
again. Back another way.
As h<
helped her across a little ditch he
kissed her.
•’Oh-h-h-h!” she said breathlessly
“Oh, what, Elsie?” he asked anx
lously, fearful least he had offended.
The season s biggest attraction thus far
“N-nothlng ouly—my hand's cramped
holding the dogwood.”
Relieved, he took the flowers and
also the cramped little hand and they
went on their way, two rather sohet
But the Portland team also has
but wonderfully happy children. As
they rode homeward they said little,
but, after all, what was there to say’t
‘T’ve had a good time,” she told him
the veteran Salem star, and most pectacular player
as she jumped out of the car in hei
own front yard.
in the American League
__ _
“Er, say, Elsie, you going to tell
your mother?”
If you want to watch this big game in style, order your seat now.
“Tell her what?” she asked Inno
cently.
“Tell her we’re—engaged to be
married.”
"No-no, I guess not. She'd only say
we’re too young to know anything
about love.”
"I'm not going to tell dad, either,
’cause he’d just cuss and say the same
Home Of the Organ IVith the Human Voices
thing; hut we aren't, Elsie, are we?"
JOSEPH DON DIS, Manager_________ ____ ________
Elsie shook her head and stared al
the ground.
LAST CHANCE TODAY, TO SEE—
“No-no, we know more about 11
than they do, because we’re In l-love
just because we're in love, and after
a while when you're older yotfll get h
love and get married.”
“Well, don’t you think I’d make you
The million-dollar production. Spectacular, stupendous, thrilling!
a good husband?” Harry asked ag
grievcdl.v.
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
“Oh, yes, hut then you’re d-dlfferANOTHER BIG PICTURE
ent."
"Well, goott-hy, dear," he said
blushing furiously, ns he threw iff the
gears anil went rattling out of (the
Featuring—
yard.
And after all—I wonder.

‘Backyard
‘Pay ‘Diviaenc/s!

POLO TONIGHT

PORTLAND vs. ROCKLAND

“BIG” JEAN

S^STRANDTheatre

“THE SON OF WALLINGFORD”
“WHEN HUSBANDS DECEIVE”
LEAH BAIRD

A Clever Cook.
A woman, teaching In a well-known
college for girls near Boston, vouches
for the truth of this story. She pre
sides over one of the college dining
tables at which sit a dozen students.
One day some curly lettuce was
brought on. A freshman looked at It
and exchtimed:
"How elever of the cook to crimp
it thot way. How does she do it?”

r Measuring Corneia Crib. ’
1 To figure the nurtber of bushel!
of ear corn in a crib multiply the
length of the crib by the width by the
height by four-ninths If corn Is of
good quality after several months In
crib or by fouMenths If com is new
or of Inferior quality. If the com cai^
ries the shuck, multiply length by
width by height and dlvflde by three.
If the width or length of the crib Is
different nt the top and bottom of the
pile of corn, use the average.

It snaps with action: it burns with romance; it bristles with tensity.
What is woman’s price for a man’s treachery?

Also, a HAROLD LLOYD Feature Comedy

“NEVER WEAKENS”
^ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
n

ROCKLAND, MAINE

By saving one dollar, the possibility of acquiring hundreds be
comes real. The best reason for saving now is, the older you grow
the less you can earn, and it's the dollars saved early in life that tell
when the future days of need shall arrive.

Deposits are received from one dollar to five thousand dollars.
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thur Farrell, was your father's lawyer,
and so I am personally acquainted
with the members of your, family, in
cluding Miss Ethel Harrington, a young
lady who showfd certainly stimulate
your memory."
"Why, sir?” asked John.
“Because, under the terms of the
will, you are to Inherit the property
subject to one condition—that you ask
Miss Barrington to he your wife with
in six months. You are not, of course,
married, Mr. Waterford? That would
exclude you from tlie inheritance."
“No, sir!” said John, trying to think
hard.
“Then, no doubt, you can answer a
few questions. Your mother’s maiden
name? Good. Your father’s family;
how many brothers and sisters did he
have? Three? Correct again. And
your mother's family consisted of?
Correct, Mr. Waterford. I see that
these proceedings are going to be only
a formality. So many Impostors, you
know! You will pardon me for hav
ing to put you to this ordeal. Where
were you educated?"
"Eton!” snapped John Waterford.
The lawyer looked at him in aston
ishment.
"I mean—I mean Harrow,” said
John hastily. “My memory played me
a trick."
The lawyer turned the pages of a
memorandum book.
“Now, as to your mother—was she
dark or fair? Dark, you say? Well,
it depends, of course, on what one
means by dark. Now, Mr. Waterford,
answer me this: What was tlie full
name of your brother who died in in
fancy?”
"I knew once, but I can’t remember,”
faltered John.
Mr. Lawson glared at him indig
nantly.
"You have betrayed yourself. You
never had a brother. You are an im
postor, sir,” he stormed. “Leave tills
office at once, or I'll—I’ll have you in
dicted for conspiracy. Leave me, you
unspeakable scoundrel, you cuckoo,
trying to foist yourself Into another
nest!”
With downcast head John made for
the door, and the indignant old man
hurled vituperations after him until he
had closed it behind lilm. But when
John reached the street his face was
radiant.
He had made his choice, as once be
fore, between money and love, and
again he had .chosen love. But this
time lie knew that he had made no
such mistake as before. Louise loved
him as a poor man; he had wooed her
and won her, and he would never break
his troth.
“Well, Waterford,” said his captain
wiien he got back, “you tinve good
news of yourself, I hope?”
"No, sir,” John answered. “I was
the wrong man.”
It was one month later when lie rode
over the prairies toward the little cot
tage on Beaver river. He was not
alone this time, however, for beside
him rode a cheery little man whose
face was the mort welcome of any
within a thousand miles of Edmonton.
A knock atotlie cottage door and
tlie same greeting. And then, while
still In John's, arms, Louise catches
sight of the stranger and blushes like
a rose, and Hides her face in her lov
er’s shoulder. , It is there that she
hears her father’s greeting:
"Bonjour, John. Bonjour, Monsieur
le Cure. Come in and eat, and after
supper we shall-be three married peo
ple.”
(Copyright.)
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Every-Other-Day

SCHOOL DA1]S

The regular meeting of the Sunshine
Ste-uner Gov. Bortwell was unable to
Between
Society of the Baptist chur-h was held
makr her usual trip Wertnes lay. owing at the home of the president, Mrs.
to t'he blizzard.
Sarah Shavey. I was in the nature of
Rev. E. W. Stebbins of Rork’and w'll a surprise party for the president, who
fill the pulpit nt I’nion Church, Sun hrs been ill for a long time an.l unable
to he nrr.sent at-the meetings. A most
By H. M. EGBERT
day March 11. There will b« special
enjoyable afternoon was spent in sew
music. Every one is invited to help ing and chatting. Refreshments were
CWSSSSSSWSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSMSSWSSW
served by Mrs. Molly Seavey and Mrs.
fill the church.
Corporal Waterford of the North
Mrs. William I.awry entertained Lewis Marshall. Every one was glad
friends Tuesday evening. The evening to be with Mrs. Seavey, who has been west Mounted Police reined In his
was devoted to •’500." Refreshments greatly missed from Iter accustomed horse before Monsieur Poulllard's cot
p ace in the society.
‘
Were served.
tage on tin; Beaver river. He fastened
Joint Freeman left the harbor today,
Mrs. Maude Smith Peaslee was a
it to a sapling and knocked nt the
enroute
for
Criehaven.
Everybody
is
much surprised writian Tuesday even
door. A dark-haired, dark-eyed French
wishing
him
a
safe
arrival
there.
ing at 6 o’clock when the Progressive
Catherine Simmons, who has been girl opened to him, und flung her arms
Club, of which tlie is a member arrived
at het orpe, bringing a Large birthday confined to the house by Illness for the round his neck with a cry of joy.
cake, with appropriate decorations. past two weeks is able to he out again.
“It Is thou, John,” she murmured,
Mrs. William Brennan is ill.
Refreshments were served hy the
rapturously, and witTt the kiss that fol
The
Fhilathea
Class
of
the
Baptist
hostess and during the evening the
lowed, John Waterford forgot Ills hun
gut sts enjoyed music selections on the Sunday school will entertain the Men’s dred-mile ride across the prairies in
Billie
t'kiss,
in
the
Library.
March
14.
Victrola and pianola. Those present
Mt;. I< F. Marshall and Rev. J. T. the bitter wind.
v-c-e: Mrs. Mary MeNichol, Miss Eliz
Soon they were snugly gathered
abeth Pease. Mrs. Janette Carver, Mrs. Holntan whre guests of Fores Hupp* t
round the stove: the corporal, Louise,
Margaret Glidden. Mrs. Bertha Mills. on Thursday last.
Mis. Clata Davis has returned from and Monsieur Pouillard, and exchang
Mrs. I.ora Hardison, Miss A. L. Randall
Thtmaston, where she hats been spend ing news.
and Miss Ernestine Carver.
Sawin Pierce, who has been the guest ing a few weeks with her daughter,
“And so one month will see us all
of his father, Arthur Pierce the past Mrs. Bessie Lermond.
Mrs. Rosa Seavey is confined to her married people,” said the old French
week, has returned to Winchester,
hi me with a bad cold. Her mother, man, winking at Waterford, while Lou
Mass.
Tuesday. March 11. both the Silent Mrs. Kate Hooper, is also confined to ise blushed divinely.
Corporal Waterford’s period of serv
S'istei s and the Apron Club of which the house hy illness.
Mrs. Charles Chilles is a member, gave
ice would expire with the last month
her a complete surprise, in honor of
of the year. He was not to re-enlist,
CUSHING
her birthday, the guests arrived in
for, with the savings of his period of
time for supper which they brought
Mr?. Jennie Fales has been spending service, he was to open a trading store.
with them. The hostess was presented
with a very beautiful jardiniere, for a few days in Thomaston at the home The three would live together, hut
Louise would become John’s wife.
which the thanked her guests in a few- of her brother. Levi Clark.
On account of illness of the teacher.
“But it was a long ride here from
well chosen words. The evening was
devoted to “500," and her friends de Miss Anna Tieanen there has been »r> Edmonton, my friend,” said Monsieur
parted to their homes, wishing her school in District 3 for two weeks.
Pouillard. “What brought thee be
Mrs. Mary Crute is home from Thom
many happy returns of the day.
fore next week, when we expected
aston.
The e ncert and dance to be given
William Rivers is in Thomaston, thee?”
by the Vinalhaven Symphony Orches
“Why, I am going to Toronto,” an
tra March 16 has been postponed, the where he is employed at Morse’s boat
date of which will be announced later. shop. Mrs. Rivers is wit 1 her grand swered Waterford. “A little matter of
business, so I thought I would look in
The Silent Sisters "Weight Ball" will mother, Mrs. Nancy Bushnell.
No mail for two days last week.
on you two before I started.”
be held March 14 at the Armory.
JOHN BLAKE
I
Mrs.
Nellie
Benner,
Mr.
and
Mrs
Alfred Avery Of Medford. Mass.. is tlie
Neither Louise nor her father asked
Maurice
Gilchrest
and
Mrs.
Mary
Hall
of
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Seliger.
any questions. The word "business” :
The "Pals’’ gave a benefit ball at the Winchendon, Mass., were guests of Mi. kept them silent. Waterford would
and Mrs. Herbert Smith at North
Armory Friday evening with music by
GIVE ODDS
he the last man in the world to di
Cushing last week.
i
Lane's Trio. The guess cake fell to
'
vulge the secrets of the police. They
Pierce White and the chocolate cake to
T'xON’T expect to get off in life with
had no doubt that he was going to
WASHINGTON
B. K. Smith, who guessed the right
a flying start. Don’t expect to
take in some criminal for trial, though
number of beans in the bottle. The at
begin your work with an advantage
tendance was large and $53 was netted.
Emma Johnston returned to her they Imagined it must be an unusual
over your competitors.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Osgood are oc school in Hartford, Conn., after spend case that required his presence in To
Expecting these things, won’t secure
cupying the Davis house on Star street. ing a week with her mother, Mrs. Ella ronto.
Mr. and Mrs. I-awrence Ames have Johnston.
them. And even if you got them you
But it was not a police matter at
Mrs. Arthur Sherman has returned all. As Waterford rode away on the
moved into Mrs. Emma Green's tene
would he worse off than if you were
from Boston where she has been visit next morning he was sick at heart.
ment on Atlantic avenue.
tlie one to give odds.
The East Bide Sewing Club met with ing friends for a couple of weeks.
The man who comes out from behind
Leland Johnston and Ziba Crooker Presently he reined In his horse and
Mrs. Emery Hopkins Friday night.
is usually tlie man who wins the race.
pulled a notebook from his pocket, in
were
in
Boston
on
a
business
trip
last
Supper was served.
Now and then particularly brilliant
which was a newspaper clipping. He
week.
• • • •
talent will start a man well, and keep
Mt’, and Mrs. W. E. Overlook were read it to himself aloud;
Mrs. Max Conway entertained the recent guests at Mrs. Cora Clasey’s.
him successful to the end of his days.
“WANTED—News of John Water
Pals Thursday evening. A baked bean
Miss Alma Mitchell of Burkettville, ford, formerly of Highbury Hall,
But in tlie billion and a half people
supper was served. Tlie next meeting is visiting relatives in this place.
Stockton, England, believed to be In
that live in the world there are prob
will be with Mrs. Berger Magnuson.
The High School dance was largely the Canadian Northwest. Any person
ably not more than a hundred such
Rev. C. II. B. Seliger returned Friday attended and every body had a good
who can inform Messrs. Lawson and
men.
from Farmington. N. H., where lie has time.
been eandidating.
Carrying weight develops muscle,
< Kiel Bowes and son Calvin Maxv, Jones of No. 47 Orpington street, To
Miss Marguerite Coombs recently re made a business trip to Waldoboro ronto, of the whereabouts of said John
and determination—If you don't curry
turned from Boston.
Waterford will be rewarded.”
Wednesday.
an overload.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Brown and son
George Wood of Rockland is storm
The clipping had been placed before
Tlie man who knows ttiat lie lias s
Arthur arrived Friday from Portland.
staid in town. Thus last storm was the the corporal by his captain.
handicap to get rid of is going to work
Walker Fifield of Brown Durrell Co- worst ever.
“This seems to refer to you, John,"
harder titan the man who is ahead,
Boston, spent the weekend with his
B. K W;tre and Ben Lincoln went to he had said. “If you want to, take a
and feels tliat lie can take it easy.
parents, Mr. and Mrs H. W. Fifield.
Augusta Tuesday, where they still are,
Allegra, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. waiting for roads to be broken out, so week's furlough and run in to Toron
It Is well enough to take it easy
to.”
Walter Ingerson, entertained friends at they can return.
along in the autumn of your life, when
her home Thursday evening, the oc
The captain looked at him searchingyou have enough money stowed away
casion being her 11th birthday. Games
ly, for he knew that Waterford was a
In the hank to support you, anil enough
were played, the prizes being awarded
gentleman by birth, and surmised that
achievement behind you to Satisfy
to Dorothy Pulk, Lois Dalzelle and
he had come into his father’s property.
your conscience.
Doris Stordahl. Refreshments of ice
Waterford knew that, too. His fa
But begin the game with the idea
cream and cake were served to the fol
ther had died a few months before—
that you can take it easy, and some
lowing: Mary Neilson, Mildred Smith,
killed in the hunting field, in his
gentleman who knows tliat lie has t<
Margaret Winslow, Margaret Lindsey,
eighty-second year. And John was the
work, and is willing to work, is going
Lena Gilchrest, Annice Gross, Dorothy
(©. 1923. Western Newspaper Union.)
only son. And the Waterford estates,
Pulk, Mary Morong, Doris Stordahl,
to overtake you.
together with the mining royalties,
Lillfc Anderson and Lois Dalzelle.
When lie does overtake you he will
Many have knowledge and still fail
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Ednie have
brought in nearly thirty thousand
he so accustomed to hard work that
to
accomplish.
Ability
to
apply
knowl

returned from Freeport, where they
pounds annually.
he will keep right on. And you, who
edge is the necessary factor for suc
spent the winter months.
But John was thirty-four, and it was
cess. .
have become soft, and who are irritat
The Colby Glee Club concert and
Nature has placed nothing so high
fifteen years since he had seen his
ed at the thought of having to do a
dance has been postponed on account
that virtuous effort cannot reach it.—
father. They had quarreled bitterly
little labor, will drop back into the
Quintius Rufus.
of boat conditions.
NATURAL TASTE FOR SUGAR place where you started.
over a woman whom John had wanted
Rev. E. W. Stebbins filled the pulpit
to make his wife. His father had
Many a man lias learned to save
at Union church, both morning and
EVERYDAY FOOD
ordered him never to enter the house Desire for Sweetstuffs Implanted in hy having a mortgage to pay off on
evening Sunday.
Mr. Stebbins iias
Humanity as Indispensable
again while he was alive. With sim
been in the Middle West for several
his house. Many a man has risen to
Some one has said that “knowledge ple literalness John had obeyed. And
Adjunct to Good Health.
years; also preached in various parts
the top in art organization because
of the country. He is a candidate for In an uncommon degree is what the to add to tlie poignancy, the woman
everybody else In it tried to persuade
world calls wis- had promptly thrown John over, for
the vacancy here and made a very
Fruits,
vegetables, nuts,
roots,
d o m." Common she could not afford to wait an indefi grains, fish, flesh and fowl are ex him tliat iie had no chance.
favorable impression upon the large
Battling against odds develops re
foods served in nite number of years to get possession amples of natural foods. Sugar is a
congregation.
and
courage
and
• • • •
uncommon ways of whatever the old baronet might good example of an artificial food, sourcefulness
may be a work leave to his son. The estate was not Arthur R. Reynolds, M. D., writes in strength. All of those things you
Leroy Calder-wood
require if you expect to travel any
of culinary art. entailed.
Leroy Calderwood died March 8 at
i tlie Health Builder. Nowhere in na distance in this world.
Cheese Milk
the home of his daughter, Mrs. Daniel
And Sir James had left him every ture does free sugar exist. It is an
When you start the game, even if
Gross. Deceased was 74 years of age,
Toast. — Prepare thing. John had read that and read, extract. Every living creature likes
the son of Cyrus and Mary (Dyer)
toast, butter it also, that the heir was being sought sugar. To like sugar is not an ac you are offered odds, don’t take them.
They will make you lazy and careless,
Calderwood. Mr. Calderwood was a well and place on a deep chop platter.
most respected and esteemed citizen Into a saucepan put two tablespoon- for. After a dozen years in Canada, quired taste. Nature gave It to us, but and unfit you for the battle that is
years
of
privation
and
hardening,
John
nature
produces
no
commercial
sugar
and one of Vinalhaven’s most success
bound to come.
fuls of butter and two of flour, stir and had come into his own.
{ with which to satisfy that taste. Why
ful farmers. He is survived by his
Give odds at the start, and liv tlie
cook
until
well
blended,
then
add
three
A year before he would have re was tlie taste for sugar given to ns? time tlie real effort begins you will be
wife. Abbie (Ames) Calderwood, and
cupfuls
of
milk
;
cook
until
smooth
and
one daughter, Mrs. Daniel Gross; an
joiced at the prospect of returning to That we might seek it in those foods so developed mentally and physically
adopted son. Vern Hamlin; one sister, thick as cream, season with a dash of England. But during the past year where it is stored, and stored in a
Mrs. Luelia Hall; and three grand cayenne, two tablespoonfuls of grated pretty Louise Pouillard, with her shy form easy on the digestive organs that you will be fit Tor it.
(© by John Blake.)
children, Leroy and Annice Gross and Roquefort and a little salt. Pour over eyes and endearing ways, had come and in addition obtaining other ele
-(>Mrs. Percy McLaughlin of Danforth. the buttered toast and serve at once
Into his life, and he was dubious now. ments indispensable to good digestion
Mir. Calderwood was a member of
Spanish Lima Beans.—Take two
He knew that if he took her to Eng- and good health. Sugar cannot be diPleasant River Grange, having been
MEN YOU MAY MARRY
cupfuls
of beans and soak over night land her life would lie made wretched. gested in its commercial form. The
treasurer of that organization for a
in
water
to
cover,
then
cook
until
ten

She,
the
prairie
rose,
could
not
flour

digestive
apparatus
is
compelled
to
number of years.
Funeral services
By E. R. PEYSER
Remove tlie seed ish among the English roses, the prod convert sugar when swallowed into
were held Sunday afternoon. Rev. C. H. der, adding salt.
B. Seliger officiating.
There were and veins from a chili pepper and boil ucts of a thousand years of civiliza another substance before it is of any
Has a Galoot Like This Ever
beautiful floral tributes. Interment was until tlie pulp can be scraped from tion and breeding. True, he might value to nutrition. All natural food
at Ocean View cemetery.
Proposed to You?
.
the skin; if canned, the cooking will claim the estate and then go back to stuffs contain sugar. It is most
... *
Symptoms: Long, black flow
not he necessary.
Chop one onion Louise. But he knew the weakness of ubuudant lu fruits.
ing tie. . . . Turn-down collar.
Timothy Arey
and fry it in a tuhlespoonful of fat, add his own nature; he knew how strong
. . . tweed suit . . . morning,
Word was received this week of the the pepper pulp, one-half cupful of is tlie tug of the home land upon one’s
Reprimands.
death of Timothy Arey of Worcester, stewed tomatoes and tlie beans. Cook heartstrings.
noon and evening. It is only safe
If be went home tie
He was a small boy and he was
Mass.,
which occurred 'Thursday, all together five minutes.
to invite him to dinner with peo
would never go back to pretty Louise smoking. Very proud of it he was, too,
March 8 at that city. Mr. Arey was
ple'who understand the ways of
and Canada.
Raisin
Pie.
—
Take
tlie
grated
rind
until
a
man
went
up
to
him
and
scold

horn in VinalhaJen and was many
supermen. You are surprised hy
He took the train at Edmonton and ed him roundly.
years a resident, a stonecutter by and juice of two lemons, the grated
his feminine voice and how.
The man went away, but in a mo
trade and a member of Moses Webster rind and juice of one orange, one cup In due course arrived at Toronto. An
Never has any money. Dining
Lodge, F. & A. M. Mr. Arey is sur ful of light brown sugar, two cupfuls hour later lie was standing in the pres ment or two returned. In his mouth
out “at friends’ houses" is no
vived by his wife and daughter Gladys. of seeded raisins, one and one-fourth ence of Mr, Lawson.
was an unlighted cigarette. He had
luxury to him—it is a hard ne
Services and interment will be at Wor cupfuls of water, one cupful of coarse
"I am John Waterford,” he said.
Iieen fumbling in his pockets. Not a
cester, where he has made his home for ly-chopped walnut meats; cook until
cessity. He’d prefer some cafe.
Mr. Lawson looked at him gravely. man was in sight. Only the Woman
several yea its.
Looks “Red,” hut talks poetry,
boiling hot. then stir in three table "Of course you can produce some evi-1 who waited for the car, and the small
futurism and tlie new ideals for
spoonfuls of cornstarch which has dence,” he said. “Not that I doubt hoy. The small boy seemed the more
women and the “new realism" lu
been mixed witli a small amount of you, hut you see this,is an Important likely prospect.
STONINGTON
art und drama.
matter. Now, how can you show me i
“Say, kid,” the man continued, In
water. Bake between two crusts.
IN FACT
more friendly tones, “you haven’t got
Gypsy Stew.—Take a few small new that you are John Waterford?”
Stonington Town Meeting
This seems to be the only real“The record of my service In the a match to give me, have you?"
carrots
cut
in
slices,
six
small
oniuns,
The citizens of Stonington assembled
| Ism lie dares to tackle.
police, sir,” answered John, and Mr.
a cupful of peas, cool; until tender, add
at the Opera House, at 9 o’clock A. M.
7)
Prescription to bride to be:
Lawson smiled.
Between
Friends.
a slice of pork diced and browned and
I
*
An unlimited bank account
Monday for Town Meeting. The day
“Of course, I do not doubt yon,” lip
Nell
—
Had
my
future
told
today.
milk to make of the consistency to
before and after mar
was pleasant and there was a large serve as stew. Season well and serve said again, “but even If we assume
Belle—No doubt you were told that
riage.
An Unlimited Nerve
gathering of men and women. P. T.
that you enlisted under your right you would get a rich husband.
Clarke was chosen moderator and R hot.
name—which I don’t doubt—how can
Nell—No; the fortune teller simply ! System.
W. Cousens re-elected clerk. The fol | Spanish Salad.—Take one cupful of you prove that you are the John Wa
Absorb This:
said that I would acquire a husband
lowing officers were electd for the en- diced cooked chicken, one cupful of
; -A WOMAN ISTHE ONLY REAL
terford for whom we are seeking?’
shortly.
st ing year: All3ton M. Hatch, John E. diced cucumber, one cupful of walnut
THING THE UNREAL MAN
John was silent. He did not know
Belle--Oh, I suppose she sized you
C. Molland, Robert McGuffee, select meals broken in bits, one cupful of
TACKLES.
I up un*l decided that any old thing In
men. assessors and overseers of the cooked peas, mix witli a boiled dress what to gay. Mr. Lawson resumed:
“1 may say that I have been In Eng- [ ,|ie shape „f „ „ltin would satisfy you. | <i£i by McClure Newwpaper Syndicate.)
poor; John B. Davis, road commission
er; Mrs. Grace E. Gott, treasurer; Per ing and serve oil lettuce.
land recently; in fact, my cousin, Ar- . —Boston Transcript.
6...........
cy T. Clarke, collector of taxes, and J. I

Money
and Love

THE
KITCHEN
CABINET

A. Ar.ice, third member of the school
board, followed with a number of minor
officers. All the old officers were re
turned without opposition With the ex
ception of two—the road commissioner
end member of school board.
Town voted the following appropria
tions: schools, $10,450; highways. $4,783; salaries town officers, $2,212; cur
rent and contingent expenses, $1,800.
R. U. Collins is prepared to assist in
making income tax returns. 375 Main
Street.—20-tf

FULL LINE OF

Old-Time Wedding Custom.
In Tudor times women went bare
headed to be married, with bagpipes
and fiddlers before them, and they en
tered the church by the great door
only. In some places they carried
wheat sheaves on their heads and corn
was cast In their faces, with shouts of
"plenty! plenty J"

COLUMBIA RECORLS
STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS, 313-315 Main SkWeet
ROCKLAND, MAINE

A. C. MOORE
Piano Tuner
With the Maine Music Company

Uncommon
Sense

U

A dining room table with children's
eager, hungry faces around it, ceases to
be a mere dining room table, and be
comes an altar. Dinner is not replenish
ment of the physiological furnaces; it
partakes of the. nature of a sacrament,
with the mother the high priestess, and
the father—well, let us call him the
tithe gatherer, Simon Strunsky. ■

WHAT TO EAT
OT. FRANCIS Salad Dressing.—
Take one-fourtli of a cupful of
cream beaten stiff, two tahlespoonfuls
of tomato catsup, two teaspoonfuls of
lemon juice, one-eighth of a teaspoon
ful of salt and a few dashes of cay
enne. Mix and serve chilled.
Hor.ey Dressing.
Boll one-half cupful of strained
honey and pour over three well beaten
egg yolks: cook, stirring constantly;
remove from the heat when thick and
continue beating. Add suit, paprika
and lemon juice to taste, und just be
fore serving fold in one cupful of
cream, beaten stiff.

Baked Eggs With Ham.
Make a cream sauce and add to It
one cupful of cold cooked ham, finely
minced. Butter custard cups, break an
egg into each and stand in a pan of
hot water in tlie oven until firm.
Spread tlie minced Igitn on a philter
or on slices of toast and turn the eggs
onto it. Sprinkle witli seasoning uf
salt, pepper and minced parsley.

Those small ads in The CourierGazette are read hy every body. That I
Is why they are so popular and j
effective.
1

"The Fireproof Wallboard'*

A Better Place
to Live In
You can work wonders
with that home ofyours.be
it new or old, by finishing
off your attic or other
available space withSheetrock. The expense is much
less than you might think.
And remember tliat Sheetrock is fireproof anti can
not warp. This is Because
it is made from rock. We
will be glad to tell you
other interesting facts
about Shcetrock.

Us3
o

W. H
CLOVER CO.
rccklanc

Pierre Cartier's

Supper Dish.
Take a few stalks of celery and half
a Spanish onion both minced, simmer
In salted water until tender. Seuson
witli paprika, pepper, nnd add twothirds of a cupful of cheese that has
been finel.v shaved, then add a tieaten
egg, a tnblespoonful of butter and
one-half teaspoonful of sugar. Beat
all together briskly for a few minutes
and serve on thinly sliced new bread.

(©, 1923. Western Newspaper Union.)

Has Anyone Laughed

At You
Because —

fIhEL R.

PEYSER

You carry bundles around?
Haven't people said:
“For
goodness' sake, I never see
you but that you look like a
truck horse?” Never mind If
they do—yon are at least not too
proud, maybe, to do a service
fur some one, or get things to
their destination before the ex
pressman or postman. Carrying
things never yet hurt anybody
and you have the feeling tliat
this or that is dune.
SO
Your Get-Away here is:
You can lift some one's bur.
den, perhaps, by burdening yourself, and then, too, the pride that
is hurt by bundles isn’t worth

For COUGHS, COLDS and
GENERAL DISABILITY
Cod Liver Oil, Rum
and Honey
Build up a reserve power to
withstand cold and exposure.
Those in a run down condition
are most susceptible to colds and
sickness.
Pleasant totake and harmless.
FOR SALE BY
C. W. SHELDON,
Rockland
V/HITNEY & BRACKETT, Thom’tn
BOYNTON’S PHARMACY Camden
And at all other Good Drug Stores
IR.i.Mav 9

’.EGULATION SIZE WITH NAMB
AND ADDRESS ( F MAKER AND
NET WEIGHT, IN AGGDBOANGB
WITH FEDERAL LAW.

$4.50 per 1000 Sheets
For Pound size
Postage 15 cents sddlttoiai

$2.75 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 oents additional
For each additional 1000 sheets ord
ered at same time, add to the price
sf first 1000, *4 <M) and
Cents post»ge for each lllOOe

$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
For Half Pound size
Postage 10 oents additlosal

$2.50 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 oenlz sdditlosal

For each additional 1000 sheets ord
ered at same lime, add to the pilot
of first 1000, $3.50 and 10 cents post«ge for each 1000.

AV A N T E I >
to exchange new furniture for your old. We must keep our second
hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new modern
furniture for your old; also ranges and musical instruments.

V. F. STUDLEY
279-P85 MAIN STREET

Medicine

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES

SHEET MUSIC 15c
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
The Famous Sh«et Mjsie you *«• »dv*r.
tiaed in alt the leading magazines. Gv«r
2200 aelectivne—send lor catalogue
MAINE MUSIC CO. Rockland, Me.

SHEETROCK

Mt-If

THE
COURIER.
GAZETTE.
Rockiand Maine
Know the tremendous pull
ing power of Courier-Gazette
ads.

Rockland Courier'Gazette, Tuesday, Marek 12, 1923.

Every-Other-Day

A MATINICUS CASE

TURN ME OVER

r- . „

qiuruoUjepj

Wife or Mother—Sister or Sweetheart—Good
candy is always acceptable. She will appre
ciate it especially if you give her either of
these dainty packages:—

£auuoo

. t

TWO ANIMALS’ TAILS

1UTR.

imtorry' I cant marry
_ ky0u,bu.1 111 be,
a. Sister Xoyou."
ROCKPORT

Mrs. Emma Grindle of Camden was
the recent guest of Mrs. John H.,An
drews.
The Senior class, R. II. S., will serve
a dinner Town Meeting day at the Y.
M. C. A.
M’s. Athelia Trulan has been the
guest ot Miss Nellie M. Thorndike for
a few days.
Matthew Greenlaw and family are
moving from Camden into the upper
port of Alonzo Leadbetter’s house on
Commercial street.
The women on Union street much
appreciate the service which Charles
Jenkins has rendered in keeping the
sidewalk clear of snow from his resi
dence to Central street during the win
ter
The Baptist circle will be entertained
Wednesday at the home of Mrs.
Blanche Ellsworth. A picnic dinner
will be served.
Mr. ond Mrs. Howard Dunbar of
WALDOBORO
Ro-kland were weekend guests of Mr.
and .Mrs. Loring Philbrook.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Kuhn were in
The Twentieth Century Club will be
Rock land Friday.
entertained Friday afternoon at the
Charles W. Wallace was in Portland home, of Mrs. Elizabeth Achorn in
last week.
Camden.
Edward Howell has been at home
Chester Wentworth, who was con
from SLonington for u few days.
fined to his home by illness last week
Mrs. Harry Shuman and Mrs. Arthur is able to be out again.
The W. R. Corps will serve a dinner at
Brown were in Rockland Friday.
Miss Florence Weston of Bremen has the G. A. R. hall Town Meeting day,
been spending a week with her aunt, Monday, Mar. 19. All members are re
quested to furnish.
Mrs. S. 11. Weston.
George P. Larrabee, who was called
• • • •
here by the death of his mother, has
The many friends of Mrs. Byron Ry
returned to Stonington.
der who is spending the winter with
William McLaughlin, is at home.
her daughter. Mrs. Ira Wotton on State
I)r. and Mrs. J. T. Sanborn were in street, Rockland, will regret to learn
Portland for the weekend.
that she suffered a shock last Sunday
Mrs. A. F. Bond and Miss Lucille and is in a critical condition.
Bond were in Rockland last week.
Harold Fish left last week for Port
The dance given in the Star Theatre land, where he has employment.
Friday night was well patronized.
Lieutenant Commander Howard A.
Fuller’s orchestra furnished excellent Tribou, Medical Corps. U. S. N'.. who
music. Dances are to lie arranged for has been spending a few days at the
each week during the spring months.
home of his mother. Mrs. Nancy J. Tri
A reception will he given for Rev. bou returned Monday to Newport. II. I.,
Guy McQuadiee, the new pastor of the where he is stationed in the V. S. Na
Hopthft church, in the church parlors val Hospital as operating surgeon and
Friday evening. All are cordially in chief of the surgical service.
The meeting which was called for las:
vited to be present.
A movement Is on foot among the Wednesday evening at the High School
womens clubs which is worthy of com building for the purpose of forming a
mendation. The members of all clubs Village Improvement Society and was
are requested tn remember the dis liostponed on account of the severe
abled soldiers on Easter Sunday at the storm will lie held t'his Wednesday at
nearest government hospital.
It is 7.30 when II. Heistad, who is inu< h inhoped that gifts will be sent to the I terested in the movement wishes to
Marine Hospital in Portland, which is | meet everyone who is desirous of beauthe nearest one to this locality. There j tlfying the town and discuss with them
are only a few things that cun be done I ways and means of carrying out these
at this late day to show our gratitude I plans. At least, support the movement
to the hoys who went "over there” and by your presence at this important
meeting
this Is one ot them.
There will he a dance at Community
Mrs. Hadley 11. Kuhn entertained the
Whist Club for the first time in her Hall. Simonton, Wednesday evening,
cosy new home Thursday evening. witli music by Deajre’s orchestra. Re
Much to her surprise the affair took freshments will be served.
the form of a “house warming” with
a dainty gift for the house from her
fellow dull memliers. Mrs. Kuhn re
covered quickly from her surprise and
made her guests so welcome that an
unusually
ejtjoyahle evening was
passed . Arrangements were made for
the final banquet to be held March 22.
The committee of arrangements include
Mrs. W. G. ljahe. Mrs. William C.
Flint. Mrs. Clinton B. Stahl and Mrs.
Al. E. Boggs. Mrs. John 11. Miller was
a guest of the club this week.

FOX and Mr. Coyote used to
ofteu meet when tliey were stroll
ing about bunting, and it was on one
of these hunting trips that their fa
mous quarrel took place.
“1 wish that you did not look go
much like me,” said Mr. Coyote. "Here
1 get blamed many times for doing
tilings that I never (|o. 1 hear folks
saying ‘It must have been that old
Coyote fellow,’ when I know well
enough It was you who did the cruel
deed. Yes, Mr. Fox, I regret very
much thut you and I look something
alike.”
“I am Just as much ashamed of it
as you are, Mr. Coyote," said Mr. Fox.
“for I could not stoop to some of the
low-down tricks you do In hunting."
Mr. Coyote did not notice this re
mark. “I cannot understand how any
one can think we two look alike,” he

Mr. Fox Trotted Off.
said, “for your coat is not as handsome
as mine, to my eye, and your tall"—
Mr. Fox will stand almost anything
but having any one say his tall Is not
beautiful, so he did nut a alt tu hear
what Mr. Coyote was going to remark
about his tall; he Just Jumped right at
him. “See here, you ungainly looking
creature, don't you dare mention your

APPLETON

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

Tti.it tired fertlng Is .1 burden you need not
nrrv Ho'xt's Ha rsi pari Ila will rid you of It
and renew your ouqrage.—adr.

(©, 1923, by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
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(® by the Wheeler Syndicate, Inc.)
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Undertakers Since 1849
Ni|ht THsshons 781-W ItOtKl.AND Day Ttlsshoie 450.

A LINE 0’ CHEER
—
*
By John Kendrick Bangs.
PATIENCE
F ALL the gift! for which I
pray
Patience le one I seek alway.
In woe It helps us to endure.
In doubt It holds our faith secure.
When there are prizes to be won.
Or grilling tasks mat must be done.
If we have Patience to abide
The buffetings of time and tide
More surely shall we reach the
gates
Where the fulfillment rich awaits,

O

SEGUIN LIGHT
Plans are being made for the chil
dren of X O. Beul and H. W. Sprague
o att«nd the spring term of schoo at
Popham Beach.
Snow has been fast disappearing tht
past few days.
Mrs V. G.'Beal plans a business ’.rip
lo Portland in the n»ar future.
Last Tuesday while little Rex
Sprague and his collie qoe were enioylpg a game of hide-and-seek, Rex chose
to hide behind the kitchen d mr. Accid. tally the door w.is closed on. nis
fin,er. complete’.?’ severir.-f the top of
the first finger of his r'ght hand below
the net:

tail in the same breath with mine.
Your fur would not be used for any
thing but to cover your bones, while
I am chased all over the country for
mine.
"And my tail, sir, I will have you
know, is the pride of many a lord and
lady after the hunt. My tall! In
deed you never knew what a handsome
tail really was until you beheld mine."
Mr. Fox looked very fierce as be
said all this aud shook his handsome
tail about until Mr. Coyote began to
step hack, for he did not really want
a battle with Mr. Fox. for he had none
of his relatives arouud to take his
part.
"I don't think we look so much alike
in the daytime,” he said, as If to beg
Mr. Fox's pardon for having men
tioned the fact, “but at night time we
do look about the same size and peo
ple do get ns mixed.
“And all I was going to say, Mr.
Fox, was that our tails are about the
same size at night; no one can see that
I have a black tip.”
Now Mr. Fox at that time did not
have the white tip to his tail that he
now wears, so tlie woodfolk tell ’.he
story, and when he heard what Mr.
Coyote said he bristled up with anger
again.
"Well. I can tell you, Mr. Coyote,
that this will be the last night that
your tall and mine will look the least
alike,” said Mr. Fox; "from tonight
my tall shall bear a mark that will
never leave any doubt as to who Is
carrying it."
Mr. Fox trotted ofT without telling
Mr. Coyote what he was going to do.
but the next time tliey met Mr. Fox
waved in the face of Mr. Coyote as he
passed him a tall with a white tip. He
had pulled out every dark hair till
only the white showed.
“Well, I never!” exclaimed Mr. Coy
ote, looking after him, "but he for
gets that he lias really done me a
favor, for his tail can be seen now.
and If anyone happens to be around
with a gun they will I* sure to see
Ids whlte-tlpiied tall, while mine will
I be lost in Hie darkness.”

The neighbors and friends of Mrs.
E’onia A. Lamson were pained to hear
of her death in Brewer where she was
living with a niece. She was ill only
about a week with pneumonia, dying
Feb. 17. Her age was 76 years, 11
months, 1 day. She was the widow of
Frank Damon late of this town. Mrs. iWiWWWWAYAWWWW,
Lamson was well known about here
ALL FROM THE SOIL
hating lived in Liberty, 'Searsmont.
Appleton and Union, and bad many
HE fields Invite, but too few ac
friends. She was a Christian in every
sense of the word. Since living ir
cept the invitation.
Brewer she has visited here every sum I
It's not God's fault or the fault of
mer, and all sorrow that she will com: the United States government if there
no more.
are idle men and hungry women nnd
children in this country. The fault
WEST ROCKPORT
lies with the uneconomic distribution
of those who work.
Charles Hill and Henry Kontio spent
When too many are engaged In ffne
Saturday in Rockland in spite of the occupation, too few must necessarily
storm and drifted roads
Donald Tolrnan left for Beverly. be employed lu others. If so niuny
Mass., last Tuesday, where he has em are working In factories tbat there are
not enough i«inalniH£ properly to till
ployment.
•Mabel Simmons will spend Easter the soil, food and clothing are natural
with her aunt, Mrs. Isaac Blake.
ly made so expensive that those who
Frank Thorndike is still in Rockland live In the cities find it difficult or im
caring for Bell Merrifield.
possible to get the real necessaries of
The Finns enjoy their new hall Sat
urday evenings, when the weather per life even though tliey draw big pay.
Of course one must reckon with the
mits
If by any chance any one hears of problem of distribution in figuring the
any news please notify Bert Kellar, the cost of the market basket—and there
West Rockport orator.
is a dire need of improving the system
so that the "spread” in values from
the farm to city table is naturally re
duced. But. when It is considered
that virtually everything we eat and
wear comes from the soil, nnd when It
Is known that little work on a small
patch of laud will provide enough of
the necessary goods to maintain a
family of five, It is foolish to argue
that God and the government are to
blame for many being out of work and
without foot!. Thousands of acres of
fertile soil are lying neglected ami tintilled in this rich land of ours. By
THEN you press a switch button to turn Oft
properly distributing our labor and by
stoking the furnaces at the power plant,
Intensive methods of farming half as
understand the wires and dynamos that form the
efficient as were found In Germany
background of electric lighting service, or appreciate
previous to the war. the United States
the great investment needed to supply you with
electric current.
not only could give pleasant, healthful
employment to all the people able and
So also, when you turn for counsel and help to the
funeral director in your time of need, you may not
willing to work, hut could produce
stop to think of the scientific training, the technical
enough of the absolute necessities to
skill, the modern equipment and the extensive facil
feed all Americans and have a surplus
ities that form the background of his service.
sufficient to feed and clothe all the
Yet beyond your vision he serves you in scores of
undernourished peoples of povertyunobtrusive ways—many of which scarcely anyone
stricken regions throughout the world.
but he could name—for no other one person ever has
We In the United States are una|e
contact with all of them.
preclative of our blessings. While
He does not expect that you will look behind the
thousands live like oattle in congested
results to see how they were achieved, but that the
sections of great cities, crying for Jobs
results themselves will constitute a beautiful and
perfect tribute, the memory of which will be
and food, God holds open the door of
a solace and comfort.
opportunity to healthful homes of free
dom and hapidness on our broad plains
Reproduced by permission of The Cincinnati Coffin Com
pany from a copyrithltd meisatt nhoh appeared in The
and among our beautiful hills.
Saturday htenint Postuf Pebrnary

WHITE HEAD
R. E Maker off Raekliff's Island and
H. W. Andrews attended town meeting
at Tenant's Harbor.
Tuesday night Alonzo Connors. Jr.,
son of the assistant keeper at Two
Rush Light was taken seriously ill. Af
ter trying in vain for a doctor, Capt.
L R Dunn and crew of the L’. S. C. G.
went lo Rockland after Dr. Frohock,
arriving at Two Bush near midnight.
Dr. Frohock was obliged to remain at
the coast guard station over the heavy
northeast gale. Saturday the child was
taken ashore by the U. S. life hoat and
carried to Silsby hospital by Mr. Den
nison and Mrs. Connors.
Friday Capt. Dunn and crew took
Mrs. Harrison Cowing to Vinalhaven.
where she was called by the serious ill
ness o' her mother. Mrs. Robbins.
Cape A. G. Maker of the Plum Is
land Coast Guard station and Mrs. ;
Maker were called to Rockland this
week hy the death of F. L. Cousins.
Mrs. Maker is a sister to Mrs. II. W.
Andrews.
Mrs. Charles Wall of Rackliff’s Island,
who was injured recently hy a sleigh
upsetting, is Improving.
The winter of 1923 Will long be re
membered by the inhabitants of these
islands as the most severe one ever
known. Wednesday we had the heavi
est northeister of the season and Sat
urday a howling southwest blizzard.
There is not much sickness here. now.
for which We are duly thankful.

“8

For HER-

Law Court Decides In Defend
ant’s Favor On An Ap
pealed Case.
The plaintiff Is nonsuited in the MaUnions ease of Wilmer L. Ames vs.
John T Young, according to a rescript
from the Law Court received by Clerk
of Courts Griffin yesterday. The de
cision was drawn by Associate Justice
Spear, and follows:
This case originated upon an action
of forcible entry and detainer .brought
by the plaintiff against the defendant
i the police court for the city of Rock
land. The defendant pleaded the gen
eral issue and in a -brief statement
claimed title in 'himself. After the evi
dence was taken out the case was re
ported to the law court. The only issufc
is that of title. The plaintiff under
takes to establish his title through a
purchase of the property described at a
sheriff's sale. In .March, 1905, Hattie
E. Yeung, for a consideration of (50
executed and delivered a mortgage to
Marian A. Young pf land situated on
Matinicus Isle.
In March. 1013. Marian A. Young
brought suit against the mortgagor, at
tached the real estate covered by the
mortgage, recovered judgment, took out
execution, blared the execution in the
hands of the sheriff, who made a levy
end sale of the property of which the
plaintiff was a purchaser for the sum
ct (195. The execution was returned
Into rcurt as fully satisfied. Upon this
feature of the case the first Inquiry is:
Were all the proceedings leading up to
and in including the sale conducted in
accordance with the provisions and re
quirements of the statute? It wag en
cumbent upon the plaintiff t,o prove the
various steps leading up to and includ
ing the sale, as the burden wag upon
him to prove title. Upon this point the
plaintiff has obviously failed. Tlie
cxe ution tend the return thereon was
not produced to show whether the sale
was regular or not and the recitals in
the sheriff's deed wer< not sufficient to
supplv the possible omission. Conseqtemly, there is a missing link in the
plaintiff's chain of title.
Held, that a nonsuit must he entered.
Plaintiff nonsuit.
Could fqp plaintiff; Miles for defend
ant.

Page Five
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Dependable Guide
to all that la bast la

SEEDS, AGRICULTURAL, DAIRY and POULTRY SUPPLIES
Thia catalog represents our best judgment
based on 65 year/ experience catering to
every farm need. The catalog is FREE.
Write for your copy.
Kendall A Whitney - Portland, Maine - Eot. 18S8
Order peer SEEDS, NOW. A J, about out SPECIAL SEED offer,.

4K-I-I H 4 11 I I 1 0-M I 4-1 II III)

IOGENES Looked For an
Honeat Man. If He Had
Been Wien Enough to
Advertise He Could
: Have Sat Stitt and Waited For
; Honeat Men to Come to Him.
UOIIIIIUII'I-HOUIIII

MAINE MAID SWEETS
COMMODORE CHOCOLATES
BRAEMORE CHOCOLATES

A. C. JONES
5 Talbot Ave.
Rockland. Maine
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
A
Eastern St an dura Tin.c
|
Twains Leave Rockland Fort
1

(2223)

Made in Portland for HER sweet tooth

Look for tlie

S&H

Cylinder perfec-|
tion
with ynequaled
me
chanical
simpli - ]
city”

►

Augusta, A S7.00 a. ni. 17.30 a.m., 11.10 p.m.
B'ltigor A )7 0.1 a. in. t7.30a. ni., fl.10p.iti.
Bath A $7.00 a.m., 17.30 a.m.. 11.10 p tu.

Dealer

t5 30 p. ni.

Boston. A §7.00 a. m., t7.30u.m., IL 10p.m.
Brunswick A§7.l»0a. in., 17.30 a. m.. 11.10

p. m . t5 30 p. m..

Lewiston. A§7 00 a. m. 17.30 a.m., tl 10 p tn
New York. 11.10 p. ru.
Portland. A§7.00 a. m , t7.30a.in., 11.10 p ro..

SOMERVILLE

Something to
Think About

A party of about 35 Erskine Acade
my students, which included Lewis
Turner and Kenneth Morrill of this
town, visited Augusta recently and
spent the day visiting Legislature and
the State Museum.
Bi F. A. V/ALKEB
Austin D. Campbell, who is ill with
pneumonia, is about the same.
Mrs C. F. Brown and son, II. C.
THE WHISPERERS
Brown, are both ill.
Mrs. Mary Campbell
Mary, wife of Austin D. Campbell, TN GOING our beaten round of life.
died Saturday forenoon, March 3. of
most of us at some time of our ex
pneumonia at the age of 74 years, 5 istence turn from our duteous path to
months and 23 days. Besides her hus seek the darkened corners of the wills
band she is survived by live nephews
pering gallery, where we may converse
and one niece. Ansel Brann of Gardi
ner, Morrill Brann of Washington. beneath our breath with those of our
George and Richmond Brann of this Intimates who, like ourselves, have
town, Henry Brann and Mrs. Daisy itchhig ears craving solace from gos
Locke of Augusta. Funeral services sip.
were held Monday afternoon at her
The more scandulous nnd salacious
late home, conducted by W. E. Over the twaddle, the more deeply colored
look of Razorvllie.
Interment was it is with scarlet, the better do we en
made in the family lot on Richmond joy rolling it over our tongues and ex
Biann’s place.
tracting from It the poisonous sweets
As no language under heaven is for
MT. PLEASANT VALLEY hidden In the whispering gallery, the
atmosphere pervading It Is putrid, sug
Mrs. Alton Russell, who has Iieen gestive of mildew und decay.
employed at Nathan Allen’s, in Rock
It is in the whispering gallery that
land, returned home Monday.
Wilbur Brewster and Maurice Jones, character Is blackened.
Unruly tongues babble without re
who recently enlisted and are stationed
in Portland, write home that they like straint, darting to und fro as once did
the forked tongue of the serpent that
very much.
W. F Davis is chopping for Earle lured Eve to eat the forbidden upple.
Hopkins wh»n the weather permits.
It Is here that the truth Is seldom
Ambrose Fish of Appleton called on and exuctly uttered. To he Just, even
friends here last week.
In the slightest degree, would conflict
Mrs. Olga Merrill is quite ill.
with the delightful pleasantries of the
Ira Hilt has the measles.
old-time
meeting-place,
constantly
growing in popularity with the growth
of mankind.
No one who habitually frequents the
whispering gallery can be true to one's
own heart or to one’s friends.
And It is this falsity to self and to
8
By
MILDRED MAkSKALL
friends, this wanton disregard of the
5
ennobling things, which Is causing frlc
w
tlon In the world and slowly undermin
Facte about your name; Ita hitlery;
8
Ing our Individual and civic content.
awaning: whence N «o» JerioeJ;
Yet we go on from day to du.v with
elfntf.eanee: your lucfa Jay
8
end lucky jewel
sullied tongues nnd ffilnds without
y
___________
pausing to consider on how precurlous
a base we are posing, grinning false
smiles, practicing deception and slan
AGNES
tiering our dearest associates.
It 1s not probable lu our human
HE Greek word agos, signifying a
weakness that we shall ever be fairly
matter of religious awe, gave the
Just to one another, or follow even In
adjective agnos, meaning sacred, pure,
a small way the teachings of the Gold
and it, in turn, names the tree whose
en Rule, but we can to some extent Im
twigs the Greek matrons strewed on
prove ourselves and let into our hearts
their beds during the festival of Deme
more sunshine and substantial llfe-glv
ter, which tlie Romans called Agnus
Ing happiness hy speaking no evil und
Castus.
turning our hacks upon the whispering
Incidentally, the Latin word for
gallery, resolving no more to darken its
lamb is agnus, ami since this animal
was used for the sacred purpose of door, or court companionship with
sacrifice, Agnes comes by her heritage mischievous meddlers and husybodles.
Let us make a start in this dlrec
of purity and sain iity logically.
tlon today and hold fast to the good
One of the first women to hear the
natna of Agnes was the gentle Roman purpose until the end of life.

What’s in a Name?”

T

maiden whose martyrdom named the
Church ot' St. Agnese. It is said to have
been built hy Constantine on the spot
where she was put to the utmost proof
and retains an old mosaic, picturing
her clad only in her flowing hair, being
dragged along h.v brutal soldiers. An
other ancient church covers the cata
comb where she was interred, nnd the I
story goes that while her relatives and
pilgrims who came to pay their hom
age were weeping there one day she
appeared, suddenly, in radiant glory,
with a lamb of spotless whiteness.
The gospel for St. Agnes' day was
the parable of the ten virgins and.
since she was accused of magic arts,
the English superstition arose that, by
watching and fasting on St. Agnes
Eve. maidens could discover their fate
In marriage; by praying nine times to
the moon, anil fasting three eves In
succession, they could secure whom
they would. Keills. In Ids exquisite
poem. "The Eve of St. Agnes," refers
to this superstition:
They told her how. upon St. Agnes' Eve,
Young virgins might have visions of de
light.
If ceremonies due they did aright;
As supperless to bed they must retire.
And couch supine their beauties. Illy
white;
Nor look behind, nor sideways, require
Of Heaven with upward eyes for all that
they desire.
Agnes is popular In England, Scot
land and, as a royal name, in France
and Germany. France calls her Aguies:
Agneta is an English form; Agnese,
Agnesca and Agnete are Italian. The
Welsh form is Nest. The Jewel as
signed to Agnes Is the agate, which
i gives courage and guards Its weurer
I from danger. It Is considered a cure
l for insomnia and Insures pleasant
dreams. Thursday is a fortunate day
for Agnes and 2 a talismaulc number.
If she dreams of her Jewel, It Is sign
of a Journey. Her flower is tlie wild
rose, signifying simplicity.
I® by the Wheeler Syndicate. Inc.)

----- -—o--------Getting Even.
“Mrs. Black certainly avenged her
self on me for neglecting her invlta
tlon.”
“HowT”
“She remarked to everybody that 1
was old enough to he a trifle forget
fill.”—Boston Evening Transcript.
Ancient Dynasty.
The Chow dynasty In Chinn began
' shout twenty-three years before the
i Dorlnn migration Into the- Peloionnesus. The generally accepted date of
the latter event Is 1100 B. C.

(® by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
----------O----------

The Telephone Talks.
Monologue In the Northwestern Bells
“I am a telephone. While 1 am not
broke. I am In the hands of a receiver.
I have a mouthpiece, but, unlike a
womun, I never use It. Fellows use
me to make dates with girls and girls
use me to break said dates. Husbands
call up their wives over me nnd wives
call down their husbands. I neve.” get
to call anywhere, hut sometimes the
company comes aud takes me out. I
urn the Kell of the town, and, while I
do not get Jewelry, I often get rings.”
—Boston Evening Transcript.
MASONIC ACCIDENT INSURANCE CMPANY.

|5.’M)p n..

Waterville A§7.00a m.. +7.30 a.m. 11.10p.m.
Woolwich. §7.00 a.m., 17.30 a. m.,-11.10 p.m„
15.30 p. m.
1 Daily, except Sunday
§ Sunday only.
A Passengers provide own ferriage bei ween Wool
wich and Bath.

D. C. DOUGLASS.

M. L. HARRIS.

9-24-22 V. P. & Gen’l Mgr. Geu 1 Passenger Agi.
SERVICE TEMPORARILY SUSPENDED
OWING TO ICE CONDITIONS

Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
BANGOR LINE—WINTER SCHEDULE
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
Lea re Rockland Mondays and Thursdays at
6.00 P M fur Btmton.
.
Return—Leave Boston Tuesdays and Friday!
it 5.00 P M Leave Rockland Wednesdays and
Saturdays at 5 00 A. M. ; Camden 5 45 A. M.;
Belfast 7 15 A M.; Bucksport 9 00 A. M. J
lue Wlnterimrt 9.30 A M
Return Leave Winterport Mondays and
Thursdays at 10 oo A M. for Bos’or and way
landings, due the fQllowiug morning about
7 00 A. M

MT. DESERT A BLUEHILL LINES
BAR HARBOR LINE
Leave Rockland Wednesdays at 5 A M for
North Haven Stonington, Southwest Harbor,
Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Bar Har
bor 11 A. M.
Return -Leave Bar Harbor Thursdays at 8 00
A. M for Rockland and way landings.

BLUE HILL LINE
Leave Rockland Saturdays at 5 A. M for
Dark Harbor, Kggeinoggln, South Brooksville
Sargentvllle, Deer Isle, Brookllu, South Bluehill. due Bluehill 11.45 A M
Return—Leave Bluehill Mondays at 8.00 A.
M. ( r Rockland und way landings
Al Btbxton connection Is made via the Met
ropolitan Line crpress rreight steamers foi
New York and )>olnts South and West.

MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
Portland-New York Freight Servloe

Direct Freight Service between Portland and
New York Is resumed from Die New Butte
Pier, Portland, Me.
Through rates and direct track conneotloiul
with Maine Central and Grand Trunk Rall•oads
F S SHERMAN, Supt . Rockland. Mains.
K S SHERMAN, Agent. Rockland. Mallis

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.
The direct route between
R0CKLAN0. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN,
STONINGTON AND SWAN'S ISLAND

WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(Subject to change without notice)
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. MONDAY. JAN. 8. 1923
Leaves Swan's Island dally except Sunday!
it 5 30 A. M for Stonington, North Haven,
Vinalhaven and Rockland
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P M , for
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington, und
Swan's Island.
W. S WHITE,
General Manager
Rockland, Maine. Jan’y 6. 1923.

LX.*1 -J."J.

Professional & Business Cards
Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy

C. M. WHEELER, D.C. Ph. C.
Chiropractor
400 MAIN STREET - - ROCKLAND
Graduate Palmer School of Chiropractic
Office Hours:
Mondays. Wednesdays, Fridays. 10-12, 2-5, 7-8
•
Tuesdays. Thursdays, 10-12, 2-5
Saturdays 10-12
Tel. 886

Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeath
Osteopathic Physicians
38 UNION STREET. ROCKLAND, MAINE
HOURS: H:00 A. M. TO 4:00 f>. M.
EVENINGS A SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
Telephone 13o

H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.
407
Hour,. 9 tu
Reeidence, 21
Office

MAIN STREET
12 A. M.; I tu 5 P. M.
Fulton Street. Tel. 391-J
Telephone 493-W

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.

Ollie,: VINAL BLOCK, TH0MA8T0N
Offles Hour,: I to 3 end 7 Is 9 P. M
$ 352.924 74 R„itfenc, until 9 A. M. and by Appointment
69.227 77
998 53
Teleuhone,: Rs,id,nes. 41-4: Offle, 149
99

Springfield. Massachusetts
Slocks und Bonds ....................
tiisii in Office and Bunk .........
Apt id Ba lances ..........................
Bilks Receivable ........................
Interest and Rents ....................
All other Asseis ........................

2,112
4
32
7,589 26

$ 437,458 62
976 53

Cross Asse s ............................
Deduct hems not .idminetl

Admitted Asseis .................... $ 436,482 09
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 1ST. 1922
Set Unpaid Losses .................. $ i;-.,:i2- 00
1 marked Premiums .................
167.874 91
23.928 96
Al1 other Liabilifies .................
199,999 00
Cusl Capital ..............................
80,2-51 22
Surplus over all Lfabilhies ....

Total Liabilities and Surplus
..28 T-34

$ 436,482 09

ORIENT INSURANCE COMPANY
Of Hartford, Connecticut
ASSETS DEC 31, 1922
Reai Ks.ate ................................ $ 595,858
Stocks und Bonds .....................
4,809,789
Caali in Office und Bank .........
3H4.551
Agents' Balances ........................
009,370
lt'te:tsl and Rents ....................
58,970

10,571 77

Gross Asse:s ..........................
Deduct items not admitted ....

$0,149.110 08
312,219 15

................................

53

Liabilities DEC 31. 1922
Net 1'npaid Losses .................... $ 360,242
Uiiearned Premiums ..................
2,072,820
AL other Lmhll.ltles .................
510.120
C.ish Capital ..............................
1,000,000
Surpliut over all LiahiHties ...
1,587,407

82
93
00
oo
78

Total Liabilities and Surplus..

4»i,130,891 53

EDWARD W. BERRY. Agent,
No. 40 Broad Street. Rockland. Maine.
28 T 31

.$ 365,009
1.169’9 50
3.675.709
209 994
96.3,754
59.2,90
35.516

W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.

JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORE
COMPLEE DRUG AND SUNDRY
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
.DE
VELOPING, PRINTING AND EN
LARGING.

GEORGE W. FOSTER
Dealer in Pianos
Fine Tuning
75 Cedar Street, Tel. 572-M.
ARTHUR L. ORNE

Insurance
Successor to A. J. Erskine

A

Co.

417 MAIN ST. . . ROCKLAND. ME.

L R. CAMPBELL

COMMERCIAL CASUALTY INSURANCE
COMPANY
Newark, New Jersey
ASSETS DEC
Real Estate ............................ .
Mortgage Loans ....................
Stocks and Bonds ..................
Cash lu Office and Bank ....
A-'i-tds’ Balances ..................
D.teiesf and llen(s ................
An o;her Assets ....................

E. B. SILSBY, Surgeon
—and—
X-RAY OPERATOR
SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
Tsleohone 1123

370 Main St., Rockland, Me.
12
35
03
37
04

A!. (-:hei Asst'is ..........................

Admitted

THE SILSBY HOSPITAL

Attorney at Law
Special Attention to Probate Matter*
00
90
09
S3
72
12
52

375 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND, ME.

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney at Lav

46,461,315 51 SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
69,476 55
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
$6. :y.i 1,838 96 telephones—Office 468.
House 603-W
1922
. 41.52,6.323 09
2,39.3.476 69
♦462,03‘J
EDWARD K. GOULD
1 999.990 an
1.909,099 99

(•loss Assets ...................... .
Deduct items not admitted ..

Admitted ............................
1/ahilit'ies DEC 31,
Net Unpaid Losses .................
Ui earned Premiums .............
All o.her L . iulities.................
Cash Capital ..........................
lSuiplus over all LiabUities ..

Prevention Better Than Cure.
The ou’.v “cure" for a cold Is five
Atto ney at Law
days In bed; Qie best treatment la ’I'ota; Liabilities and Surplus .
$6,391,838 96
I * Includes Voluntary Reserve Ol (lUt.'.lVJ.IIX
prevention.
COR. TILL^OI i AVE. and MAIN ST,
28 T-34

CHILDREN HELP SUGGEST FOODS
WHICH GIVE NECESSARY VARIETY
Bad Traveling

! Storm and
Didn't Keep the
Away Yesterday.

Mrs. Hattie Kelley, Ik Hyler St., is
prepared to »ake orders for home cook
ing—cake, doughnuts, bread, hrownhread, candv, etc. Telephone 1S2-4.
29-31
N’ew spring suits, coats and dresses
are being received at the Davis Gar-ment Store, corner of Main and Elm.
streets, Rockland, almost every day.
thus keeping the stock fresh.—adv.

TENANT'S HARBOR
The annual meeting of the Ladies'
Sewing Circle was held Thursday.
March 8. in the church pallors and the
following officers were elected: Presi
dent. Mrs. Hattie Rawley; vice presi
dents. Mrs. Rinna Andrews. Mrs. Ber
tha Hopkins, Mrs. Nannie Allen and
Mrs. Alice Wheeler; directors. Mrs. Ida
Rivers. Mrs. Ernestine Barter. Mrs.
Etta Holbrook and Mrs. Nannie Allen;
secretary, Mrs. Alice Murphy; treas
urer. Miss Mabel Barter.
Peter Mont, who is ill in a hospital
in Hartford. Conn., passed his 83th
birthday Sunday. March 4. His son.
Aaron, with whom he spends the win
ter months, reports that his father ex
pressed much gratitude in receiving the
birthday greetings from the folks at
home, and was especially pleased with
the Howers from the Eastern Star. He
was also the recipient of many beauti
ful flowers and plants, cigars, fruit
and ice cream, thus making his birth
day a cheerful one. Mr. Mont's address
is 18 Four Mile Road. West Hartford.
Conn.
*
x
The funeral services of Mrs. Addie
■Watts were held from her late home
Sunday, March 11. Mrs. Watts was a
victim of the cold epidemic. The com
munity extends much sympathy to
those who are left behind.
Drying Flower*.
This formula for drying flowers in
their narural form and pose is known
*8 the English method. Equal quan
tities of plaster paris and lime are
thoroughly mixed together, and sifted
about the flowers until they are com
pletely Imbedded in their natural
form; and then the preparation is
gradually heated to 100 degrees Fah
renheit. The flowers are soon dried in
this way. After removing the flowers,
they should be carefully dusted off.
If they are found too brittle for this
they ahould be laid aside for an hour
cr so to absorb moisture from the at
mosphere. Then to completely remove
•11 appearances of hoariness the flow
ers should be varnished with live
ounces of dammar to 16 ounces of
turpentine.
Before varnishing, the
flowers can be dyed any desired color.
However, whether dyed or not, the
flowers will be made more durable by
a coat or two of the varnish. The lime
called for should be powdered and un-

•Inked.

WIRELESS SUPPLIES
W. P. STRONG
WATCHMAKER and JEWELER

WALL PAPER
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
SUPPLIES

THOMASTON, MAINE
Tu&S-tf

GILCHREST
MONUMENTAL
WORKS
Successor to A. F. Burton

GRANITE AND MARBLE

Voters

Cushing voters turned out in goodly
Lumbers yesterday, determined not to
mlaa the annual town meeting regard
less of storm, dr drifted toads. These
officer* were elected:
Moderator—B. F. Geyer.
Clerk—O. H. Woodcock.
Selectmen. Assesorsand Overseers of
Poor—Silas^E. Hyler Charles <’. Buck
lin and Albert Orff.
Assessors—Silas H. Hyler, Oscar
Burtor and Charles C. Bucklin.
Treasurer—B. F. Geyer.
School Committee for three years—
Leslie O. Young, for two years. Gran
ville Osier.
Tax Collector—W. I). Holder.
Hoad Commissioners—Irving Spear
Os.-ar Young and George Cazallis.
Fire Warden—Si’.as E. Hyler.
Constables—Clarence H. Wales. Bert
F. Geyer and w. B. Holder.
Appropriations: Schools. $1300; roads
and bridges. $750: support of poor
$200; t epair of school buildings, $850,
text books, $80; High School tuition.
$200; town officers and incidentals,
$800 incidentals of common schoo’s.
$50: snow bills, $800; new road. $200;
eiate aid road $426; State aid road,
and interest on note, $200; patrolling
State aid road. $426; State aid road.
$300. special repairs on road. $150.

AMONG THE SCHOOLS
Deer isle High
On Monday evening, March 5. Deer
Isle High School presented very suc
cessfully its annual play “Forest
Acres.” in Town Hall with about 350
tickets sold and the hall packed to ca
pacity. AU of the participants .took
their parts well and did credit to tnemselves and to their principal for th^
time spent in getting the play ready
for ptesentation. Between the acts
Miss Joyce and Miss Black entertained
with a piano-harmonica duet and Miss
Doris Dowe gave an original reading
entifed “Samanthy’s Philosophy.”
Following is the cast of characters:
Lemuel Crockett, a miserly farmer, Al
bert Powers; Mrs. Crockett, his wife.
Thelma Haskell: Elizabeth Crockett,
his daughter, Bernice Joyce; Hepsi-bah
Crockett, bis daughter, Prieilla S-ott;
Hiram Crockett bis son, Arthur Saun
ders; Frankl.vn Arthur, a business man.
Augustus Spofford; Miss Lucy Hag
gles. a school teacher, Gertrude Lowe:
Eveline NewconrYb, a bashful maid.
Dorethy Marshall; Andy Hobbs, a
country boy, Jason Snowden; Jeffrey
Brixley, a New Yorker, Alfred Conary ;
Elsie Brixley, his wife, Vera Powers;
Constance Loring, his niece. Evelyn
Lowe- Nora, the maid. Edythe Damon.
The first issue of the Deer Isle “Gath
erer” was put on sale March 5 and ev
ery available copy was sold. This year
for the first time in a number of years
the school paper is more than self-sup
porting.
At the town meeting held on March
", it was voted to remodel the High
School building and to introduce the
• -ommcrcial course of study.

Advertisements in thia column not to exceed
hree lines inserted once for 25 cents, 3 timet
'or 50 tents
Additional lines 5 cents each
'or cue time, 10 cents 3 times. Six words make
line

I

Lost and Found
FGUNO—Plain gold ring in Thomaston. ApIlu at 14 KNOX ST . Thomaston.
. 28*80

MIRTH MORE

"^BUTTERMILK MASH

is setting new egg records each year! It keeps hens on
the job winter and summer and users say Wirthmore
Buttermilk Mash and the Wirthmore System of Feeding

gets results.
Mr. John Evans, keadlng, Mass., had 20,8 White
Leghorn pullets that laid 22,249 eggs from Nov. 1st
to May 1st. liggs sold for $1,259.08. Feed cost
$364.82, a profit of $8<>4.2(> for the six coldest
months. These pullets were hatched May 12, 1921;
raised on Wirthmore Chick Foods and fed Wirth
more Mash and Scratch at maturity.
Write for Free Wirthmore Poultry Book today
School Children at Lunch—Waiting for the Hot Dish.
(Prepared by the United State* Department

dttce some vegetables into the lunch;

If the children are Interested in
their own 6cliool lunches and are
taught how to pack them properly,
they will not only take this task off
the mother’s hands, but help to sug
gest foods which give the necessary
variety for a well-balaneed diet.
Children should be taught to prepare
sandwiches well and to pack them
neatly in waxed paper so they will
neither fall to pieces nor dry out be
fore they are to be eaten. An occa
sional discussion of foods suitable for
the school lunch will lead to surpris
ingly good suggestions from the chil
dren themselves, us to wluit they like
to have or what other children bring.
When hot cocoa, milk, or soup can
be obtained at school the children
are better off. Efforts should he made
by groups of parents to establish the
serving of at least one hot dish with
the school lunch.
Sandwiches Most Substantial.
Sandwiches, because of their con
venience, are usually the substantial
part of the basket lunch. By varying
the bread occasionally, using whole
wheat, graham. Boston brown bread,
raisin, date or nut bread, or split but
tered rolls or biscuit, cinnamon or
other buns, the lunches will not seem
so monotonous. In addition to sliced
roast or boiled meat, bacon, chicken
or rabbit may be used. Chopped meat
or ground meats of any kind, chopped
hard-boiled eggs, moistened with salad
dressing, cottage-cheese, peanut but
ter, nut meats, or cooked fish are good
filling for sandwiches and also supply
small amounts of protein for the mid
day meal; lettuce, tomatoes, and other
salad materials with dressing make
alatable moist sandwiches and intro-

while sweets may be supplied by a
jam. Jelly, or fruit butter sandwich,
honey, brown sugar or maple sugar
filling, or by cookies, cakes, dates,
raisins, figs, sweet chocolate, or other
sweets easily carried. Fruit should
be included as often as possible.
Children sometimes have a preju
dice against salads. This may be be
cause the first salad tasted was not
just right. If they have been accus
tomed at home from an early age to
salads with dressings containing very
little vinegar or acid, and made with
good oil In perfect condition, they
will cultivate a liking for them and
enable tlie mother to provide both
salad vegetables and salad oil, two
valuable foods In their diet.
f
Prepare Lunch Carefully.
In packing the lunch basket every
precaution should be taken to keep
the foods clean and In good condition.
Foods that spoil easily should be
avoided In warm weather. Paper nap
kins or towels and thin waxed or
parchment wrapping paper are inex- j
pensive, especially If bought in large
quantities.
These not only protect
the lunch but the children’s clothing.
Washable napkins may be used In
stead, but they are more troublesome
and are likely to be lost.
Sandwiches, sweet foods and fruits
should be wrapped separately and the
heaviest things put at the bottom of
the lunch box. Cup custards, apple
sauce, jelly and other soft foods can
be carried In paper cups or cartons, In
small screw-top Jars or covered jelly
glasses. Miik from home is desirable
whenever it can be carried, if no proi vision can he made for serving It at
school.

of Agriculture.)

SOUTH UNION

Mrs Ralph Wallace hail her tonsils
moved al Silsby Hospital last week
mil returned home Munday.
Still breaking roads that are badly
The best cream to whip is good, rich filleil in after Wednesday's storm.
Mr. Colliding was in Roekland last
cream, from 24 to 48 hours old, says
the United States Department of Agri week owing to illness in his family.
culture. It should contain at least ;W
per cent butterfat to produce ideal re
sults, and he kept very cool. Pas
teurization tends to lower the whip
ping quality of the cream, and homo
genization is very harmful to it. Com
bined they practically destroy the
value of cream for whipping.
Use for Breadcrumbs.
Breadcrumbs may lie used instead
of flour in many dishes, the United
Slates Department suggests. Bakers
often use stale bread and dried, finely
ground cake in place of part of the
Hour In making fancy breads, cakes,
and cookies, and the housekeeper can
often avoid waste by using them in
this way in griddlecakes, cakes,
cookies, gingerbread, brown bread, etc.

Washington Oilcloth.
Wash oilcloth with warm water and
milk. Use one cupful of skim milk
to one gallon of water. Wipe dry
with a clean doth.

Vague Prospect.
"No Sebastian, I am sorry, but I
am sure that wo-eoulil not be happy
together. You kpoiv 1 always want
my own way In.everything.” ’’But,
my dear girl, you could go on want
Ing It, you know, after we were mar
ried.”

Chas. M. Cox Co.

Manufacturers
St. Albans
- Vermont

Wholesale Distributors
Boston
•
Mass.

ONE QUALITY ONLY-THE BEST
SELL AND

RECOMMEND

WIRTHMORE POULTRY FEEDS
W. A.

BESSEY, UNION, ME.

OWB Ql ALITl OIL1 : THU BENT
HAMBONE’S MEDITATIONS

Miscellaneous
PAPER HANGER—When you want paper

MISS -LUCY 5AY AH WAS E
Too MUCH O' MAH TIME
SLEEPIN' BUT LAW ME.’

pat ain' was'in' TIME,’

r

RIGHT CREAM FOR WHIPPING
Should Be From 24 to 48 Hours Old
and Contain at Least 30 Per
Cent of Butterfat.

St. Albans Grain Co.

WE

I
|
|
‘

iiangii.u. good work at right price, phone 3C«-\I,
or send card to t ( JOHNSTON, 16 Pleasa: •
i St . RorNand
31 •36
NOTICE Notice is hereby given of the loss
of dejHDiit L»».y|, No 31002 and the owner of said
j hook ->k- for duplicate in accordance with the
pro'. is5.ii of the State law ROCKLAND SAX
l\»,S I'. \\ l\ o . A B Black ng..,;i. A! ; . . •
iP.ekbid Maine. Mar 13. 1923
3l-T’37
FULLER BRUSHES—('an he obtained from
If I M.i. ALMAN, Rockland, Me
2‘i:;t
PORTLAND PEOPLE can find each usue of
The ( uurier-Gazette on sale at the CENTRAL
NEWS CO . 064 Congress St. This will cot)
venience many who want to get the paper reg; uiariy.
13-tf
PALMER ENGINES—32 different models. 2
to 75 H P One to six cylinders. Heavy duty,
1 Medium duty and high speed types Also ac
cessories and parts
Send for catalogue
PALMER BROS, 39 Ponlanu Pier, Portland.
Me.
12-37
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods a1
(he Boekt&ad Hair Store, 336 Main St. Ma1.'
orders solicited HELEN C RHODES
IStf
“CHRONIC’-ES OF KNOX COUNTY.” a very
handy ltltf page hook compiled by IL B Fill
more, gites the offlci&l hi&lory of the county
and a page or so is devoted to each of the
(owns and two plantations Sent bv mail to
any address on receipt of 50c. Address R. B
FILLMORE. 80 Maui Street Thoai.sion.
14*-tf

I

Without Lost Motion
A big part of the cost of living today may be charged to lost motion, to slow, slip

Punned chicken is delicious served
with currant jelly sauce.
• • •
Bury the yeast cake In salt If you
wish to keep it a while.
• • •

Folding wardrobes made of chintz
or cretonne can be secured ready made,
but any woman can make one for her
self.
• • •
Children who are inclined to be con
stipated should be allowed to eat five
or six figs a day. This helps a great
deal.
...

If plain clothes are folded linraedi
ately after being taken from the line,
they can be Ironed twice us quickly
and need little sprinkling.
• • •
Clotheslines should never be left out
of doors when not in use; they should
be carefully dried and put away, other
wise they will soil and mark the linen.
* • •

Woolen stockings that are past re
pair can he put to many uses. Cut off
the feet, draw one stocking over the
other, fold and sew up one end. and
you have an excellent glove for polish
ing anything.

This Simple Mixture
Helps Weak Eyes

of

fruits and vegetables rot on the ground,
because it doesn't pay to pick them.
Discouraged

growers

plant less the

next season, and the supply of food is
reduced. Meanwhile, consumers in the
cities near by grumble over the high
prices. Demand and supply are not
brought together.

Contrast this with the handling of
of oranges.
$1,000,000 a year is
spent for advertising by the co-opera
tive association of the California Fruit
Growers. A large sum; yet it is only
about one-fifth of a cent per dozen—
one-sixtieth of a cent for each orange
sold.

And this advertising has kept down
the cost of oranges. To quhte an of
ficial of the Exchange:

WANTED—Woman lor housec leaning
In
quire OFFH1E HOTEL ROCKLAND___ 38-32
WANTED—Industrious. capable person to
s'ari a’ once in Knox'Cnuiuy Retailing •Rawletgli s Good Health Food ProJucts, Spices. Fia
cre. Medicines. Toilet Preparations, etc 150
evtiydav necessities used by millions. Largest
Compiny: tsafcllshed 35 years
Favorably
known
Products sold on lime; lowest whole
sale. No experience, practically no capital
needed We teach you to manage your own pet i-anent, big paying business $3000-$5000 yearly.
Particulars free: give age. occupation, refercvM-es
W T RaWLFJGH CO , Dept^ 1013.
Freeport, III.
30-32
WANTED Two married ■<». 20 Io 4U years.
!o lit-luonstrafc Nationally Advertised produr'
In nearby tirrllories. Welling experience noi
necessary. Address BOX Ml. Koi-ldand 2S-31
WANTED Cook anil second girl Inquire at
nr f 11. Berry Estate, over Si. Railway
iv. it Inn room, from 2 to 4 I’. Al. AIRS
IHARLHS 11 BERRY
2S-U
WANTED—Piremen and Brakemen, beginners
»r.O $2.0 ■nonihly. no strike (which posltionfl
Write RAILWAY, care Courier-Gazette 2D32

WANTED-31 shaggy cats and kilteua. mal.

and female. Highest prices naid. JOHN S.
HASLETT, Rockville. Ale. Tel. 352-14. IStf

Summer Cottage# and Board
NOW ie the time when people are laying
summer vacation plans The Courier-Gazette
suggests that owncre of cottage property, to
let or for sale, or accommodation! for boarders,
announce the fa -I under thia beadlug. where it
will t»v read all ovlr New England

■ ■ —

■—

■ ——

—

For Sate
FOR SALE--Weir-twine, seine, dory and
tacks, etc. ( APT MDSRS MILLS. 31 B Sea
Street t'onden. Maine.
31-36
FOR SALE—Pair of good nil round horses
weigliJi.1
, 2300. Will sell separate HAROLD
E BUTLER. Thomaston Street. City.
3ft 32
TOR SALE—Dne 3 h. p Miami Marine Engj,.- with carbureter, shaft and prrqwllor. Til’s
ingine Las been overhauled and is in good or
dev.
One good set of Joiner tools
One foot power turning lathe with lools. W
F TIBBETTS, 144 Vnion St.. Rockland Tei.
775-W or 225-R
30-It

Mr. Merchant=”

Advertised Goods Reach You

For example, every year tons

naid ir. family of two. Pood wages. Only ex
perienced help need apply. MRS. E. F. GLOV
ER, 2 Claremon. Street, Rockland.
31-33
WANTED—Wood choppers, to go into camps
W. L. ONTON, West Rockport. Tel. 132-4, Cam.
«’e.)
31-33
WANTED- -Housekeeper In family of adults
No wi shing or ironing Write ‘HOUSEKEEP
ER. ' curt The Courier-Gazette.
31*33
WANTED—Elderly lady for housework in
i only <>t wo References required Apply to

FOR SALE EIGHT HORSES, consisting of
.'..ift, driving and delivery These horses are a'l
fenr’ess and clever end must be sold at once,
regardless if price E.
JONES, Winter Si ,
npp. New Stee’ Garage. Rockland
30*32
FOR SALE At Bremen, Lung Island, the R
E McLain hwiestead consisting of an elglr
mom house with good cellar and one-third acre
of laud with a lew fruit trees. From the house
< ne has a splendid view of the ocean and with
in ,1 lew minutes' ‘•ail fine deep sea fishing may
he bad Plenty of clams and lobsters may also
me procured near by This place, which would
make an ideal summer home will be sold at a
bargain as iwner has moved away. 1 have pict
ures of tiie properly at my offlee and would
uc pleased to show them. L \V BENNT.R, Real
Estate Dealer, No. 2 No Main St.. Rockland
30-32
THE INDEPENDENT (Skownegan/ Reportei
Copyright 1S2.1 by McClure Newspaper Syndicate
FOR SALE—Three butts of lobster bait, and
it or. ea.e at J r (ARVER’S. Rockland
<5-<r
14 ft. dory. B T. HALL, Vina Ilia vet), Maine.
2J»*31
Queer Human Ways.
FOR SALE—NATIONAL (’ASH RKG1STBRS
A man is presented to it girl and
New and used; also charge systems. Easy jw>,pen if aii goes well the girl is given
mcnis: guarantee on used registers. H. E
LAKER Portland, Me. Bales Agent. D P
Make
Your
Product
a
Standard
aWay to the man.—-Boston Trauseript.
MATHIEU, local salesman, Hotel Rockland
______________________________ 3R*33
In This Community. We
tHliKAvtU CAHOb l an ,i iou ufflvc mu) i
FOR SALE—West Inghouse Radio Receiving
Will Carry Your Message
examine styles. If you already have a plate I
Set, Detector and two stage amplifier, type R-C.
bring it in and let us print vnii cards In latest '
wi-h three tubes, two 22’<> volt ”B” batteries
Into Every Home
Size TUB COURIER t.AZETTE
and pair Braudes Superior headphones. Price
$125 cash (’all. write or phone -IEBO5£E G
Ll'RROWS. 66 Beech St., Rockland. Me. Tel
12-W._____________________28-tl'
FOR SALE—One trailer with solid niWber
tires.
One iron power drilL fan he used by hand;
tight Slid loose pullers atiauhed
One saw table with adbor raising and lower
ing bed.
One foot power jig saw.
These to be sold at a price that will warrant
viur inspection
HERBERT B BARTER. Main
Street Tel 25 or 757-13
2lbtf
FOR SALE—New and second hand boilers,
10 to 60 h p. Horizontal and upright Suit
able for portable mills, factories, boat shops,
bolsters, etc. I L SNOW CO , City.
3-tfFOR SALP—1910 Appersoo Touring; excel*
lent condition throughout Price $35«. A. C.
IDNES, f» Talbot Avenue, Rockland. 'Phoue

shod distribution of goods and to old-style, wasteful selling methods.

Of INTEREST TO
I HOUSEWIFE

Wanted
WANTED—On or about April 10, competent

• 5n b! d FROCK STKKET________ 31*33

Here’s the PRCOF of jt

Rockland people are astonished nt
the Ql’ICK results produced by simple
camphor, hydrastis. witchhazel, etc.,
as mixed in Lavoptik eye wash. After
Main Street
being afflicted with weak, watery, red |
THOMASTON, MAINE
eyes for many years a lady reports the
10-tf
FIRST bottle Lavoptik helped her.
One small bottle usually helps ANY
Telephone that Item of news to The CASE weak, strained or sore eyes.
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of Aluminum eye cup FREE. C. H. Moor
A’ Co., druggists.
reader# will ••• It.

CEMETERY WORK

in Everybody's Column

CUSHING ELECTION

THOMASTON
Leon Hpupt and tittle daughter.
Evelyn Haupt were Sunday callers at
Mr. and Mrs. Alonso Thompson's.
Mrs. Alice Spear of Rockland was
calling on old friends in Thomaston.
Mrs. George Jones who has been sick
the past winter is gaining slowly.
John Smith who has been ill. is able
to he out again.
Miss Elizabeth MoManus is confined
to the house on account of a bad cold.
Mrs. Lucie Woods was called to St.
George by thp sudden death of her sis
ter. Sadie Dempster.
The Ladies’ Baptist Circle will meet
in the vestry Thursday afternoon. A
box lunch will be served at 6 o'clock.
Mrs. William Hallowell and Mrs.
Orett Robinson and daughter Loir, wh >
have been spending the |>ast three
weeks in town, have returned to Montville.
The W. C. T. V. will meet Friday af
ternoon at 2 o’clock at the home of
Mrs. Sarah Bramhall.
A merry puny was held Saturday
afternoon in spite of the storm, the
occasion being Raymond Upham’s sixth
birthday. Refreshments of fudge, ice
cream and birthday cake were served
and many pretty gifts were received
by the young host.
• • « •
Mrs. Albert Hall was called to Wat
erville Saturday, owing to the illness
of her daughter. Alcada. They expect
to return this week.
Miss Barrows of Augusta, sent from
the State Department of Health, will
peak on "Social Hygiene” at the High
School, Wednesday evening at 7.SO. The
lecture will also be illustrated by a
moving picture, "The End of the
Road," which will take one hour and
a half to he shown. It is hoped there
Will he a large attendance.
"The Pill Bottle,” which is to he
presented at the Baptist vestry Friday
evening, is a play in four scenes. Fol
lowing are the participants: Sweet
girl graduates. Belle Ome, Lura Morse.
Ada Davis, Muriel Hooper; father. Ed
ward Brown: mother. Mrs. Ernest
Montgomery; Hindu-. Charles Starrett.
James McLaughlin, Kenneth Hooper;
patients.
Clara
Lindsey,
Mildred
Smith. Lucille Reed, Georgic Wyilie.
Alice Felt. Nanina Comstock. Ruth
Pill’hury. Vera .Morse, Evelyn Hooper.
Elizabeth Newoomhe. Mary Carter.
Evelyn Mrssman. Evelyn Kalb oh: out
cast woman, Gladys Long; Bible wom
an. Gladys Doherty. A musical pro
gram will be included and everyone is
cordially invited. Children are request
ed to be accompanied by adults.

Every-Other-Day
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“The cost of selling oranges and
lemons through the California Fruit
Growers’ Exchange is lower today than
it was ten years ago.
“In the twelve years since the first
campaign was launched the consump
tion of the California oranges has
doubled. The American consumer has
been taught by co-operative advertis
ing to eat nearly twice as many oranges
as before.

“Had the orange industry remained on
the old basis, there would have been no
profit in growing oranges. New acre
age would not have been planted. Old
orchards would most surely have been
uprooted and other crops planted.”

576-R

FOR SALE—Ford delivery with panel body ;
good running condition. J. A. JAMESON CO ,
Rockland. Tel. 17.
27. tf
FOR SALE—New and second safes; all
size*. 25 While Iron Beds with Springs. $6 V8
each while they last. Bargains. All kinds of
House Furnishings Small House Safes a spe
cialty H. F. HICKS, 65 Linterock Bt Tei
564-M
26*31
FOR SALE—New and Second-hand marine
and stationary gas engines. I L. SNOW CO,
Machine Shop Dept.
25-37
FOR SALE—4 upright second hand pianos
STUDLKY’8 FURNITURE STORE, 283 Main
Streat, Rockland
10-tf

Jo Let
TO LET—Two front rooms, well heated, witn
all modern improvements. Apply at 36 SCHOOL
STREET Tel 259-M
31 33
TO LET—Furnished room. MARY WHXHN
SPEAR 33 Limerock Street
31 33
TO LET--3 fumlfthdd rooms, modem conve
niences, 2-5 Ocean St , MELTON M. GRFFFIN.
Tel. 37: M.
Jl*tf
TO LET--Furnished Rooms, electric Tlights,
hot water heat, and bath. 5 Union St .,opp
depot ANNIE THORNDIKE
30-32
TO LET—Furnished tenement, all modern;
electric lights, gas.and bath; hot. and cold wa
ter
Rent reasonable
('ail or telephone to
FLOYD I. SHAW, 47 North Main Stt . CUy.
'
Tel 422.12.___________________
27-tf
TO LET—Four furnished rooms, convenient
kitchen, at 27 Pacific St Inquire of L.
BREWER. 39 Park Street
17-tf
TO LET—A 'itlle gem of a five room fur
uish?d apartment. Must be seen to be ap
preciated Apply to R. U. COLLINS, 375 Main
Street, Rockland. Maine
15-tf
TO LET- Furnished room al 10 PLEASANT
STREET
155*K

TO LET—5-room tenement; good location.
L F. CHASE, 45 Middle 8t. Tel 665-2.
MS.tr
TO LET—Nine-roan tenement; good locaflon
L. F CHASE, .5 Middle Street. Tel.
865-2.
128*1/
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, etovee,
and musical instruments or anything that re
quires a dry, clean room. Tenns reasonable.
I K Five 221 Main St . Rockland____ 45tf

Advertising properly done, saves
money for the consumer and makes
money for the producer by driving out
wasteful methods, increasing volume
and cutting down the costs of selling
and distribution.

Published by The Rockland Courier-Gazette in co operation

with The American Association of Advertising Agencies.

FOR SALE—Eight Full Blooded Plym
(Uih Rock hens and 1 rooster, $20. Rhode Is
land lie I roosters, raised from Kerr chicks, $2 50
each. F AYERS, 19 Central St , Catuden, Me.
31*33

WHITE WYANDOTTE EGGS FOR HATCHING

- From high grade hens, $1.00 per setting. $6 oo
per 100. J. I’. SPAULDING, Ho. Thomaston,
Maine
29-f6

0RDERS TAKEN FOR OAY OLO CHICKS—

T(.mpkins' strain. From vigorous, high produc
ing stock. E H SEEK INS, Buttermilk Lane,
Rockland Tel 314-12.
23*34
FOR SALE—Orders taken for Day-old chicks.
Pure bred S. C. R. I. Reds; 3d in State egg
laving contest 1920. Eggs for hatching W A.
RIPLEY. Rockland. Tel. 594-W.
8tf

Every-Other-Day

In Social Circles
la i<Mlllon to persona notes ferordtng de
partures and arrlrali, the department especially
desires Information of social happenings, par
tlas, musicals, etc. Notes asm b; mail or
tslephone will ba gladly received.
TELEPHONE ............................................. 770

Wight Philharmonic Society re
hearsal will be held Wednesday night,
instead or Thursday at Odd Fellow’s
hall. Director Chapman will he pres
ent. Those wishing the new musiy
may have same by applying to W. F.
Burpee, librarian.
The. Missionary Society of the Bap
tist church will meet Wednesday after
noon. at 2.30, at the home of Miss
Nancy Sleeper, Spring «treet. If all
the ladies of the church would or could
attend these meetings, they would find
much to help and enlighten them in the
work of missions, both home and for
eign-

Frederick J. Harvey came from Low
ell to spend Sunday with his family.
Mr. Harvey is connected with the Low
ell Stock Co.

Mrs. Charles Barter of the Old
County road is able to be up around
the house, having been sick with
grippe.
A. C. Smith of Swan's Island was in
the city yesterday, homeward bound
from Abington, Mass., where he has
been spending a very pleasant winter
with Capt. Alvah Barbour and sym
pathizing with his marooned towns
people down at Swln’s Island.
Kenneth Smith of this city who lias
been in the employ of the Ford Com
pany in Cambridge, Mass, has been
seriously ill the past two weeks, but is
now improving.
Querry: Has any girl who likes more
tilings than Just children and house
keeping any right to marry? If she
does marry, may not her tastes take
shape and develop so she may be
tempted to enter “Big Business" or
some other activity which may call her
from her home, so that—as in the
novel This Freedom, soon to be dis
cussed by members of the Woman's
Educational Club—her home and her
children may be ruined by her neglect?
Is the unmarried woman the only wo
man wlw is free to indulge her nutural
tastes?

Mrs. David Talbot and Miss Maude
Pratt will entertain the Charity Club
Thursday afternoon and evening this
week.
In connection with the study of
France this year, the Methebesec Club,
at its regular meeting Friday chose for
the subject “Victor Hugo."
Each
member responded to the roll call by a
quotation from this great French au
thor. The paper of the afternoon was
written by Mrs. Hill, taking up the life
and works of Victor Hugo. In the ab
sence of Mrs. Hill the paper was read
by Miss Stanley. The story of “Les
Miserablcs.” was told by Miss Bartlett,
and Rev. E. V. Allen gave a very en
tertaining talk on "Paris," mentioning
especially localities around which the
story of "Les Miserables" centers. The
next meeting will be held with Mrs.
Hester Chase. March 23.

At the Business and Professional
Women's Club rooms, 14 Elm street,
Wednesday evening. Dr. H. V. Twcedie
will speak, his subject being "The
Japanese Question in America." The
members and guests are anticipating a
very pleasant educational and social
evening. A musical program has been
prepared and will follow the lecture.
Each member has the privilege of in
viting guests. Refresments will be
served. _____
.—j
Cyrus Pinkham of Limcrock street
entertained a few friends Friday from
4 to 6 in honor of his 8th birthday.
The guests were Eleanor Tibbetts.
Margaret Pinkham, Graham Hills, Nel
son Rokes, Liberate Paladino and
Frances MacAlary. The young folks
spent two very happy hours.

Frank Bridges, president of the
Swan's Island Telephone Co., was in
the city yesterday bound to Boston in
the interest of that company.
Last Thursday afternoon a few of
the Katloch Class of the Baptist
church, hoarded the Highland car,
which they left at the foot of Thomas
ton street, and after much ploughing
and struggling in the deep snow, and
up and down the “thank-you-marms,”
arrived at the home of Miss Carrie
Duncan, wjhierc they were cordially
welcomed. A pleasant afternoon was
spent with the ever present patchwork,
and in knitting and conversation All
those who braved the terrible walking
declared it to be one of -the best meet
ings of the season, and voted Miss
Duncan, where they were cordially
There will be a meeting of the Kalioc-h Class of the Baptist Church, this
(Tuesday) afternoon, at the home of
Mrs. Frank Ulmer. Gurdy street. As
business of importance is to come be
fore the meeting a large attendance is
desired.
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GOLDEN WEDDING

“HEAR ABOUT

Mr and Mrs. Edwin R. Witham cel
ebrated their golden anniversary at
their home on Pacific street last Thurs
day evening, with a large number of
“Well, J know lie lias an accident ami health policy pay
relatives and friends present, in spite
ing $7,500 for accidental death and $25.00 weekly for Imth
of the almost impassible traveling.
accidents and sickness, and it costs him $70, or $75 a year,
The house was very prettily decor
lie had a bad experience with a "penny ante" policy once,
ated for the occasion, the predominat
that only cost him about $16 or $iS a year for apparently the
ing color scheme being gold and white,
same benefit', and nothing will suit him now bill a first class
which made the rooms appropriately
attractive.
policy, lie '.ays some of those policic don't pay time
a
The gifts were many and pretty,
man falls off a pink bull on a white carpet."
among -which were live-dollar gqld
"He has the right idea. Rut he only needs to pay $05.00
pieces given by each of -the following:
James Mullens, Bert Witham. Elmer
a year to get a BETTER policy from E. f . M* )R.\N
Witham. Nathan Witham. Ellie Dyer.
and when he buys that policy, he gets all of his claims settled
Florence McConchie, Mrs. Waiter Bay,
for cash in Rockland on the very day he get’s well.’’
Eric Hoggard. Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
Hurd.Mr. andMrs. Ilarland llurd. Other
ARE YOU “BLAKE?”
gifts included money from Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Crowley, a gold berry spoon
from Mrs. Carl Borgcrson, basket of
fiuit trom Mrs. O. A. Crockett, two
dozen yellow and white carnations
rum Mrs. Fred B. Bobbins and two
pots of golden jonquils from the Tues
day Sewing Club and the Saturday
Night CJub, to both of whieli Mrs. B.
“ Witham belongs.
Those present were: Mrs. O. A.
SAVE $10.00 ON YOUR
Crockett, Mrs. F. B. ltobbins and
daughter Natalie, Mr. and Mrs. A. II.
Hurd. Mrs. Walter Bay, Mrs, Sidney
Brown. Mrs. Oliver Wiggin, Mr. and
MADE TO MEASURE
Mrs. Carl Borgcrson, Mr. and Mrs. B.
No extra charges fcr novelty backs. Woolens direct from mills in
Ft. Witham, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer With
stock to show, not small samples
am and family, Mr. and Mrs. Nathan
Witham and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Suits as low as $20.00
Linwood Dyer and daughter Ellena and
lames Mullens. Owing to the bad
Uncalled lor Suits as low as $15.00
roads the three great grandchildren
and oilier near relatives as well as sev
Suits made from Customer’s Goods $18.00
eral oilier invited guests were unable to
attend
The refreshments consisting of gin
ger ale and lemon sherbet with sand
wiches, innumerable kinds of cake, as
442 MAIN STREET-ROCKLAND, ME.
30tf
well as a beautiful wedding cake, ami
ice creams, were served and these were,
not "he least of the evening's enjoyables as that family possesses some
wonderful cpieurians.
veyed to the tomb to await burial
MICK1E SAYS
Fifty years they’ve sailed together,
later beside her husband in the family
Over smooth and billov.v tide.
lot at Achorn cemetery. The beard’s /Ti.
Sometimes with hearts a tune to siiigiity.
OLE UVSE O’
ASOUT
were two nephews. W. C. and C. C. I „
Sotr.< times tue tears they fain would hide.
OCT TW P&PEU." Atkjf
Lufkin; and Vesper A. Leach and Os- j 'UELPWi®
U£US
Still their barque has been a sure ouc
■nond A. Palmer.
'. AOU' PCUT-t) COCU AUN IAO2&'.
Steady, true and amply strong:
Yet docking at their Golden harbor
POLKS -OXKE 1W5, PAPEZ SKUL
They can hide their tears in song.
Mrs. Henry A. Reuter, who lias been
TUUS UXE Vf 'X e,\2HS~.S W\E)4 i
tlie guest of her mother, Mrs. William ’» AWEXWYOE
« E.QOJZ. W RAMS
While continuing on life’s voyage
IL Glover, received news of tin- death
May their barque, staunch as of yore,
-foQA, XiCrr
-Co EC.
Lader; with God’s love and mercy,
of her granddaughter. Julia Heyburn,

t C. MORAN 4 CO.

EASTER SUITOR TOP COAT

C. A. HAMILTON

aged 4 years, in Louisville, Ky.. and
left on Saturday noon's train. There
were no details except that it was
septic sore throat, and involved an
illness of only four hours. The victim
was a beautiful little child, and a great
wave cf sympathy goes out to Mrs.
Heyburn and Mrs. Reuter in their sor
row.

gram, the doors of the ladies parlor
were thrown open and the members
and guests were invited to visit China
town with the dim lights, artd its walls
and tables laden with Chinese curios,
it was a veritable Chinese wonderland.
In the center of the room was the tea
table, presided over by "Mother Wang”
Mrs. Mary Stinipson of Boston has
(Mrs. Wisner) in a handsome Chinese
costume loaned by the Mathers for the been the guest for a few flays of Mrs.
occasion. She was assisted in serving Emily C. Hitchcock.
by Gee Kee and Gee Gow. 'in their
ON HEARING THE FIRST ROBIN
native costumes, and no one enjoyed
more tian they their part on the pro
(For The Courier.Gazette J
gram. The room with its Chinese at
"Shall 1 eall_yiee bird
mosphere and burning incense made
Or but u wandering voice?"
them think of home, which is as dear
All
curly
in tlie morning
to a Chindman's heart As it is to an
I hoard a note of direr.
American. It was with regret that the
Sweet it sounded through the quiet,
IMght it rang out. strong and clear
members were forced to leave the
~
"All the snow
“Land of the Morning Sun,” and wend
Soon will go.
their way homeward through NewThere's a better time a-conting.
And I've come to tell you so!"
England snowdrifts. Much credit is
due the program committee, which
Hail, bird we love so dearly !
worked untiringly to make this event
I know that vivid breast
Hides a heart that's stout and huinTui.
the decided success it was.
Dr. II. V. Tweedie has returned from
his New York trip.

Mrs. W. E. Winkworth of Washing
ton street is slowly improving from
an illness of six months' duration.

Miss Beulah Crozier was home from
Portland to spend tlhe weekend with
her mother. Mrs. Minnie Crozier, Clare
mont street.

The Cribhage Club met with Mrs)
Mildred Small, James street, Thurs
day evening. Mrs. Carl Gray and A.
W. Gray substituted for Mr. and Mrs.
Alden Pettec, wlw, were unable to at
tend on account of illness in the
family.
Refreshments were served.
The prizes were won by Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Colburn. The club meets this
week witli Mrs. Colburn, Jefferson
street.

The Rubinstein Chorus, meets for
Cantata rehearsal tomorrow at
with Mrs. Kathleen Marston. 17 Ma
sonic street.
The Chapin Class will meet at the
home of Mrs. Minnie Colson, North
Main street, Wednesday evening alt 7.30,
with Miss Caro Colson and Mrs. Min
nie Col-son as hostesses.

Arthur B. Smith of Portland is in
the city for a few’ days and plans to
take Mrs. Smith and daughter Natalie
to their new home in that city in the
near future.

The funeral services of Mrs. Floretta
Miss Madeline Bird, who has been
visiting her mother. Mrs. Jennie Bird T. Crie. widow of R. Fred Crie, were
conducted by her pastor, Itev. B. P.
has returned to Canton, Mass.
Browne, at the family residence,
About 35 members and friends en Thursday at 2 p. ill. Notwithstanding
joyed the joint meeting of the Wo the unbroken condition of the streets
man's Foreign Missionary Society, and many relatives, friends and neighbors
the Standard Bearers at the Methodist were present. A wealth of beautiful
vestry Thursday evening. The topic flowers covered and surrounded the cas
was "China." and a very interesting ket, sweet messengers of lovo and sym
and instructive program was given. pathy. Friday tlhe remains were conThe program follows: “Chinese Na
tional Anthem.” played by Mrs. Littlehale: "First Things About China," Mrs.
Flint: Pantomine. "I think when I
read that Sweet Story of Old." Louise
Polliver: "Difficulties, Compensations
The Reliable and Satisfactory
and Problems of the Work in China.”
Mrs Litttehale: Duet, Misses Merritt
Psychic and Spiritual
and McKinney: "Resume of the Methods
of Work in China." Mrs. Lurvey: quar
tet by the Standard Bearers; Chinese
pageant by the Standard Bearers. "The Can be consulted every Tuesday and
Story of Mother Wang"—the Chinese
Wednesday from 10 A. M. to 8 P. M.
Woman who rode four hundred miles
29 PARK STREET
in a wheel-barrow to learn about
Jesus, was -impressively told by Mrs. APPOINTMENTS BY PHONE, 799W
IW’tt
Beach. At the conclusion of the pro-

Anti I listen foe tlie rest—
"Here is May,
On tlie way
And the first of next December
Is eight long months away !“

Here’s to you- happy singer. in
>cur sober little coat—
Nightingales lor Keats, for Shelley
English skylark’3 lovely note;
But for me,
’Melody
Of the dear familiar Redbreast
Presaging fair things to be!

Work of Leaf-Cutting Bee.
The leaf-cutting bee drills in a sand
bank a hole ten inches deep and half
an inch in diameter and divides it into
about a dozen compartments or cells.
Each cell is eonqiosed of pieces of leaf
cut into proper shapes and carefully I
fitted together. Rose leaves and sweet i
pea leaves are among the favorites !
of the bees. The cutting is done with !
Ihe jaws, while the six legs hold the
leaf in position and enable the insect
to turn itself about with the precision
of *i pair of compasses. Some of the
cut pieces are perfect circles, others ,
are oblong figures of varying propor
tions. Having cut out the segment of
leaf, an operation requiring about •
twenty seconds, the bee carries it to ,
the sand bank and then returns for I
more materials. When a piece has
been nearly cut off. the bee, in order
to prevent tearing, poises itself in the ]
air witli its wings and completes the :
operation with a clean cut.
[

The Child’s Word.
While sitting in the park one after*
noon, enjoying the public concert, the
Woman Who Saw waa greeted h\% a
friend who, with her eight-year-old
niece, was looking for seats. As it
happened, ther? was enough room on
the bench occupi?d by the Woman for
tlie two of them, hut after a while
eight-year-old Shirley, who had lately
acquired a propensity for using big
worrts> anil sometln,eg on,y par[s of
them, began to get fidgety and rest
less. And it was during tlie rendition
of a rather heavy Wagnerian number
that ShirIev leanP(] over her aunfg

lap and said in a very audible whis
per: “Aunt Florry, dear, when the
next interdisturbance comes, may I
go and get a drink of water?”
____________ __
|n(Jex t0 character,
NpVpJ. (,wg „ Innn portr8.v his own
charncter mOre vividly than in Ws
ntanncr
portraying another.—Rich(el.

COFFEE
that smooth delicious taste
the Delight of Every Coffee Connoisseur
(723)

KINEO
PIPELESS
FURNACES

There it an old saying that “Those who dance must pay the
fiddler.” The same thought applies to other things as welL

PRICES FROM

For example, we have here a homelike community which we
all appreciate and enjoy. But what would happen to our
pleasant community if we all stopped replenishing the fund
out of which the expense of upkeep is taken) Our commu*
nity would soon go to rack and ruin so that we should be
ashamed to call it our own.

OUR PRICES LOWEST
EVER OFFERED
No charge for labor except
carpenter work. Any price we
give is complete except for
smoke pipe.

Call U8 for a
demonstration

Telephone 713

V. F. STUDLEY
ROCKLAND DISTRIBUTOR OF ALL KINEO PRODUCTIONS
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Who Pays the Fiddler?

The newest thing in
House Heating

$135.00 to $185.00

DONSON
MEDIUM

Camden turned out to her annual
town meeting exceedingly well yesterday, in spite of the rough weather, 825
balloting in the morning session and
about 750 in the afternoon. The Rcpublicans succeeding in electing a rnajority of their officers; daylight s tying

of the nmoothly
flawing financial
stream was the recommendation of the
Committee of 21 that a Ford truck be
I
purchased at a price not exceeding
$550. The first hint of opposition came
'
from the gallery where “.Skip” Parsons
In 1 concealed himself. He is a fireman
!
of note, and lie stressed the necessity
I
for horses to draw the apparatus, for
fame through with a handrorrre ma the only way the Ileal fire of last Satjority; the good roads idea was well i urday could be fought was by man
endorsed and the town showed its , pov. tr carryii g “59 foot at a lick.” lie
j broad-mindedness and liberality by ap- i moved that a pair of horses be bought
and his motion was promptly seconded,
• propria ting over $86,000.
| but before Moderator Dwinal could get
! The Australian, or secret liallct was; his mouth open Dr. W. I ’. Bisbee
| tried for the first time, and in spite of i bounded to his feet and was telling the
I some confusion was endorsed for an-1 world and Mr. P arsons just how foolish
I other year, and Che number of officers j it was to own a team when one could
•o elected was increased. • These are j be hired for less money and we
1 the high lights of an exceedingly in- | learned about “bosses” from him.
| leresting session.
, The argument waxed hot and drew in
Z. M. Dwinal was elected moderator i horse experts, the efficiency of the
I and again proved to be an officerwho j new chemical, tin* history of past fires
kept things moving and interesting.
land future fires and the snow bank in
A sort of potential Fourth of July limn of the tire station dour.
A greit
situation arose right off the bat.
Ar- ! amount of good natured but none the
’icle 3 of tin town warrant called forihrs vigorous give and take was going
I the appointment of a road comm Is - on, and Dr. Bisbee almost had won his
1 si on or by the selectmen, and this was ■case when his Nemesis arose in the
1 passed over by a vote of 77 to 17. Ar- 1 person of F. S. Edwards of Hotel Edj tide 4 called for the election of a road | wards. Mr. Edwards is a quiet appearj commissioner by ■ ballot and this the • ing man, who modestly hides himself
i small body of voters present proceeded behind a pair of enormous shell glassto do. electing F. T. Ileal over K. (I. | vs hut he can talk, and when lie had
Ritterbush by 155 to 114. Later the , finished a perfect hurricane of apnumbers present became trebled and I plause swept the Opera House. The
lissatisfuction over the meeting’s ' motion for the purchase of the team
iction rose to such a pitch that it was was passed almost unanimous. Here
voted to reconsider the vote, and have upon, F. H. Wilbur proved his mettle
; I the appointment and recompense of the a. a high diplomatist by moving that
e.ommissioner or commissioners left to Dr. Bisbee’s truck he purchased, too.
the discretion of the selectmen. The r» - and' this motion was carried.
•mlt of this notion was naturally a great
Miss Teresa Aran, in a neatly framed
hullabaloo as to the legality of the speech, urged that the spraying of
move in which all Camden’s oratorical Camden’s beautiful shade trees be con
talent seemed to take part and the last tinued, and. in spite of the report ol
thing Tlie Courier-Gazette reporter the committe-e to the contrary, this ar
heard as he boarded ear 101 through ticle had passage.
the crackling hail was a still more
Everything went serenely on until
, crackling argument of this same moot the question of setting aside a part of
the athletic field as a camping ground
l»if stien.
* • * •
for tourists was raised. Mrs. W. F
The balloting was def<rnd until Bisbee made a powerful speech in
Article C and 7 in the warrant and this favor of the project, hut was met by
led to much confusion, which will proh- argumentes of such varied and force
ildy be eliminated another year by ful character, presented by Rev. R. II.
balloting early. Frank I‘. Alexan- Hayden, “Walt” Elliott. J. II. Hobbs
ander, Democrat, made a surprising and others that tin* measure was lost
run for tax collector, heating out that This was the last contest and the rest
veteran for many years’ service, John of the warrant ran to a quiet conclus
I. Paul, and providing the most sen ion.
sational contest of the day. George T.
Appropriations were as follows:
Hodgman. Carl H.‘Hopkins and George Roads ami bridges. $19,700; snow, $800;
E. Boynton. Republicans, won handily support of poor, $2200; incidentals
is selectmen over their adversaries, F. $700; common schools. $9500; High
H. Wilbur, L. A. Dougherty and Frank school, $9000; repairs of schoolhouses.
Conant by majorities varying from 150 $2000; text hooks. $2000; industrial
to 200. John L. Tewksbury was the education. $1600; hydrants. $1715; fin
unanimous choice for clerk and auditor, department, $2000; interest on debt
is was Rev. R. H. Hayden for school $4500; pay -on debt, $11,500; District
committee member and J. Hale Hodg- Nurse, $300; sidewalks. ^2000; sewer at
Ogier and Strawbridge wharf, $1000;
man, town treasurer.
The State Aid Highway referendum, spraying trees. $400; Chestnut street
carrying an appropriation of $1333. was culvert, $1100; resurface Rawson ave
passed by 471 to 85 and Daylight Sav nue, $400; salaries of town officers
ing came through with 373 yeses to $7250; .Jacobs avenue sewer. $150;
Washington street sewer, $1500.
280 nocs.
Article 11 called for $19,700 for roads
The committee of 21 for next year is:
and bridges, and was passed. Both R. W. Johnson. J. H. Hodgman. O. H.
High and Common school budgets had Emery, C. O. Montgomery, Eugene
been increased, hut i>assed with ljttle Young, J. H. Hobbs, Z. M. Dwinal.
comment, as did the incidental ac Mary C. Ames, John Bird. Rev. R. H.
count. decreased this year. It was vot Hayden, Thomas Gushec, G. E. I’aine
ed to raise $11,500 to apply to the town C. C. Wood, C. Kendall Ilopkins and
debt, also $4500 for interest, and the the new selectmen.
citizens spent about $2000 a minute for
New spring suits, coats and dresses
over half an hour, until they jarred to
i standstill by a sudden hair-raising are being received at the Davis Gar
and eventually side-splitting discus ment Store, corner of Main and Elm
sion.
streets. Rockland, almost every day
The cause of this sudden cessation thus keeping the stock fresh.—adv.

Dreams and Their Meaning.
Should you dream about brambles
and pass through them unhurt, you
were supposed to be able to conquer
difficulties; but should you seein to be
H
pricked, you would have great losses.
Augusta, March 10
To dream of cutting up cabbage was
held to foretell jealousy. It was said ,
An old-fashioned dance, with plenty
|
to be a good thing to see garlic in a
of square dances, and with music by
I
dream,
for
tins
was
a
sign
That
the
Marston, will be given in Havener hall
■
person
would
find
hidden
treasure.
We
Wednesday night.—adv.
might think a dream about thistles
Bookshelves for Children.
Was unfavorable, but we are told it is
Teach children the proper care of the other way, for it meant that you
their books by having low bookshelves i would soon have pleasing news,
around the walls of their room and in* , Clover, if it came into the dream, was
Bisting upon their putting their books a token of health and happiness.
In place after the story hour.

Thoroughly ripened coffee berries, carefully selected,
blended and roasted give

HIGH’

More Than 800 Came Out In Yesterday’s Storm—Repub
licans, Daylight Saving and GogiI Roads Victorious—
Australian Ballot Was Popular.

BLAKE?”

Organdie gives every indication of
being the big tiling in neckwear Ibis
season, and Easter doubtless will bring
fortli any number of these crisp models
that are so suggestive of spring.
Among tlie new shu)iea the fichu and
surplice effects arc assuming marked
importance. They may either be tail
ored or embellished with lacy frills:
but in either case, they are a delightful
change from the severe neckline of the
last few seasons. In connection with
necklines, it is interesting to mention
that, generally speaking, there is a
restlessness evinced regarding neck
and sleeve finishes ■which suggests the
abandonment to a large extent of the
much overdone bateau neckline—at
least as far as the well dressed woman
is concerned. Because of the predomi
nance of gay prints in ready-to-wear
generally, it is natural to suppose that
the greatest demand will be felt for
white neckwear, or white witli touches
of color. However, in direct contra
diction of this an excellent call lias
been noted for the new shades of
mountain haze and cork.—Dry Goods
Economist.

Miss Madeline Stover of I-asseH
Seminary saw the girls' basketball
game in Portland Saturday and spent
the weekend at her Rockland home

CAMDEN VOTERS “IN

Bad Traveling Couldn't Keep
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Ed
win R. Witham Away.

Bring them to their Diamond shore.

Page Seven

ROCKLAND

For every dollar that is sent out of town, somebody has to pay
more taxes, because that dollar has gone to do its work else*
where. The dollar spent with a local dealer pays its share of
the cost of local improvements, helps to reduce your taxes and
to make your home enjoyable.

TRADE AT HOME
Supporr the Totin that SupportsYou

2

nrmiinrv.
Obituary.
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CAPT. CHARLES E. HALL

Capt. Charles E. Hall, former ship
ping commissioner at this port, and for
I lifetime identified with maritime in
terests of this section, died Saturday in
Gustine, following two weeks illness of
grippe and complications. He had
been spendint; the winter with his son
William D. Hall, who is principal of the
Eastern State Norma! School at
Castine, and the remains will rest in
that tow n’s receiving tomb until spring.
Capt. Hall was horn in Kt. George 7.G
years ago. and began his seafaring ca
reer as a cook, afterward lie made
many voyages In command of the
schooners Ruth Hodgdon. K. C. Ran
kin and Ella Frances, which were en- •gfd in the lime coasting and hard
pine trade, and as mate of the Thomiston schooner Cassie Jameson. The
K. C. Rankin was built for him by the
i» Albert F. Ames. Capt. Hall was
never shipwrecked hut into the log of
lis personal recollections were written
many incidents which he. often nar
rated in a most interesting and enter
taining manner, not tlie least of them
being his perilous experience in a
Southern hurricane.
After leaving the sea Capt Hall
served seven years as shipping comni:-.* uner, and in this manner greatly
•xb iKled his acquaintance with seafarng in< n. This proved an asset when
later he became associated with Capt.
Edward A. Butler in the ship brokerage
business.
Cap’n Butler’s office, as it was know n
to master mariners along this section
f the coast, is no longer in existcncce,
but it was an institution which will
never he forgotten by those who fre
quented it. Around tlie high familiar
dove, witli its iron railing gathered
narbuTs grizzled by years of experi*nce, swapping yarns witli men of a
new generation who had just returned
from I heir first deep sea voyage. There
'Acs joking and jesting, and wondrous
tab that owed their birth to a. fervid
imagination, but these moods changed
to quick sympathy and sincere grief
wlien a more than usually severe storm
was followed by the news that the sea
lad taken toll from among their comad( s. The acknowledged leader of these
ssions, which often included a score or
more of scacaptains, was Capt. Hall,
who for a long period of years was The
Courier-Gazette’s authority on nauti
cal affairs, 'flic Rockland fleet no
or:ger numbers 200 sailing vessels as
it. did some decades ago, and there are
it) longer 57 captains sailing out of this
port, as there were 25 years ago tlie
present week, hut the sea atmosphere
o xa r lost its flavor to him who had
mown most of the vessels and was intinate terms with practically every capain above referred. There was uni
versal regret when Capt. Butler’s ofice was discontinued, and there will be
jnivcrsal sorrow* on the part of those
who read of tlie death of his long time
rssociate.
Two diversions aside from his con
nection with maritime matters held es'pecial favor in Capt. Hall’s eyes. One
was tlie opportunity he seized in spare
moments to work on his farm; the
>th<T was the outings which he and
lis family enjoyed at “Spruce Bodge,”
Capt. Ball’s summer home at Elwell’s
.‘oint, Spruce Head. He was Justly
proud of 'the line family he had raised,
very member of which was provided
with the opportunity for obtaining the
Eglicr education.
lie was never
happier than when surrounded by the
members of his family and in the en.ertainment of their guests. He found
lis reward in their achievements and
die affection they gave him.
Capt. Hall is survived by liis wife,
wo sons—William D. Hall, principal of
Castine Normal School and Howe W.
Hall, a dairy expert, located in Milo;
luce daughters—Mary, w ho is a teachr in Oaku College, Honolulu; ’Martha,
i clerk for the Security Trust Co., now'
visiting her sister in Honolulu; and
Jessie, who was an Overseas nurse
luring the war, and who is now on the
staff of a Chelsea, Mass, hospital; one
brother—Capt. William Hall of South
Thomaston and one sister—Mrs. Aucusta Wright of Rockland.

CAPT. S. H. ROGERS
Capt. Samuel 11. Rogers, former
veeper of the light station at Mt Dea
lt Rock, and for many years prior to
that in tlie coastwise trade, died Sunlay at Sailors Snug Harbor. Staten
lslaml. aged nearly 56 year*. Funeral
lervict'S will he held at the Harbor
fhursday, and the remains will be itivrred Ihero for the time being.
The deceased was a native of Hills
boro. N. B., and was only a boy when
ie la gan his seafaring career. His
fii. t command was the schooner Mag
gie Bell. Other vessels of which he
md charge included the s» hooner Caro'ine Gray, orginally rigged as a brig:
md the schooner Allen Green. The
alter craft lie liad especial cause to
•ememl»er, for he nearly lost his life
when sho was shipwrecked near the
Bay of Fundy. lie was. in fact, going
lown for the third time when rescued
by a member of the crew. Capt. Ro
gers also made a number of voyages
is mate of tlie schooner Addle M.
Bird.
Fie left the sea to accept appoint
ment as assistant liglitkeeper at Mt.
Desert Rock, where he was shortly
promoted to the keeper’s berth. It
was tliere he sustained his first para
lytic shock, so severe that for days
his life was despaired of. He partially
regained, the use of his limbs, and a
veur ago last June was admitted to
Sailors' Snug Harbor, where he re
vived tin* excellent care for which tils
institution is noted. lie came home
>n a furlough last summer, returning
in September.
Tw*o weeks ago ho
sustained another, and what proved a
fatal shock. His last days were sadicned by the death dx weeks ago of
i sister, and Feb. 7 by the passing of
his mother, who had reached the age
af 92 years.
(’apt. Rogers was a general favorite
among the scacaptains of his day—al
ways the s^oul of good humor, and al
ways ready to extend material aid to
;he distressed.
He has ,'cached the
home port, his life ended w’hile he was
yet in the years of his prime, and
mouriu d wherever he was known.
('apt. Rogers was married 25 years
ago last Janurary to Minnie Atkinson,
who survives him. together witli four
• •hildreu- Eva. Ruth. Samuel andMadalinc: two sisters—Mrs. Alvah F.
Staples cf Boston and Mrs. William
Graves’ of South Thomaston; and two
brothers—John W. Rogers of Rock
land and Capt. ISUsha Rogers of Bos
ton.

Know the tremendous pull
ing power of Courier-Gazette
ads.
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PORTLAND GETS THE FIRST
Rockland Girls Outclassed In State Championship Basket*
ball Game, But You Just Wait.
The wires conveyed unpleasant news their almost infallible eyes for the
to Rockltutd Saturday afternoon, when basket. Rockland though game, had ab
solutely no chance to win after the first
it was learned that the Portland High few minutes of play. Jackson and
School girls had defeated the Rockland Howarth, the pilot of last year, got the
girls 45 to 12. It was the first time leather on the jump in the first period.
that a game had been chalked up on Mitchell knocking it into Sehoniand's
hands on the toss-up. Schonland pass
the wrong side of Rockland's ledger
ing to one of the erack forwards, and
this season, and it was Portland's mar the Portland scoring machine piled up
gin of victory which caused fully as i 19 to 1 score in that session which
much of a shock as the defeat itself. put the Blue securely out of reach of
Coach Sullivan was not wholly unpre- the invaders.
jtared for. the outcome, in view of the
In the second period. Safford re
fact that his girls were playing in a placed Jackson and duplicated the P.
strange hall, much larger than the one H. S. captain's brilliant playing in the
they are accustomed to, and under preceding period, although the session
rules which they were not accustomed was almost over before she got into
to. Far from being discouraged he the game and she had time to toss but
told a Courier-Gazette reporter Sun one goal. Howarth. however, playing,
day that Rockland would beat Portland a hard game, tossed in two and the
here March 31 or he would never look second lap of the first half ended with
the Blue and the Red separated by 19
at another basketball.
• * * *
points. 25 to 6. Eleleen Flanagan in this
The Portland Sunday Telegram thus session tossed in a foul and a brace of
floor goals for the visitors.
describee! the game:
The first contest, a 45 to 12 victory
In the third period, Portland started
for Portland High, is over between allowing substitutes to filter in but
Rockland and Portland, the first cru Rockland was held without a score by
cial tost in a two-game series upon the Portland guards, while Safford,
which the winner will base its claims aided by Charlotte Williams, riddled
for the girls’ basketball championship the Rockland basket for eight scores.
of Maine. By their victory over the This session ended with the Blue head
visiting girls at P. II. S. gym Saturday ing the Dime City sextet 41 to 6.
afternoon, Portland preserved a per
Freida Schonland was the only girl
fect slate while Rockland is charged to start the game who was playing
with one loss on its court schedule. At when the fourth period started. Saf
Rockland, March 31. Rockland will ford passed in Portland’s final scores
have a chance to even up matters—if before she was replaced while Rock
the Blue captures the game on the land was bolstered up a little by the
foreign floor it will finish a season in shooting of Eideen Flanagan. who luck
which it was undefeated, unless Cony ed away two goals from til' floor. Sis
or Deering springs the unexpected and ter Agnes made her only tally of the
trims the local girls in the two other afternoon in making Rockland's score
games now remaining on the schedule. an even 12 with one of the prettiest
Despite the 33-point margin by shots of the day.
• • • •
which the Rockland girls were sunk!
Saturday afternoon, it will undoubtedly | Without a possibility of winning
be a tough proposition on the Rock-J after the first period was over, the
land floor for the Portland lassies to i Rockland girls still played a fast, hard,
win, judging by the game which the clean gafne and had an unusual amount
visiting aggregation displayed in los-'of tough luck on their shots when they
ing here. The Portland girls, however., succeeded in getting away from the
instilled the record crowd which 1 Portland guards. Anna Safford, in for
watched them with plenty of conti- 1 approximately* two periods, led the
dence that Portland would come ■ scorers, puncturing the netting for 11
through in the game away.
j field goals. Helena Jackson scored five
Portland went to the game with land Helen Howarth completed the
everything it possessed. It was the scoring with six counters,
hardest game of the year, to date, f It's the usual thing to pick stars of
which the girls have engaged in. and'any game, hut it is impossible, the way
they knew it. Stacked against the de- | Portland played Saturday, to give any
termined play of the local girls and I one girl credit without injustice to the
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WRIGLEYS
after every meal.

Eat wisely* chew your
food well—then dive your
digestion a •‘kick” with
WRIGLEY’S.
Sound teeth* a dood
appetite and proper
digestion mean MUCH to
your health.
WRIGLEY’S Ts a helper In
all this work —a pleasant,
beneficial pick-me-up.

Sava

Pure materials, scientific
manufacture, absolute
cleanliness —then sealed
against all impurity. That
Is WRIGLEY’S as yon get
it—fresh and full*flavored.

others. Everyone played the best
game she knew how and shared equally
in the victory. For Rockland, the case
was almost the same, but llieleen Flan
agan could lie picked out as the star
of the Rockland offense while the
visiting guards deserie much credit
for the defensive game they put up.
Not only was it one of the best
games of the season—it was one of the
best games which have ever been
plajed on the local surface, combining
as it did that rare combination of speed
and hard playing with cleanness. With
almost 300 points registered in eight
games, the Portland lassies next Sat
urday tackle Cony at Augusta; on the
following Saturday they play Deering
High at Portland; and a week later
they entrain for the big game at
Rockland.
Portland (45)
(12) Rockland
Jackson, If ..................... if. A. Flanagan
Howarth, rf ................... rf, E. Flanagan
Mitchell,
..................................... c, Breen
Schonland. sc .............................»c. Perry
Sturdevant, lg ....................... ig- Blethen
Knudsen, rg ............................. rg. Griffin
Substitutions: Portland. Safford for
Jackson, Christianson for Safford. Wil
liams for Howarth. Mitchell for Wil
liams, N'eavling for Mitchell. Ferguson
for N'eavling. McCormack for Sturde
vant, Kelley for Knudsen, Kincaid for
Kelley; Rockland. Trafton for Breen.
Breen for Blethen. Goals from floor:
Portland. Jackson 5. Safford 11. How
arth 6; Rockland. E. Flanagan 4. A.
Flanagan. Goals from fouls: Portland.
Jackson; Rockland. E. Flanagan 2.
Referee, Seavey. Scorers. Lee, Port
land; Flanagan. Rockland. Timers,
Libby, Portland: Morton, Rockland.
Time, four 8-rainute periods.

PARK THEATRE
Those who see Gloria Swanson in
"My American Wife" at the Park to
day will say that she is more "glorious"
than ever. Surrounded with a cast of
excellence, gorgeous gowns eye-filling
scenes and a story of romance and love
between Old Spain and America, it
holds and grips the movie fan like
tongs of steel. "My American Wife'
is adapted from the stage play of the
same name that has enjoyed a world
wide success and all ages and all
classes will find it mighty fine enter
tainment. The Park News and Review ,
completes the program.
Wednesday, Johnny Hines, known as
'Torchy” the red-headed office boy in ,
"Torchy Comedies," will be seen in his
first big five reel comedy that is meant ‘
for fun and nothing else. "Sure Fire
Flint" is the name of the photoplay and
tells of a young fellow full of pep that
got exactly what he went after. Al
ways at the right place at the right
time with a surprise and a laugli that
turns'a smile into a full grown laugh.
Dan Mason from Plum Center who
made the Toonervillo comedies famous
is also on the program. News and
views of current events complete the
day’s offering.
Thursday and Friday, the big Fox
Special, "The Town That Forgot God"
is the attraction. It is the story of a
town anywhere, a town of one street,
a country store and the usual small
town characters. It is a town where
ten commandments are broken every
day and the golden rule every hour.
But in this village lives one simple,
good-hearted character who spends the
greater part of ilis time aiding those
that he can. And it is around this
that the wonderful story' of the Ameri
can home life unfolds itself. It is a
novel, gripping story, the climax of
which is reached during the most
spectacular flood and storm scene ever
staged for the screen.
Coming Saturday ‘Strongheart" the
wolf-dog in "The Silent Call" will be
the feature and of which more will be
told later in the week.—adv.
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“Such n strange little crenture as 1
am," said thp Star-Nosed Mole to Bil
lie Brownie, who had come to call.
"I have curious ways and I am dif
ferent from others. I don't like to be
the same as others, do you, Billie
Brownie?''
“Oh, dear no.” said Billie Brownie.
"If I were the same as every one else
J am sure I would get quite mixed up
and confused so that I would not
know if I were myself or not.
"Yes, I am sure that that would hap
pen. I would be wondering whether
I were Rlllle Brownie or the neighbor
ing Brownie!
“And if all other creatures were
alike—what a very dull world It would
be.
“Now, boys nnd girls and ladles and
gentlemen are very nice, very nice In
deed." continued Billie Brownie. “But
If all the world were made up of boys
and girls nnd ladies nnd gentlemen I
wouldn't find it so interesting ns I do
now.
"I would feel very badly If there
were no horses and dogs and cows and
chickens, lions and IJgers, elephants
nnd birds, and the Star-Nosed Mole
and Ids family 1" i
The Star-Nosed Mole wiggled his
nose and chuckled.
"How polite you are, Billie Brownie,
to put me Into that list too.
“But 1 agree with you. It would not
he a nice world If all creatures were
alike.
“Now. I like Star-Nosed Moles. I
think they're pleasant. I like my own

^Balsamj
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"Marvelous!" suu the patrons yes
terday. "Don't ntiss it.” they advised
their friends. And that's what we say
about "The Son of Wallingford," which
lias its final showings here today.
George Rando', h Chester, internation
ally prominent as an author and creat
or of the likeable vagabond. Get-RichQuick-Wallingford. took many months
to transfer to celluloid the great story
that he had been thinking about for
years—ever since he wrote the first
Wallingford story and made the name
of his tricky promotor a household
word. He made a great picture wilich
took many months, a small fortune and
several thousand actors to produce.
When lie had finished he had something
entirely different. Its human qualities
hold.' A simple love scene between
Mary Curtis and Jimmy Wallingford
demands as much attention as the mag
nificent pageant scene patterned after
an old Indian durba- with its gai^.
aparironed elephants nnd camels and
housai.ds of costumed i»articipants. In
addition to this there are big spectic>lar scenes on a lakg of burning oil.
These are the greatest fire scenes ever
filmed. Ten tanks of oil were spread
upon the especially constructed lake
which cost over $20,000 to produce. The
blaze shot up in whirlpools hundreds of
feet into the air and twice the diameter
>t a man's waist. It burned for ten
days steadily.
The midweek bill partakes of tile na
ture oj a double-header, with two high
Trade features.
One features Leah
Rail'd in "When Husbands Deceive."
i i amazing drama of pulse quickening
thrills. He had given a holy vow to
’.eve. honor and protect her. He used
a Divine law to mask his dastardly in
tent. He deceived her about her lover
—he deceived her into marrying him—he
leceived her out of her inheritance—
and then he found he had deceived onlv
himself The other feature is a Harold
Lloyd comedy entitled, “Never Weak
ens."—adv.
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FOR FORDS $12.75
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Call 238

Rockland Motor Mart
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I 5 Auto Truck* for moving and
long diat|nce hauling of all
kind*. Wo move you anywhere
in Naw England. You eave
Crating, Tima ard Money.
H. H. STOVER CO.
I Tel. «K
Utiles St„ ReckleM
Fieeet Eauipmmt I* Melee

a full lint of
ACCESSORIES AND TIRES

CONFECTIONERY STORE
MONUMENTS
HOME MADE CANDIES

Telephone Connection

ICE CREAM

Gilchrest
Monumental Works

ff

Weymouth’s
Telephone 158-M
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402 Main Street
EXIDE

BATTERIES

Main Street
Thomaston, Me.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

HARDWARE ANO PAINTS

Call 238

Telephone 208

Rockland1 Motor
Mart
Me
For Every Car

KITE TWINE
Extra Strong
10e Per Ball

Special Prices on
RADIO BATTERIES

456 Main Street, Itockland

EXIDE BATTERIES
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H. H. Crie & Co.

LAUNDRY WORK

EMPIRE THEATRE

GARAGE

Call 170

.c,l?
Call 124

People's Laundry

Hold your sides and buckle on -your
Dyer’s Garage,
Gai
Inc.
17 Linierock Street
laugh leashes for here comes Douglas ff
We
do
all
kinds
of
Laundry
REPAIRING, STORAGE
Fairbanks in the "Nut.” Those who
Work. Family Washing a Spe ||
ANO
go to the Empire Thursday are going
ANO SUI
SUPPLIES
cialty, Wet Wash. Rough
"I Have Little Feeler*.”
to see three hours of rollicking comedy
s
Agent for
Dry. Finish Flat Work. Shirts, i
for in addition to this splendid offering
relatives and my own family, I’ve of Fairbanks. Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeCollars.
BROT
DODGE BROTHERS
CARS
1
nothing against them.
Haven will be seen in their uproarious
“But it would be horrible If all the farce comedy. "Twin Beds."
'The Nut" deals with the adventures of an eccentric young inventor who promised for Bmpire patrons with this
world were made up of Star-Nosed
fail* in love with a girl in New York’s big combination laugh bill.
— les—perfectly horrible.
historic Greenwich Village. Fairbanks’
“I don't suppose there would he any
Friday, Sydney Franklin’s great
ldvcr,lures as a gay Lothario are eaid story of life with a cast that is. exeelStar-Nosed Moles af'er a time if there
to involve some of the most amazing i lent hr “Courage." A photoplay filled
were only Star-Nosed Moles In the
ind cc-mical complications ever shown with thrills, romance and adventure
first place."
There is no “cure,” j^it
upon the screen. Much of the "busi and to say that it is a First National
“That is a very strange thing to
ness" fir the story, as well as data re attraction is sufficient to guarantee its
- wheezy breathing may
say.” said Billie Brownie. “And I am
lating to the "locations" was gathered entertainment qualities.
“Love Let
oftentimes be relieved
sure I do uot understand It at all. 1
personally by Fairbanks during his ters" a sparkling comedy drama is the
stay in New York just after his return companion feature, with a comedy on
would be ever so grateful to you, Starby inhaling the .oothing
from Wurope last fall.
the program for good measure. Ad
Nosed Mole, if you would explain.
medicated vape rs of—
"Twin Beds.” the companion feature, mission prices for children at the Bm
“Won't you, please? I beg of you
is familiar to most everyone as one of pire arc 10 cents all the time.—adv.
to explain.”
the greatest laugh producers ever pre
“I’ll explain." said the Star-Nosed
sented on the stage. It is said to be
Mole. “You needn’t beg It of me.
11. Get a box of Mi-O-Na stomach
even better on the screen with a laugh
will do it willingly, even eagerly, even
"very time they move—and they are tablets at any druggist and stop all
anxiously, even gladly!
indigestion,
or
Believes
moving al! the time, An afternoon and distress.
"You see." the Star-Nosed Mole con
Over 17 Million Jan Uud Yearly night of splendid entertainment arc money back.- adv.
tinued. “I have the same ways as other
Star-Nosed Moles, We are very strong.
But In order to keep that strength we
:
I ''U.!/ ' ' u; T J : : -'ll! 1 < I /1.?/ • ‘
->„i.Sib:
Rf/LF//R1
must eat. And we must eat a great
deal.
“We would actually starve if we
didn’t eat every few hours. We must
4 APPERSON 4
eat most of the time. That isn’t be
cause we are so greedy. It is our way
V y. . - I - •-;> > ->
:w:
'•
“We have to do this to keep our
strength.
•
tta
«$» tCwfcAAAovivS* (g»
“As I said, it would be awful If all
the world were made up of Star-Nosed
Moles—and you want me to explain
what I meant when I said there would
he no Star-Nosed Moles after a time if
♦
such a thing happened.
*
"For we must eat Insects, plenty of
Insects. So you see there must be in
sects In the world if there are to be
Star-Nosed Moles!”
“Now I understand," said Billie
Brownie. “I'm glad I came to call on
you. You're a most lively and Inter
esting little creature.”
"Thanks, thanks." said the Star’OR years we have been asked why we did not build a small Apperson—a
Nosed Mole. "And I suppose you'd
car which would embody the same engineering, the same dependability,
like to know about my name?”
Billie Brownie nodded his head.
and the same fineness as the big Apperson. To build a small car that would J
“I have little feelers on the end of
my nose which some folks think make
meet all these requirements fully, a new, smaller car worthy of bearing the Apper- j|
me look as though my nose were starshaped. I love my name, don't you
son Crest, was no easy task—but Apperson engineers have done it.
Billie Brownie?"
“Indeed I do,” said Billie Brownie.
Our answer to this question is—the new Apperson Six.
“But please—when you go back and
tell my story to others—please men
ui car; ||
tion that I do not destroy the vege-|
In the new Apperson Six, Apperson engineers haveZ built a remarkable
table roots that I am accused of de
Apperson designers have designated a beautiful car; and the Apperson Bros. Auto- JJ
stroying. That is the work of the field
mice who use my runways under the
mobile Company has added still another engineering success to its long line of
ground.
achievements—beginning back in 1893 with the building of the first practical B
"I don't sleep nil winter like some
creatures. I stay awake, and enjoy
automobil^.
the meals I have under the surface of
the earth. I stay awake and eat," he
This car is remarkable because it embodies advanced principles of engineering
chuckled.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Moore of Thom
aston, accompanied by their children,
Estelle and Richard, were. Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Moore.
I’.ufus Libby of Thomaston visited
his father. Benjamin Libby. Sunday.
Mrs. George N'ewbert left Saturday
for Beverly. Mass., where she will be a
guest of her daughter, Mrs. Beryl
Weevcr.
There will be a food meeting for the
Farm Bureau members at Montgomery
parlors, Baptist church. Thursday, at
10 o’clock. The public is welcome.
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Moore were
guests at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Alton Poster. Thomaston, Sunday.
Warren consumers, on the western
side, at least, were minus their water
supply over the weekend.
Another enjoyable meeting of Warren
Grange Circle was held Thursday at
the spacious home of Mr. and Mrs. Ar
thur Peabody with a record attendance
f 36. It was reported a most enjoy
able meeting.
The 8. I’. D. Club will be entertainedat Knox Hotel on St. Patrick's Day
and attend the performance at the
Strand Theatre in Rockland in the af
ternoon.
Mrs. Evelyn Robinson entertained
Hie City Club Saturday.
The Odd Fellows will hold their an
nual roll call at the meeting held on
March 16. IL is hoped that a good at
tendance will be one of the features of
this meeting. Refreshments will be
served.
Glad were the 15 Warren-bound trav
elers that were stranded on the hard
benches of the Thomaston waiting
room Saturday, when the electric cars
ceased to run. to secure the services of
genial Samuel Norwood and his stout
team to come to their rescue. It was
a jolly party that left Thomaston short
ly after 5 o'clock, arriving home in
plenty of time to have supper and at
tend the pictures that are under the
management of Mr. Prescott of Union,
who was one of their number on the
eventful sleighride.
The Senior class of Warren High
School will present a five-act play en
titled “The Country Minister" in Town
hall, Thursday evening at 7.30 o’clock.
Cast of characters: Rev. Ralph Un
derwood. the country minister. Philip
Simmons: Gregory Heath, of the world
at large, Roland Berry; Jud Pardoe, a
wreck on the ocean ef life, Clement
Moody; Timothy Hodd. who would
rather whittle than work. Arnold
Teague; Deacon Potter, “just a trifle
deef,"
Leslie
Borneman;
William
lleury. Willard Hart: Torn Sparrow,
Langdon Wyllie; Helen Burleigh, from
the city Mary Jameson: Jerusha Jane
Judkins, the postmistress. Beatrice
Wilson; Rocky, “fresh air kid,” Arlene,
Sawyer; Granny Grimes. Signo Erk-1
kala: Fanny, a maid. Anita Wyllie. 1
Admission. 35c children. 25c. There will
be a dance in Glover hall after the
play.
New spring suits, coats and dresses
are being received at the Davis GarI ntent Store, corner of Main and Elm
| streets. Rockland, almost every day.
thus keeping the stock fresh.—adv.
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A Hint to the Hana.
Abbie, the little girl of the family,
was seated at the breakfast table one
morning. As usual eggs were served.
Either she was not hungry or she
had grown tired of the bill of fare, for
very earnestly and soberly she re
marked ;
”1 do wish hens would lay some
thing besides eggs."—The Progressive
Gr'“er,

Umbrella Long In Uaa.
The umbrella Is one ef the oldest
Inventions, It appears on the temple
walls of Wfypt. Assyria and In the
ancient sketches of India and China,
No one kntfws where It originated, but
probably In hot climes, as a protec
tion from the sun. In fact, "umbrella"
means "sunshade,” from the "Latin
“urabro," shade. It la said to have
been introduced Into Europe from
Persia.

and design found in no other car.

The leverless gear-shift, which is mechanically

controlled; the specially designed frame;the six-cylinder motor; the permanent top
with side curtains stored in back of the front seat; the emergency brake on the
propeller shaft flange; and a driver's compartment that has no gear-shift or brake
levers.
This car is remarkable because it is capable of doing many things on the road,
in the mud and on the hills that can not be done by many cars costing three times
as much. Finally, it is a remarkable car because—it is an Apperson.
See it at the Boston Automobile Show, March 10-17. Send for catalogue.
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Rockland, Me.
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